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The Widdicomb Collection based on
original designs by T. H Robsjohn-Gibbings

For your nearest dealer call

fi

1

800 954 7776 or visit our web

site at

uruvw.

BexleyHeath.com.
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i
Just a glimpse into the extraordinary personal collection of
1950s furnishings by Charles Eames, lsamu Noguchi, and
George Nelson assembled by Robert Breeze and Charles
Stewart, profiled in this issue's lvlodern Spaces feature.
Photograph by James Cohrssen.

36

It/archese Emilio Pucci - a cultivated, educated man from a
prominent ltalian family - broke from tradition and became
a shopkeeper, opening a boutique on the island of Capri
which became the starting point of his whirlwind revolution

of the fashion industry during the 1950s and 1960s.

36

By
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Ginger ltiloro.
40
Danish ceramicist Axel Salto, considered ahead of his time
by his peers and critics, was fascinated by the essence of
natural growth, and this was reflected in the organic shapes
and forms which his work adopted. His "budding," "sprouting," and "horns" series are highly sought-after by collectors.
By Bobin and Howard Hecht.
42

A self-taught metalsmith, Art Smith drew inspiration from
the body for the creation of his studio lewelry. His use and
understanding of the human silhouette is unparalleled. By
Toni Greenbaum.
47

I

47

The lvlodern lvlovement in South America during the 1920s
and '30s blended the symmetry and geometry of Art Deco
with motifs from local fauna and flora to create a unique

regional architectural style. By Enrique H. lr4adia.
50

upaces: tne ureeze-stewart Gollection
Beginning innocently enough with a few Wakefield pieces
and a little Fiestaware, the collection of Robert Breeze and
Charles Stewart has grown into what may be the largest
private collection of 1950s furniture, lamps, and accessoMOOern

42

ries designed by Charles Eames, lsamu Noguchi, and

George Nelson. lncluded are tare and prototype pieces such as a Noguchi Chess lable, a fularshama//ow soia, and
an Eames folding half-screen. By Jim Sweeney.

54
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40

Modern Spaces: The Modern Office
- an RCA executive on the West
Coast, and an interior designer in New York City - utilized
the clean lines of modern furnishings to create office environments which are soothing and "conducive to creativity. "
By Ron Fair and l\4artin Raffone.

Two sawy individuals
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What's Hot

10

First Person
1998 will mark the 100th anniversary of Alvar Aalto's birth. A
giant of 20th century architecture and design, Aalto continues to
have a profound influence on today's designers.
Up Close
At the 1939 New York World's Fair, RCA's innovative television
designs - created by industrial designer John Vassos - were

12

28

14

30

A Piece On Glass

Modern Eye

A master of many mediums, Tapio Wirkkala was the quintessen-

Zenaloy plastic; lvlodern movie madness; Reynolds Wrap's 50th
birthday; Herman Miller on Fritz Hansen; Van Kepple-Green

tial Finnish designer. He achieved his greatest acclaim for his
glass designs for the littala glass works, of which he became
Artistic Director. By Howard J. Lockwood.
Auction Highlights
Object Focus
Calendar
Show Updates

16
Elegant, hip, and unconventional, the small revitalized neighbor-

hood known as "NoHo" (north of Houston Street) in lower
lt/anhattan has become the new mecca for people who love
classic modern design. By Lise Beane.
18

The lnnovation of Alexander Calder; Graphics 1890-1940;
Marsden Hartley; Fernand L6ger; Finnish ltrlodern Design...

20

Fashion Forecast 2
Texture, texture, texture - it's the word of the season. Get it into
your wardrobe through plush vintage clothes trimmed in feathers, velvet, or faux fur. By Monica Schnee.

launched with great fanfare, helping to introduce television to the

world. By lain Baird.

Fashion Forecast
Forthe vintage minded woman, this season means fuzzy fabrics
and jackets with lots of tailoring. For the gentleman, a 3/4 length
boxy leather jacket is the season's must-have, along with a
sharkskin tux for New Year's Eve! By Heather Jones.

32
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64
68
75
87
95

Bookstore
Classif ieds

Modern Listings

Spotlight

a two-decade

Streamlined Art Deco-style toasters enjoyed

period of excitement - a "golden age" - from the '30s to the '50s,
Stylistically and commercially they were hot back then, and
today the interest is rising once again. By John Okolowicz.

subscriptions, call our toll-free number (800) 695-5768, or visit
our web site at http://www.deco-echoes.com, Otherwise, mail

22

Echoes Abroad
Repoding on the modern market in Europe.

24

Modernism, eh?

your questions, complaints, or suggestions to PO Box 155,
Cummaquid, lVass 02637, fax to (508) 428-OO77, or e-mail to

Reporting on modernism in Canada.

hey@deco-echoes.com.
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we've Come a long way since 1950...

J

The Deco Echoes Web Site is the most
comprehensive site for 20th century
classic modern style and design on the
internet today. Updated daily, the site is
constantly changing and evolving, with
a major addition premiering in 19981

t

On the site:

Online subscription form, sample articles,
issue archives.

I
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Shop the home pages of over 33 exceptional mid-century modern shops, new
shops added weekly.

I

,

Use the Modern Map to access a list of all
the mid-century businesses within a chosen
state's borders. Over 700 U.S. listings, as
well as Canadian and European locations.

Buy and sell for free on the internet's most
highly trafficked classic modern classifieds.
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Browse the "pages" of the Deco Echoes
catalog of items reminiscent of the 1920s1960s eras. Herman trliller for the Home,
WPA and Lempicka serigraphs, notecards,
gift items, Vitra [Viniature chairs, and much
more.
Shop among the "shelves" of our comprehensive online bookstore of reference
books on 20th century style and design.
New feature titles and sale titles every
month. Out-of-prints too.
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lVlark down important show, exhibition, and
event dates from our 20th century event
calendar, which also includes the home
pages of several important modernism
shows.

Selling true reproduction 1950s style
modular stainless steel diners. Floor plans
and specifications online,

Premiering in 1998!l Deco Echoes'new
online modern auction sitel Buy and sell
your items at an online auction which is
dedicated exclusively to modern items, no
need to sift through hundreds of unrelated
listings anymore! Register now ofl the Deco
Echoes' site to be notified of the auction's
premiere datel
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M 926 DESK/VANITY $I795
ORIGINAL STYLES
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IMPROVED CONSTRUCTION
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SUPERIOR FINISH

AVAILABLE IN AMBER, NATURAL, AND WHEAT
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Cora Golden
Toni Greenbaum
Robin and Howard Hecht
Heather Jones
lvlarianne Lamonaca
Howard J, Lockwood
Enrique H. Madia
Ginger Moro
John Okolowicz
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Echoes Magazine (ISSN 1089-7046) is a
quarterly (four issues per year) publication
focused entirely on classic 20th century
modern style & design.
Subscription lnformation Annual subscriptions are available in the U,S. for $18.95, or
two years for $34.00; in Canada $22.50 for
one yea( $40.50 for two years; Foreign
$29.95 for one year, $54.00 for two years
(foreign subscribers add $20 per year for air
mail delivery), All subscriptions payable in
advance. Subscriptions include four quarterly
issues of Echoes magazine. Newsstand
copies, $4.95 in the U.S., $6.00 in Canada.
For subscriptions or address changes
write to Echoes magazine, PO Box '155,
Cummaquid, MA 02637, or call (508) 428
2324. Visa, MC, Discover and Amex
accepted. Please allow 6-8 weeks for
subscriptions to commence.

Echoes on the internet Subscription and
back issue information may be obtained on
the Deco Echoes web site, along with past
articles, online vintage shops, an online
bookstore, catalog, calendar, classifieds, the
modern map vintage shop locator, Deco
society listings, and more!
http ://www.deco-echoes.com
All rights reserved. No part of this
publication may be reproduced in any way,
electronic, mechanical, photocopying,
recording, or otherwise, or stored in a
retrieval system, without prior written
permission from Deco Echoes Publlcations
Printed in the U.S.A.
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Desrgnedi:ySori Yanagi in 1956 ttreelegantlysimpleButterflySt*ol
is the resttlt of pairing traditiorral Japanese forms rvith nroderrr l\esterrr rraterials. The soaring design of molded
plywood ancl steei. represented in the lr,/useurl of it4ocjer-n Art's pellaneni coilection,
has recerrtly been reintroduced by the N/useunr. tv4easLrring .14h x 17w x 12"d. the stool
retairs ror s325 ,rroush rhe \'4rrsel rrr s Des'gn t'"1:::H""::J,',"JiH:u3]ir
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(800) 442_6662

What'S HOt ftems To Take Note Of

Known for his fluid lines, sculptural sensibility, and ingenious
and functional designs, Scandinavian architect and designer
Finn Juhl is credited with bringing Danish Modern style to an
international audience, Juhl's collaborations with Baker Furniture in the 1940s and'50s led to a collection of furniture
which was the very definition of functionalism; melding equal
parts utility, beauty, and simplicity to create graceful, strikingly original pieces. Baker has recently reintroduced six
pieces of this truly classic collection.
The most famous of Juhl's designs for Baker is his signalure Chieftain armchair, with its unique floating seat and
turned, carved walnut frame. This chair, like many of Juhl's
pieces, draws its inspiration from abstract sculpture and has
a flowing symmetry that offers its own artistic gratification.
Other reintroductions include a cocktail table and lamp table
of an organic delta shape, a cocktail table which doubles as
a bench, a writing table, and an armchair employing the signature floating seat design.
When these pieces were first introduced 50 years ago,
they represented the culmination of numerous international
efforts to create a new style. The concept was to create beauty
in functionality, a usefulness that retained a gracefulness of
form. Years later, these designs still hold up, a testament to
their enduring style and Finn Juhl's unique design sensibility.
For further information contact Baker Furniture at (616)

JOt-tJZt.
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Could lt Be A Calder?
No, but architect and furniture designer Frank Andr6 was inspired by the works of Calder and the lithographs of Miro when
he created his hand-made mobiles. Andr6's New York studio,
AgitPop, celebrates the organic shapes, bold colors, and period style of modernist furniture and objets d'art updated for
contemporary lifestyles. The studio's large, colot'ful mobiles are
made entirely by hand of sheet steel and sheet aluminum connected by tempered spring steel. Hand-finished rivets join the
arms to the "petals" which are painted in a durable matte finish. Prices range from $600-725, and custom color combinations and design inquiries are welcomed. AgitPop Studio, Frank
Andr6 (212) 237-5989.

CLOCKWISE FROM

Finn Juhl's
Chieftain Armchair,
LEFT:

originally introduced
in 1949, is a perfect
example of the
designer's sculptural
sensibility; This
simple armchair has
the signature
floating element in
the seat; While the
writing table
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Lime Fizz, Please
They're fun, they're colorful, and
there's one for every mood and every room. TheYAYO" lamp by Luminations is available in over 20 de-

signs, including the'50s-inspired
"Cherry Fizz" and "Lime Fizz" at left,

features a sycamore

a'60s-ish "Dazy Daisy," and a homage to lvlondrian entitled "Jazz."
Standing 20 inches tall on black

top which "floats"
above the legs,
supported by walnut

the lamp accepts a 60 Watt bulb
and features a hi-lo switch. Lumi-

crossbars.

nations (41 5) 255-801 3.

metal legs with rubber balls as feet,

Have We Met?
The N/useum of Modern Art is
reintroducing the tableware of
Eva Zeisel, a pioneer of 20th
century ceramic design. The new
pieces are stamped with Zeisel's
initials and dated. #21009 lce
Box Pitcher $30, #21 004 Sauce

,fi

H

J

Bowl and Spoon $40, #21006
Tulip Vase $12, #21005 Sugar
and Creamer Set $28. To order

call(800) 447-6662.

B

Table Top Reflections
Designed in 1962 by Achille and Pier
Giacomo Castiglioni, lhe Taccb table
lamp provides reflected light from a
concave spun-aluminum reflector.
Light from the 100 Watt flood lamp is

adjusted by positioning the blown
glass diffuser. 21h x 19 1/2"d. Avail
able through the MotVa Design Store

Catalog (item #23468) for $.1,525.
(800) 447-6662.

"Good Design," Mass Produced
Just like the designers during the post-war era, today's creative minds are solving the problem of designing pieces economically and efficiently by turning to the same materials
Eames and his contemporaries utilized: molded plywood,
wire base supports, steel, and veneers, The designers at
Blu Dot, a new company formed earlier this year, have unveiled a 14-piece collection based on these very ideals. ,,We
want to mass produce good design," states John Christakos,
Blu Dot's president. Shown below, Blu Dot's Uptown Sideboard of cherry veneer with chrome plated wire legs, ivory
melamine doors, and stainless steel pulls. $8g9. Blu Dot
(612) 782-1844.

Part of Vladimir Kagan's reissued

I

Classic Collection, this reclining
chair, originally designed in 1956,

illustrates Kagan's deft use of
sculptural forms and mixed media.
The sensuously curved stainless
steel base cradles the leather sling
seat whlch reclines into any position. Ottoman available. Vladimir
Kagan Design (212) 289-0051.

I

Miniature Classics
Charles and Ray Eames developed the Wire Base Table in 1950 after
years of experimenting with wire mesh and rods. This miniature scale
model measures3T/8x31/2x23/4" and is constructed of awire
base with a white finish top. $2 + ffi shipping. CaI (800) 695_5768.
Designed in 1960 as low tables for the Time-Life Building in New
York, these walnut stools became Ray Eames' personal favorite seats;

they were liberally scattered about the Eames home in pacific palisades. These miniature models measure I 5/g x 2', and come as a
set of three. $24 + $3 shipping.
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Cuttin'A Rug
Textile designer Christine Van
Der Hurd is well known for her

couture carpets. The patterns
on the hand-tufted carpets are
inspired by the European IVod-

ernists she discovered in college: Sonia Delaunay, Paul
Poiret, and Susie Cooper. For

her 12 pattern collection

Cutth' A Rug, Yan Der Hurd
pared down the graphics to
basic geometries - squares,
dots, waves - and sculpted the

pattern into the rug so the

color and texture would define

the deslgn. Shown at left

is

Square Dance. Christine Van
Der Hurd, to the trade by appointment, (21 2) 343-907 0.

Gibby's Revival

I

I

T.H. Robsjohn-Gibbings - "Gibby,, to his friends - was a successful
decorator during the i 930s and '40s who created hrs own brand of

modernism by softening contemporary designs with classic Greek
curves and forms. From 1946 to 1960 Robsjohn-Gibbings translated
his personal style into successful furniture collections for the widdicomb Furniture Company. Bexley Heath, Ltd., owner of the original

designs and drawings which Robsjohn_Gibbings createdfor
widdicomb, has reintroduced his designs as the widdicomb coilection. The Collection is produced in the same Grand Rapids factory

m
-

where the first pieces were manufactured over 50 years ago. Shown
at left is Gibby's Biomorphic Corfee Tab/e. (800) 954_2726.

o

FifSt PefSOn

Photographs Couriesy tVoN/A and Christie's South Kensington
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CLOCKWISE FBOM TOP LEFT: AAITO'S

Armchair #400, 1 936, features a seat
cantilevered between ribbons of
laminated birch; Alvar and second
wife Elissa Aalto in 1963; Alvar's
winning entry in the 1959 competition
to design the Opera House in Essen,
Germany, was completed bY Harald
Deiimann and Elissa Aalto in 1988
after seven years of construction;
The Paimio chair, 1 931 -32, is Aalto's
best known piece of furniture; The
free-form crystal SavoY vase was
designed bY Aalto in 1936 for a
design competition at the Karhula
glassworks - it took first Prize.
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Alvar Aalto: 100 Years
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Alvar Aalto (1898-1976), one of the giants of 20th century architecture and design, continues to have a profound influence both within
his native Finland and internationally. During his 54-year career, Aalto
completed a large number of diverse commissions ranging from au-

ditoriums to museums, libraries, factories, apartment buildings'

churches, and town halls. Aalto is also well known for his innovative
bent-wood furnlture and glass deslgns.

Although ranked alongside Ludwig [t/ies van der Rohe, Le

Corbusier, and Louis l. Kahn by historians, Aalto took a differing path
from his contemporaries. Highly independent, he favored organic
forms over ordered structure, the use of wood over metal, and the
10

cultivation of the bond between architecture and nature, His suc- -t
cessful combination of functional design with organic ideas led to a
new form of modernism.
ln celebration of the 1OOth anniversary of Aalto's birth, the li/u- !N
-.o
seum of lrrlodern Art is organizing a major retrospective on his archiF?
tecture, from February 19 to May 19, 1998. The exhibition will present =>
AI
drawincluding original
50 buildings from all phases of Aalto's career,
ings and models which have never before been seen in the United
States. Video walk-throughs of impoftant buildings and full-scale constructions will provide visitors with a tangible experience of Aalto's
r
singular vision of what humanistic architecture should be
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This sale will include progressive
po st-war furniture, glass, ceramics, fabrics,
posters and industrial design.
A Venini 'Fasce' vase by Fulvio Bianconi
I

AUCTToN: London, South Kensington, 3 June 199g
ENeurRrES: Simon Andrews on (44171) 321 3445

cATALoGUE otr)Ens: (800) 395 6300 or (7lg) 794 1490
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CHRISTIE'S
SOUTH
KENSINGTON

85 Old Brompton Road, London SV7 3LD
fel: (44171) 581 76ll Fax (44171) 321 3321
I n tenrct: http:,/www.christies.com
.t
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Up CIOSO Text by lain Baird, Photographs Courtesy the l,lZfV N/useum and the N/CNY
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Television

At the 1939 World's Fair, RCA's innovative designs helped to launch television

Chances are, you have interacted with a John Vassos design. Best
known for his 1933 design of the ubiquitous Peevy turnstile that's
still in use in many subway stations, Vassos also designed the Badio
Corporation of America's (RCA) first series of televisions aimed at
the public and launched with great fanfare at the New York World's
Fair in 1939.
Vassos, born in 1898, was forced to leave his homeland in 1915
after drawing political cartoons of Turkish officials for his father's newspaper in Constantinople (lstanbul). After serving in the British Naval
Support Systems during World War l, he immigrated to the U.S. He
studied art and illustration with John Singer Sargent in Boston, but
soon gained favor as a magazine illustrator for publications such as

Harperb and The New Yorker.
Vassos' first foray into industrial design was in 1924, with a lotion bottle that quickly became more popular as a hip flask during
Prohibition. Prior to the outbreak of World War ll, Vassos helped to
form the American Designers' lnstitute and became its president.
During this period, he began working under contract to RCA, and
ably assisted the company in pioneering television in the home.
Massive Promotion. ln the eyes of most Americans, television
"officially" began at the 1939 New York World's Fair' RCA launched
the new medium with a massive promotional effort more akin to
12

ln The World of Tomorrow
today's media blitzes. The displays of General Electric, Westinghouse'
and Dul\u1ont also prominently featured competing television receivers. To attract buyers, companies commissioned well-known industrial designers - or their best in-house radio designers - to style the
television cabinets. RCAs lifestyle marketing approach resulted in a
series of hand-crafted, highly polished wood sets that took their cue
from the newly popular "streamline" style.
RCA pulled out all the stops to promote the new medium. The
company's pavilion at the World's Fair was designed by the renowned
modernist architectural firm of Skidmore & Owings. Visitors were
drawn into the exhibit by a giant replica of a radio tube suspended
overhead. ln fact, the entire pavilion, viewed from above, was tubeshaped. The attention to detail was warranted since aerlal views and
models of the World's Fair - showing eadh-bound visitors the scope
of the exhibition - were immensely popular.

At the pavilion on April 20, 1939, company President

David

Sarnoff personally unveiled RCAs new line of televisions. All the premiering sets were designed by Vassos. The designer also created
the settings which dramatized the use of television in the home. The
"Badio Living Room of Tomorrow" was outfitted with "contemporary" built-ins such as a combination radio/television/record player/
record-recording set, a facsimile receiver, and a sound motion pic-
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the RCA

Pavilion at the World's Fair, a crowd gathers
around the Phantom Teleceiver - a
transparent version of RCA's model TRK-1 2;
The clear model was created of Lucite
plastic to convince viewers that there was no
trlckery involved in broadcasting television
images. THts PAGE, Top LEFT: RCA'S most
popular television was the TRK-12 which
featured a l2-inch mirrored screen built into
the lid of the cabinet. LEFT; A pre-production
drawing of the New York World's Fair
emblem. BELow: To make television more
affordable, RCA introduced the tabletop TT5, a video-only receiver which hooked up to
an existing radio to amplify its sound.
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RIGHT: RCA'S second

:I

model was the

streamline-styled

.l

TRK-9. Eschewing the

mirror-in-lid concept,
it featured a nine-inch,
direct-view screen.
Originally priced at
$450, it included a

II
f

multi-band shortwave radio, providing
access to radio when

television broadcasts
weren't available. Of
the 485 built,
approximately eight
still exist.

ture projector. To illustrate how television could be integrated into an
existing decor, Vassos also designed a "Radio Living Room of Today." lt was decorated in period furniture complemented by separate cabinets containing the same electronic components as in the
'Living Room of Tomorrow."
The entire exhibit had an air of theatricality. Visitors were invited
to appear in front of television cameras to have their greetings broadcast live to their astonished friends. Souvenir cards were given to the
newly "televised" certifying their television appearance. Closed circuit broadcasts featured sample programs, while some televisions
received regular programming from NBC studios. The signal was sent
via a transmitter located at the top of the Empire State Building.
Transparent Television. To prove to skeptical viewers that no trickery was involved in broadcasting the images on television, Vassos
created a transparent version of model TRK-i 2 that was dubbed the
"Phantom Teleceiver." lt was constructed from Dupont s new Lucite

plastic and gave viewers a clear picture of the set's inner workings.
The use of Lucite at the Fair wasn't exclusive to FICA; General lt4otors featured a transparent car, and Lucite was used in a series of
fountains and goldfish aquariums dotted throughout the fair grounds.
The crowd-pleasing Phantom Teleceiver anchored the lobby of
the RCA pavilion. lt was highlighted by a futuristic wall mural (designed by Stuart Davis) and illuminated by natural light emanating
from a spectacular glass curtain wall. Today, the historic transparent
television is in the collection of Toronto's IVZTV lrzluseum of Television
and can be viewed as part of the traveling exhibition, "Watching TV.,,
RCA used the World's Fair to showcase other experimental products including a projection television receiver. The 1g39 forerunner
to today's bar and home-theater televisions used a bright, five-inch
cathode ray tube. A large lens projected the images onto a special
light-reflective screen measuring four feet wide by three feet high.
Not content to merely design technology, BCA promoted its line
of consumer television receivers for the duration of the World,s Fair.
The sets were available through radio, appliance, and furniture distributors throughout metropolitan New york. Ultimately, the most
popular television was also the most expensive: the TRK-12. lt retailed for exactly $600, approximately half the cost of an automobile
ln 1939 and the equivalent of about $6,000 in today,s dollars. A mirrored screen built into the lid of the cabinet facilitated a 12 inch viewing area. The indirect reflection was dictated by the length of > 66
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Facts, Details, Connectons, Text by Steven Cabella

Wrap lt Up...
50th birthday greetings to another post-war material! Aluminum
foil is celebrating its golden anniversary by having an original box
ot 1947 Reynolds Wrap aluminum foil placed in the Domestic Life
collection at the Smithsonian lnstitution, where it joins the likes of
Tupper-Ware and the Eames Lounge Chair and Ottoman.
The idea for Reynolds Wrap was conceived just before World
War llwhen Reynolds l\rletal executive Clarence lrzlanning was asked
by his harried wife to find a turkey pan she could use to roast the

"What's the deal with the Zenith shells on my Eames arm chairs?"
writes original owner Tom F. from San Francisco.
Well, the first Eames shells were produced by the Zenith Plastics Company of Santa Nulonica, California, a company that had
produced plastic and Fiberglas structures and parts for the military during World War ll. After the war, Zenith was approached by
the Eames Office to produce the seating shells for the innovative
new line of chairs recently designed by Charles Eames and distributed by Herman ltuliller.
The chair seats are made of molded Zenaloy, which is the
name of the plastic that was fused with Fiberglas strands to form
the famous biomorphic shape. These early shells by Zenith can
be identified by the Fiberglas rope or cord embedded in the edge
of the seats. When Herman ti/iller began manufacturing their own
shells, they left out the rope, which was deemed unnecessary
after modifications to the shape of the armrest and back. I am
told that nowadays Herman lvliller has stopped offering the plain
unpadded Fiberglas shell chairs. Let's hope they will change their
minds and turn the machine that makes them back on.
Bel Geddes Plays Eames...

More Modern Movie Madness
true, as a reader sent in recently, that actress Barbara Bel Geddes
plays a model named Lucinda Eames in the 1949 American film noir
flick called Caught. lt's not a vintage film of the architect or designer
as film star genre, but have a look anyway...it's a weird connection.
It is

ffi

Thanksgiving dinner. Figuring he had little or no chance of finding a
pan on a holiday, the executive pulled from his briefcase some
samples of foil the company was developing to possibly market to
commercial kitchens.
The turkey was a success, and Reynolds tr/etal began to explore their foil's suitability as a household product. Foil wrap was
launched in September of 1947, along with an elaborate campaign
designed to explain the product to baffled housewlves and retailers everywhere
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Was Herman Miller Related to
Fritz Hansen?
W.T. from NYC wants to know why her
birch and walnut chair from Fritz Hansen
has a sticker on it that says "Herman
It4iller." Answer: in 1950/51 , Herman ltliller was the sole distribulor of Frilz Hansen furniture. Afterthat year,Fritz Hansen became
a major distributor itself - of Danish furniture in America.
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Artists As Furniture...
Numerous post-war artists tried their hand at designing modernstyled production furnishings. We all know about sculptor Harry
Bertoia's chairs, and Noguchi's tables for Herman tr/iller and Knoll.
But have you ever seen the wooden floor lamp by modern painter
Theodore Stamos? lt's architecturally inspired and is nothing like his
paintings.
Some sculptors and painters made products directly related to
their fine art work while others found particular inspiration in the new
"medium" of industrial design. Some of the most beautiful artistproducts produced were rugs. Salesmen of these aesthetic carpets
encouraged customers to view them as "paintings for your floor." lf
you know the name of an artist who designed rugs, lamps, or furnishings during the post-war modern era, send it on in!
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Van Kepple-Green used a lot of string in the manufacture of their post-war contemporary furniture designs. The well-known and currently back in production
lounge chair and ottoman alone take over 1,200 feet of cord, and the chaise
lounge takes over 2,000 feet. The new models use a non-original nylon cord for
the current wrap job, but those who restore this line of furniture advise that the
original three-strand with a twist cord is available at most boating supply shops
or your larger hardware stores. lt's commonly referred to as crab netting cord
on the East Coast. This original cord works better with the philosophy of being
able to bleach and hose off your furniture when it gets dirty, a suggestion direct
from Van Kepple-Green.
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Stele Cabe//a has been co//ectng modent furniture, products, a/;d destgn facts for near\/ 20 years, and he is happ.y lc answer ycur questions and share
ilolr nleresls. Ll/rte to (inc/ude SASE): Steve Cabe//a, Alcdern i Ga/1ery, 500 Red Hi// Avenue, San Anse/mo, CA 94960.
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Exploring

NoH

L

ACE - 269 Elizabeth St.

Elegant, hip, and unconventional, this small, revitalized neighborhood in lower Manhattan
is the new mecca for people who love classic modern design
I am sitting in the Time Cafe on Lafayette Street in NoHo, sipping
coffee and watching the hands of the clock on the wall whirl backwards about one hour every minute. lt is a disconcerting feeling, but
serves to prepare me for a back-to-the-future experience. This is a
very appropriate way to begin a visit to NoHo, because this small,
cutting-edge community is as much about exploring the past as it is
about enjoying space and design.
On a map of ltrlanhattan, NoHo appears roughly shaped like a
triangle located north of Houston Street (hence the name NoHo),
east of Broadway, west of the Bowery, and south of Astor Place. The
word "NoHo" is not on most maps, but a few newer ones have it.
Here the tightly packed skyscrapers for which Manhattan is famous thin away and are replaced by huge warehouses. Small treelined streets with low, deep buildings branch off of broad avenues,
creating an exhilarating feeling of lofty space and new frontiers.
A still-gritty part of town, NoHo is in the midst of an exciting
renovation. And with its large buildings and relatively low rents, it's
attracting many artists and entrepreneurs with their own creative ideas
of how to use the space. Stores featuring mid-20th century furniture
and fashions are the businesses of choice, but each reflects such
16

individual expression that they are creating their own styles. Even the
cafes in the area are mirroring this trend.
ln the Time Cafe on Lafayette, a black and white photo mural of
the southwestern desert by Steven Clarke fills the enormous back
wall. Tall potted cactus are used to establish an interior landscape.
Green and white vinyl booths, chrome-edge tables, and blond wooden
chairs complete the scene. What an atmosphere! Flashbacks of the
1950s rush to mind: from old home-on-the-range cowboy movies to
blasts from our atomic past. Another must-try eatery is the NoHo
Star Bar & Restaurant at 330 Lafayette. lt's a popular gathering place
in the area with its bustling, creative atmosphere, inventive menu,
and good food.
Lafayette Street is the broad, main street of NoHo where the
area's large furniture galleries, fashion stores, the Time Cafe, and
NoHo Star Restaurant are found. But now smaller shops with vintage furniture, accessories, and custom services are opening up on
Lafayette's side streets, giving collectors and decorators even more
of a reason to shop the area.
I saw many people browsing through NoHo looking at furniture,
accessories, and fashions, Whether shopping for a modern > 66
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Elan, 345 Lafayette Street, has mostly American mid-2oth century designer
furniture with a sprinkling of European furnishings, ltalian glass, vintage fans,
collectibles, and more, Pictured is artist Jovi Schnell with some favorite pieces.
(212) 529-2724. Spooly D's, 51 Bleeker Street, features vintage fashion classics.
lllustrations of '50s model Lisa Fonssagrives grace the walls. One can find stylish
items here such as a cloche, alligator bag, or brocade evening coat. (2i2) 5984415. Gueridon, 359 Lafayette Street, has a large, in-depth selection of sophisticated 20th century European furniture in an inviting atmosphere. Pictured is coowner Alphonso Mufroz in a '30s French velvet and aluminum chat. (212) 677 7740. Aft & lndustrial Design, 399 Lafayette Street, fitls its huge space with an
extraordinary mix of sculptural furniture, designer pieces, colorful props, ltalian
glass, and more from the mid-2Oth century including the groovy '60s. (212) 41701 16. Buying the Farm, 28 Bond Street, features Mission, metal, and modern
with occassional country furniture. The emphasis is on keeping things fresh, so
there's always something new. They offer decorative painting and custom work.
(212) 505-9880. Ace, 269 Elizabeth Street, this shop is just over the NoHo border.
It offers vintage furniture, plus its own inventive pieces. Upholstery is a specialty. A
Danish modern chair with cheetah-print fabric caught my eye. (212\ 226-5125.
1950, 440 Lafayette Street, is a large, elegant gallery specializing in top French
designers from the mid-2Oth century. lvlarc Held limoges, Guy Laftigue dining
table, Jacques Adnet chairs, and more. (212) 995-1950. Crocodile, 17 Bleeker
Street, has collectible ceramics, glassware, linens, globes, and other items. Owner
Gwen Carlton has a background in anthropology and talent for finding beautiful,
functional, everyday pieces for the home. (212) 473-8465. Alan Moss, 436
Lafayette Street, has a genius for bringing together everything for a sophisticated,
glamorous retro-look. His store features 20th century modern decorative art,
furniture, lighting, carpets, and more for every room. (212) 473-1810.
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Current N/useum and Gallery Exhibitions
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clock, 1949, from "Design For Life;" Maiia lsola's
1961 printed cotton Seagul/, part of "Finnish
Design;" Antti Nurmesniemi's enameled steel cofiee
pot, 1958, from "Finnish Design;" German poster,
Advertising Exhibition, designed by Lucian Berhard
in 1929, part of "Pioneers of Modern Graphic
Design;" Alexander Calder's wire sculpture Belt
Buckle, 1935, part of "Flying Colors;" Three Women
by Fernand L6ger, 1 921 , from MoMA's retrospective.
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Design For Life: A Centennial Celebration
Demonstrating that design is and always has been inseparable from
the human experience, the Cooper-Hewitt, National Design lV'luseum
is presenting a major exhibition on the occasion of the lOOth anniversary of its founding by Sarah, Amy, and Eleanor Hewitt (granddaughters of industrialist Peter Cooper). The exhibition features more
than 250 objects which reflect the museum's unique collecting philosophy in a compelling narrative installation.
Organized by Gillian ltrloss and Susan Yelavich, and designed
by architect Leslie Gill and graphic artist Stephen Doyle, the exhibition presents a breathtaking display of color, form, and technical virtuosity. "This exhibition is a wonderful opportunity to celebrate the
diverse and fascinating oblects the museum has collected during
the past 100 years," says co-curator Gillian ltzloss.
The exhibition is built around three distinct themes: "Design For
Daily Life," "Design For Shaping Space," and "Design For Communicating." Each theme is explored through architectural drawings, prints,
graphics, textiles, wallcoverings, ceramics, glass, jewelry, industrial
design products, rare books, and other objects drawn from the
museum's encyclopedic collection.
"Design For Life" runs through January 4, 1998. An accompa1B

nying publication titled Design For Life is available through the

O

museum's shop or Echoes Bookstore. For further exhibition information call (212) 849-8300.

d

Flying Colors: The lnnovation of Alexander Calder

6

"Flying Colors: The lnnovation and Artistry of Alexander Calder," an
exhibition of 86 works by one of this century's most prolific and wellloved modern masters, is currently on view at the San Jose lvluseum
of Art. Flunning through February 1, 1998, the exhibition includes
mobiles, stabiles, wire sculptures, tapestries, ink drawings, watercolors, lithographs, toys, and jewelry - all reflecting Calders brilliant
wit, spontaneity, and joyous sense of color. The exhibition also includes photographs of the artist, his environs, and a video documentation of Calder performing one of his famous "circus acts" using the whimsical miniature props and circus performers that he created.
Calder, who died in 1976, is widely known as the inventor of the
mobile, an art form that he created in the early 1930s, and of which
he stated, "When everything goes right, a mobile is a piece of poetry
that dances with the joy of life and surprises...."
Trained as an engineer, Calder brought his mechanical skills to
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bear on a prodigious aesthetic sensibility that
resulted in an oeuvre that spans 40 years and
two continents. American-born, Calder spent
many years in France and on the East Coast

of the United States where he worked and
maintained studios, both of which contained
huge inventories of tools and industrial materials - his work spaces are often compared
to machinists' shops as opposed to the classic artist's studio.
ln the mid-1920s, Calder began to create his own miniature circus - first for his own
amusement, and then to entertain his friends.
"l always loved the circus...so I decided to
make a circus just for the fun of it," Calder
has said. His witty, charming one-ring circus
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CityBarn...the most

was created out of wire, cloth, and other
recyclables. Calder manually animated the
performers when he put on his circus acts
for his avant-garde friends in Paris.
With the invention of the mobile in 1932,
Calder establlshed himself as one of the few

artists to have created an entirely new art
form. The early "mobiles" (a name coined by
lrzlarcel Duchamp) incorporated found ob-

jects, such as bits of colored glass and

weathered wood. As he developed the arl
form, Calder moved to metal and wlre, cutting aluminum sheets into shapes and painting them in primary colors.
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comprehensive
selection [of vintage
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A major portion of "Flying Colors" is
drawn from the collection of the Whitney
lrluseum of American Art, one of the most
significant repositories of Calder's works in
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269 LAFAYETTE ST.

NEW YORK, NY IOO12
(212)941-s7s7

http://www.deco-echoes.com/citybarn/

the United States. The exhibition also features

a selection of toys from the permanent collection of the Berkeley Art lrzluseum, and, of
particular note, are works included from the
collections of Kenneth and Calder Hayes, two
of Calder's nephews. l\zlany of these works
are personal in nature - given as birthday celebrations - and include a mobile meant to
entertain Kenneth Hayes when he was a sick
child confined to bed. Forfurther information
call (408) 271-6840.
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Paper Revolution: Graphics t 890-1 940
Currently on view is the first of three planned
design exhibitions at the Denver Art Ii/useum
of artifacts drawn from the Norwest Corporation's extensive art collection. For this first
presentation, an outstanding group of vintage
posters was chosen which document the
critical years when posters came into their
own as an artistic medium. "Paper Revolu-

ffi
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tion: Graphics 1890-1940" encompasses a
variety of artistic styles - including Arts and
Crafts, Art Nouveau, de Stijl, Bauhaus, Art
Deco, Art l\rloderne, and more - utilized by
some of the most important designers of the
20th century.
Organized by B. Craig Miller, Curator of
Arclritecture, Design & Graphics at the Denver Art N/useum, together with David Ryan,
Curator of Collections for the Norwest Cor-
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: [rHlS PAGE) Deslgner George

Scharfenberg; Designer Don Dailey; Sunbeam's halfround T-9 is one of the most photographed appliances of
all time; 1940s Utility Electric toaster with locomotiveinspired motifs; The Ioastmaster toaster by Jean
Reinecke. (oppostrE PAGE) Designer Ray Patten;
Hotpoint's Gazel/e toaster by Patten; General Mill's
elegant GMSA had a large molded Bakelite base; Everett
Worthington's 1934 "moderne" 785 model for Toastmaster; Designer John Polivka; Westinghouse's fO-97 by
Lurelle Guild featured Bakelite base trim in black or
marbelized maroon; 1928 chrome Deco toaster by the
Bersted Mfg. Co. of Chicago; Don Oaily's sleek,
streamf ined model 1481 for Proctor.

Toast N/asters

L

Streamlined Toasters"'Golden Age"

3*

Streamlined Ar1 Deco-styled toasters enjoyed a two decade period of consumer excitement, a "golden age" of sorts, from the
1930s to the mid-'50s. Stylistically and commercially, they were a
hot product back then.
Toasters started out in the 1920s as no more than electrified
wire cages, but in a matter of a few short decades engineers perfected the simple gadgets - such as automatic timing mechanisms
and temperature controls - required to make them functional appliances. Then, "industrial designers applied the aerodynamic styling

Start tlre day right

'
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of trains and planes to home appliances...transforming them into
emotionally appealing commodities. By concealing the moving parts
of machines inside smooth skins, designers made appliances easier
to clean by female users," reports Ellen Lupton, assistant curator
of the Smithsonian's Cooper Hewitt lVuseum and architect of "l\rlechanical Brides," an exhibition that showcased many of the best
toaster designs.
The artists of these beautiful metal objects were generally less
well-known than the big names in industrial design like Raymond
Lowey and Walter Dorwin Teague, but the reader will see through
the examples of their works that they had considerable influence
on consumer engineering - perhaps just as much as their better
known peers; they were just less skilled at personal promotion.
lnspired by the Art Deco style emerging from Paris after 1925,
Ray Patten (1897-1948) created the first automated toaster with
"wow appeal." After graduating from Ir/lT with an engineering degree, Ray spent his early years designing coach bodies for Packard

\,Iatchless beautf in this nen
Hotpoint automatic toaster
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and Cadillac. ln 1928 he was retained by GE's facility in Bridgeport, CT, As chief consultant designer, one of his first efforts was
Hotpoint's very distinctive single slice toaster, nicknamed the "Gazelle" by collectors because of the embossed image on each side.
It was a big step up from the A-frame "floppers" that required the
user to manually flip the bread to brown the other side. GE's full
page ads in Ladies Home Journa/ boasted that it "Toasts both
sides at once - fast....You don't need to watch it. lt's automat/c."
When finished the toast partially ejected at a 45 degree angle as
pictured in the ad, Ray created many more unique designs for
other GE products including irons, radios, refrigerators, and even
locomotives, before his early death at age 51.
The Toastmaster@ tradename, perhaps the longest lived and
most recognizable, goes back to 1925 when it was first adopted
by the Waters Genter Company. Max ltrlcGraw, an early industrial
tycoon, purchased Waters Genter the next year and made it part
of his tt/cGraw Electric Company. Toastmaster's first elegant designs were created by Everett Worthington (1891 -1938) in 1934.
He revamped the conventional rectangular shape into a smooth
"moderne" look that became a trendsetter for the genre [models
/44 (single slice) and /85 (lwo slice)1. Everett was a consultant
designer in the same mold as Patten. His prolific accomplishments,
of which toasters were only a small part, included the design for
the familiar barn-like metal lunch box that was used by so many
blue collar workers in the first half of this century. At the time of his
death he was working on exhibits for the New York World's Fair.
To continue Everett's inspiring designs, [v]ax l\zlcGraw >72
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From "The Chair" auction held at
Christie's King Street on October 29th
(CLOCKWISE FRoM TOP LEFT): A rare
rosewood LCW pre-production prototype,
with an exceptionally rare dual circular
shock mount assembly, designed by
Charles Eames in 1946; Mlss Blanche
armchair of perspex and paper roses
designed by Shiro Kuramata in 1988; A
rare blue canvas version of Marcel
Breuer's 83 Wassily chair of 1925; Gerald
Summers' bent plywood armchair of
1933-34 in a white French polish finish.

t

The first sale of what promises to be a very active falllwinter salesroom season in London was the Bonhams sale of Design held on
September 20th. During late September London was playing host to
the exposition "1OO% Design" - an annual forum for the latest trends
and movements in contemporary design and furnishings, and the
Bonhams sale, timed to coincide with this, undoubtably benefitted
with regards to the work of modern designers such as Ron Arad,
Tom Dixon, and Danny Lane. Among the several items by Ron Arad
offered, the highest price attained was the t4,500 that secured a
1997 prototype Un-Cutlow chair, production of which was limited to
50 examples.
Bonhams also featured work by the up-and-coming British designer [Vichael Young, with a 1995 steel mesh standard lamp selling
within estimate at e 1 ,800, and a 1996 Topo shelving system by design team Christopher Proctor and Fernando Rihl which sold at
e 1,300. The highest price of the sale, and indeed one of the highest
prices in recent months for an example of post-war design, was the
e20,000 that secured a 1995 land-speed record-breaking bicycle.
The Utrmate Bike, the provenance of which incorporated a connec22

tion to impressario Uri Geller, is the first bicycle to break the 200mph
barrier, and its successful sale may be regarded as portentious for
the collecting of important industrial design into the next century.
Also of interest in the industrial design section was a Sparton 457
radio designed by Walter Dorwin Teague, 1936, which sold for e500.
From the pre-war category of this sale, the highest price was the
surprise e 1 0,200 that was bid, against a e2,500-3,500 estimate, for
a fu ll -scale worki n g diagram, c. 1 932, of Gerrit Rielv eld's Zrg -Zag chair.
Contemporary design also featured prominently in the sale of
"The Chair" held at Christie's King Street on October 29th. This unique
and challenging sale presented an interesting and important selection of chairs that articulated the styles, artistic movements, and
materials which have influenced seating since the early 19th century
The Thonet firm acted as a loose narrative to the sale, with the transition from the bentwood forms of the late-19th century to the tubuIar steel of the 1920s and '30s marked by icons such as a rare blue
canvas N4arcel Breuer 83 Wassr/ychair (unsold at e 120,000); a ti/ies
van der Rohe k/R20 Weissenhof armchair (e8,500); and a 1929
Barce/ona chair, manufactured by Metallgewerbe Joseph tr/uller
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(t1 10,000). The companion to this latter chair
is in the collection of the Vitra Design Museum. Developments in plywood molding and
construction were represented by various ex-

}TODEPNE

amples, including the famous one-piece
lounge chair by Gerald Summers, 1934,

ARI DECO

15,000); and the 1963 Joe Colombo 480/
plywood lounge chair for Kartell (12,200),
through to a 1997 prototype swivel chair by
(e

t -,

German designer Klaus Muller (e900). Charles
and Ray Eames were represented in the sale
by several early examples, notably an Evans

ebonized LCW (t3,8O0), and a prototype
rosewood LCW, c.1946 (e6,500), as well as
an interesting 1947 Evans/Herman li/iller

:*

:l
,t,i

sales brochure (e550).

I

Elsewhere in the sale the sculptural geometric angularity of designs by Gerrit Rietveld
(1929 steel and plywood armchair: e36,000),

and Pierre Chareau

('1

important and hitherto lost William

lr,4orris

1i

?

seat: fl9,000) were set against the organically styled chromed sheet steel forms of Ron
Arad's 1 988 Brg Easysettee (e26,000) or the

tion on artist-designed, rather than significant
though mass-produced designs, was established at the beginning of the sale, where an

I

'#L

925 iron suspension

implicit fragility of Shiro Kuramatura's 1988
perspex ttrliss Blanche armchair (t40,000). Of
the 120 lots in the sale, 25 were examples of
what may be described as "artist" designed
pieces, generally of limited studio-production
and from the last 15 years. The concentra-
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FRENCH AND AMERICAN ART DECO, '40S. '50S, NAKASHIMA & ESHERICK
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NORTH THIRD

STREET

, PH]LADELPHIA, PENNSYIVANIA I 9 I 06 . 2 ] 5.92 3.85 36

throne chair, c.1857, with painted panels by

the leading Pre-Raphaelite artist Dante
Gabriel Rossetti was presented and soared
to a final bid of e200,000.
Arguably the most important aspect of
this sale, which featured artist-designed furniture of the 1980s alongside parallels from
the 1880s, is that it will inevitably focus popular attention, and presumably also investments, on important furniture of the post-war
period in general. Rather than considering
post-war furniture, or tubular-steel furniture
of the 1920s, or cast-iron furniture from the
1 850s, as separate and unconnected movements within a general history of furniture, the
sale successfully united these variations of a
common theme. The Bonhams sale in September served to illustrate the increasing consciousness of recent and contemporary design in the London salerooms, and if some
of the prices realized on some of the examples of contemporary chairs in the King
Street sale seem high, then it may be worth

reconsidering their relationship to the progressive furniture of the last century. r
- Schedu/ed 20th Century Desrgn sa/es for /998
at Christieb South Kensington. Modern Design on
A,4arch /8, a Specia/ Sa/e otr/ta/ran G/ass on May
/3, and A,,lodern Design on Oclober 7.
- Srmon Andrews is the head of lhe Modern Des/gn Department at Christie's South Kensngton.
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Posters lnternational Ltd.

A Galerie Dedicated to the Art of the Poster and Objects of Desire
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Antique Posters o Art llouveau . Deco o Moderne
Objets d'Art of the ZOth Century
Furniture and Lighting and Other Provocative Works
1551 North Wells Chicago, lL 6061O T 512.951.6681
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFI Joseph Hoffmann's brass
centerpiece c.1924-25, and Piero Fornasetti's Floman
Foot umbrella stand c.1953, both from "Design for
Delight;" A parking lot full of classic cars gets you in the
mood for the Canadian lnternational Auto Show; This folk
art village from 1935 is part of the Canadian Centre for
Architecture's "Toy Town" exhibit of architectural toys.
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To February 15, 1998, the Canadian Museum of Civilization in Hull,
Quebec, presents "Designed for Delight: Alternative Aspects of Twentieth-Century Decorative Arts." Composed of more than 200 objects
from around the world, it traces themes such as fantasy, ornamentation, and the use of the body as a design element, illustrating that
modern objects weren't always chaste, unadorned, and rational.
The exhibit includes furniture, glass, jewelry, textiles, and more
Piero

Fornasetti, and Ettore Sottsass. Other designers include Frenchmen
Jean Puiforcat and Maurice Marinot, American jewelry designer Sam
Kramer, and Swede Vicke Lindstrand.
The show travels to the U.S. on the following dates: Cincinnati
Art ltzluseum (lVarch 15 - N/ay 26, 1998); Virginia N4useum of Fine
Arts, Richmond (November 16, 1998 - January 31, 1999); and J.B.
Speed Art Museum, Louisville (March 8 - May 23, 1999). After the
turn of the century the show moves to museums in Krakow (Poland), Rome, and Paris.
To February 1, 1998, the Canadian Centre for Architecture (CCA) in
Nrlontreal features selected works by American architect John Hejduk,
1953-1997. ln addition, the institution has acquired more than 3,000

archival drawings, most in Hejduk's own hand, including lhe Texas
House and Dnmond House series from the 1950s and '60s.
The CCA has impressive archives of post-war architecture, including nearly 700 drawings from the 1940s and 1950s by lt/ies van
der Rohe; over 400 conceptual sketches and development drawings by Le Corbusier for projects between 1958 and 1965; the complete archive of English architect Cedric Price; and the archive of
Peter Eisenman's practice from the late 1950s to 1989 featuring
12,000 drawings, models, and documents.
ln addition, the institution has formed a collaborative relationship with New York's Whitney Museum of American Art. Joint prolects
24
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from ltalian designers such as Gaetano Pesce, Gio Ponti,

s

include a current exhibition of the unbuilt projects of Frank Lloyd
Wright, and "Mies in America," an exhibition that will debut at the

ro

Whitney in September, 2000.
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To lr/ay 31 , 1998 the CCA is also featuring an exhibition entitled "Toy

Z
n

Town." The exhibition of architectural toys explores how towns and
cities have been represented by various cultures over two centuries.
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Up*e;r:1t* Eve:'lts
The 25th anniversary of the Canadian lnternational Auto Show (February 13-22, 1998, Toronto) will feature an evocative series of vignettes showcasing classic cars in themed settings. The "classics"
team, led by Richard Pickering, is renowned for obtaining rare, museum-quality automobiles and displaying them within the appropriate historical design context.
Nostalgia buffs will appreciate the "Woody" display that includes
a wood-panelled 1940s Chrysler Town & Country an unusual I93Os
Spanish Hispano Suiza with tulipwood accents, and a 1960s "Woody"
surfing wagon. Other displays include a salute to classic Thunderbirds
(1955,'56, and'57 vignettes in red, white, and blue), and British
Green: exotic racing and sports cars by Aston N/artin, Jaguar, and
other British manufacturers.

Book your calendar for April 4, 1998 for the premier of "Collecting
the 20th Century" a one-day event in Toronto that features speakers
from six areas of expertise. Guest lecturers will include Eric Knowles
of the Antiques Foad Show who will discuss Lalique; English Deco
dealer and show manager Dennis Harwood on Carlton ware; and
author and assistant professor Virginia Wright on 20th century Canadian furniture design. Other speakers include Dr. Howard Collinson
of the Royal Ontario lt/useum (ROM) on psychedelic posters; Charliene
Felts, well-known dealer/collector, on Bakelite; and author Susan
Scott on collecting chintz china.
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The event will be held at the ROII/ and is
hosted by the institution in conjunction with
Scott, author of lhe Char/eton Standard Cata/ogue of Chintz and decorative arts teacher
and writer Conrad Biernacki. Fee for the day
is $125 (including lunch and refreshments).
Book early as seating is limited. Tel: (416) 657-

8278; Fax:

(41 6)

BTMIffi:

658-4675.
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Ritchie's, Toronto, Decorative Arts auction will
be held the last week in February. Twentieth

century objects will include furniture, silver,
ceramics, jewelry, and more. For further information call (416) 364-1864, or (800) 3643210.
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Mike's Furniture. As Canadian design grows
in popularity, more product becomes avail-

able. The latest dealer to enter the fray is
Itrlike's Furniture, located within the multi-

6:

dealer Queen West Antique Centre in Toronto.

The store carries vintage modern furniture
and design from the U.S., Europe, and
Canada, including molded plywood chairs
from the early 1950s designed by Canadian
Jan Kuypers, and a credenza by Jacques
Guillon of lv'lontreal. Owner tr/ike tVason is
also actively looking for acquisitions. Tel: (212)

588-2212.
Hot Property. ln the past, John Silverstein of
Hot Property, Toronto, primarily catered to
movie and televlsion prop rentals. Recently

il
I

M
E
MODERNE

rsc N.3rd Street Phitodetphio, PA

t9l06

2ts-627-o299

he expanded and redesigned the store to
reach collectors interested in the post-war
period. His trained eye and eclectic taste are
reflected in objects such as a Verner Panton
carpet, a Vico Magistretli Ec/isse lamp, and
a surrealistic chair in the shape of a hand. He
also has a number of Alvar Aalto chairs and
tables, furniture by Bruno Mathsson, Hans
Wegner chairs that were designed for the
Copenhagen airport, and an early Fornasetti
screen. Look for a good selection of ltalian
and Scandinavian glass. Tel: (416) 538-2127 .
Kit and Caboodle, Toronto, is exactly as its
name implies. But its owners, Dave Smythe

ANTIQI-]E STOVES
e\#*

and Lynn Carmichael, have a passion for

1:

modern furniture and decorative arts which
now occupy half the shop. Objects include a
selection of ltalian and Scandinavian glass,
ceramics, chrome, and unusual lighting, as
well as industrial furniture and fixtures. Recent sales include a Pierre Paulin couch, a
deco dining suite, and a bedroom suite by

$5,ooooo:xnme
bought-sold-restored
Custom Restorations
Custom Chrome &
Nickel Plating
Re-porcelain

,-

hopes to create a display of Canadian designed objects. Tel: (416) 487-8201.
CityAntiques. While chiefly an antiques dealer,

Scandinavian glass, Georg Jensen silver and
jewelry, and art by tMiro and others. Canadian collectibles include Petersen silver >80

6 Burners/2 Ovens
Restored to use

VINTAGE APPLIANCES

Canadian Jan Kuypers. Early in '1 998, the pair

City Antiques in Toronto now carries some
Deco furniture as well as decorative arts up
to the 1950s. Current items in stock include
a Ruhlmann table, 10 Hagenauer bronzes, a
good selection of mid-century Venetian and

Magic Chef

E[warf Sanmehotft
a15 fteming

fof,

Tefonsfia, Micfiigan 49092

E-Mail: semmeled@orion.branch-co.lib.mi.us

- home

- Pfioru: 517-275-2214

page www.branch-county.com,/stovc
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THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM
TOP LEFT; My decade,

Each season lras a nevrr look in vintage fashion with fresh styles

and the latest tiends. The staff at the Wasteland, a vintage
clothing store with locations in Los Angeles and San Francisco, cornpiies a fashion forecast far the coming season where
they note what's hot and what's not.
Winter is that great time of year when we get to take all of our fancy
coats out of moth balls, dust them off, and parade around town like
a bunch of peacocks.
For the vintage minded woman, this season means fuzzy fabrics and jackets with lots of tailoring, Here at the Wasteland we call
them mini trench coats or hooker jackets. They can be thigh length
or longer, but they must nip in at the waist, showing off your curyes.
The most popular are the '70s cuts, often of smooth fabric with furry
cuffs and collars. A little, trim-fit leather jacket is another must in
everyone's closet.
For our gentlemen, this winter's most popular vintage look is the
3/4 length, or "Bronx" jacket in leather. This is a classic in brown, or

to

your

decade. Ta-ning wears a pale
blue angora,umpsuit with '60s
yellow patent leather sling back
pumps and a '60s white collarless leather jacket, while Ernest
relaxes in the '70s - blue acrylic
short-sleeve shirt over a floral
lace button-up shirt with flatfront, pinstriped pants and black
leather platforms; Ta-ning
combines a'60s silk kimono with
a '60s white rabbit fur hat for a
tailored/textured look; Ernest is
stylishly undercover in a'70s
black felt fedora, '50s black wool
fake fur collar jacket, and '70s
gray flat-front pants.
Models: Ernest Carter, Ta-ning
Conner, Nicole Young
Hair/Makeup: Lisa Mayer
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this is winter!
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Fuzry fabrics, The return of fur,
Texture, Leather, Lots of tailoring,
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the season. Ta-ning
in a'70s white felt hat, '60s white gauze
blouse with crocheted back, '70s white
gauze floor-length skirt with lace-up waist,
'70s patchwork suede mary janes, and '70s
floor-length cotton coat with embroidery
and lambs wool trim. Ernest in a '70s
mustard poly three-piece suit, '70s stretch
lace shirt, '70s two-tone platforms, and '50s
BELOW; The look of

I

cream rayon scarf. FAR RtcHT:'50s swing
coat with fur collar and cuffs (Courtesy
Metropolitan Art & Antiques)
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even better, black, and should be somewhat boxy. Patchwork
leather is also causing a stir in smaller circles, although to work
this look must have large lapels and be closely fitted. Either style
you choose, they both should hit at about mid-thigh.
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Now for under those beautiful winter coats those in the know
are sticking to a late '60s to mid-'70s look. Think li/ick Jagger
and Marianne Faithful during their heyday. Clothes are body hugging and full of texture, Leather skirts and pants are big with both
sexes. Bold color is a popular way to spice up men's otherwise
classic clothing, while women are going for more earthtones.
Pegged flat-front trousers in tweed or sharkskin, beetle boots,
and an awesome button-up shirt are all our men need to be stylish. Women can be seen wearing layers of knit, gauzy, flowing
garments combined with feathers, fake fur, and spiky heels. The
resulting look is very sexy and revealing in a glamorous - if you will
- hippie sort of way.
As for New Year's Eve, we expect everyone to be sparkling
and spectacular in vintage regalia. This year evefihing goes: crochet with leather, sheer chiffons over the softest velvets, feathers
on feathers, faux furs, rhinestones, and anything else that exudes
glamour, As for the male of our species, who can resist a man in
a tux, especially a 1960s sharkskin number that even James Bond

would covet?

Rowr!!!

r

The Waste/and current/y has two /ocations, one n Los Ange/es at 7428
Me/rose Avenue, LA, CA 90046 (2/S) 653-5025; and one in San Francisco at 7 660 Haight Street SE CA 94 / / Z (4 / 5) S63-3150. Soon to open
in O/d Town Pasadena. lMe buy, se/l and trade vntage and contemporary
c/olhes and mrd-century co//ectib/es. p/ease ca// wrth any questrbns.
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Text by Monica Schnee Photographs by Danny Vega
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vintage
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of a feather. Stunning floor length chocolate
polyester dress trimmed in ostrich feathers. THts PAGE cLocKwtsE
FROM LEFI Man's Sears and Roebuck sheepskin coat worn with
leather suspenders over a cashmere sweater; Gold brocade coat
with mink cuffs and collar over matching dress with pleated
brown chiffon skirt; Hers: gold brocade coat with mink cuffs and
collar, his: black wool coat with fur collar; Red wool cape with
black wool fringe and embroidery over a black '50s velvet full
skirt dress worn with a red velvet box hat and black midi gloves.
OPPoSITE PAGE: Birds
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Hair: Rob Torma
Models: Eric Lale, Colleen Dangerfield, Jennifer Ozzanne
Clothes courtesy: Legacy Antiques, -12502 Larchmere Ave.,
Cleveland, OH 441 20 12'161 229-0578i and Suite Lorain,
71 05 Lorain Ave., Cleveland, OH 44107 (21 6) 281 -1 9S9.
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CLOCKWISE FBOM ABOVE:

Tapio Wirkkala's wellknown Coreani series
for Venini; fhe beberg
vase was designed by
Wirkkala in 1950; The
Bol/e series of 1966 was
the fourth major series
Wirkkala produced
for Venini; Wirkkala
returned to Venini in
1 982 to create his /nari
series; Five production
Chantarelre vases.
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Glass production during the period following the second World War
was centered in two areas: the Scandinavian countries and ltaly. As
we have seen previously, the malor ltzlurano designers worked almost exclusively in the field of glass only. Bianconi's success was
limited to glass. Carlo Scarpa's greatest work was in glass and architecture. Ercole Barovier, figuratively, never left the island of lvlurano.
With the exception of Gio Ponti, there were very few designers who
experimented in mixed media. This phenomenon can be traced to
the training of the designers, and also to the insular nature of Nrlurano.
It was an island of traditions.
The opposite was true when it comes to the Scandinavian countries. The design ethic was broad-based with designers creating in
all mediums. The education of the designers was utilitarian and industrial. This is particularly true of Finland, a small country with a
huge tradition of design. Tapio Wirkkala was the quintessentlal example of this philosophy.
Wirkkala, who was born in 1915, first rose to international
30
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Tapio Wirkkala
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A master of many mediums,
Wirkkala was the quintessential
Finnish Designer

e

prominence when he won a design competition at the Iittala glass
works in Finland, Previous to this award, between the years of 19331936, Wirkkala had attended the Helsinki Central School of Industrial Design. He then married and entered, briefly, the world of advertising. The war interrupted his career, and in 1946 brought him to the
design competition at the littala glass works. For the competition, he
designed lhe Kanttare//ivase, a clear glass vase formed in the shape
oI a Chantere//e mushroom. This vase was remarkable for its gentle
flowing shape but, more importantly, for the use of deeply handetched, engraved lines that ran the entire length of the vase, extending to the underside of the lip. These engraved lines are the most
indentifiable characteristic of his early littala glass. Wirkkala started

2

designing for the company, an association that would continue
throughout his lifetime. The original Kanttare//ivase was produced in
a limited series of 50, each carefully made as a work of art. They
were extremely successful and led the company to create a similar
series based on Chanterelle mushrooms but more production-friendly.
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Because it was too expensive to produce the
etching on the curled underlip, the underlip
was removed. ln the production vase, the
etched line ended at the rim. What was produced was a mold-blown object that was

l&*nl/.l
Pelrl ksko
(.entrlry
20th

engraved by a machine. This series of vases,
produced in at least three sizes and forms,
was extremely successful.

We oggressively pursue the
best exomples of ltolion Gloss

Finland attended its first post-war
Triennale in 1951 . Wirkkala, who was a mem-

ber of the jury exhibited several pieces of
glass in this exhibition. The exhibited pieces,
which combined nationalistic symbolism with
nature, included examples from his /ceberg,
Chunk of /ce, and Stump of a Tree series.
These were his most important and current
work, and were clear, mold-blown crystal
glass vases. Though these pieces were moldblown, they were finished by hand, with the
thick glass rims having hammered edges.
His earlier littala work was also exhibited at the Triennale to great acclaim. Among
the exhibited pieces were the arl glass version of lhe Kanttare//i vase and its subsequent production models. Also included was
the Foa/ Foot vase, featuring the etched lines.
The first of his leaf designs was presented, a
green crystal leaf with line cuts. His work re-

ceived great praise, and it was noted that
Tapio Wirkkala "hypnotized the Press of the
world with a display at once sybaritic and hard
as iron."1 All together, he was represented by
more than 30 different objects at the 1951
Triennale: utilitarian drinking vessels, decanters, ashtrays, and art glass vases. lvlost were
placed into production, a production that was
commercially successful and that lasted for
many years.
The original edition of Kanttare//iwas reissued in a limited run and listed in the 1954

littala catalog as item #3800TW. lt sold for
16,000 Finnish l\rlarks. The same shaped
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Now olso buying Scondinovion gloss Orrefors, Kosto, Sorponevo, Wirkkolq
Shows Attending - Miomi Modernism

(Jon22-25), Originol Miomi Beoch
Antique Show (Jon 30-Feb 4), New York
Triple Pier (April4-5)
.l6099
PO Box
Rocky River OH 44116-0099
(T) 21 6 356-0275
KPLesko@ool.com
http://members,ool,com/kplesko/kplesko. html

itolion glcrss I B7O-197O
Featuring American and European
Vintage Posters of the 20th century.

Also the single best source for
hard-to-find and out-of-print vintage
poster books & good design books.

vase, but not the arl glass version, #3280TW,
sold for 3,400 Finnish N4arks. The /ceberg
vase, #3825TW, designed in 1950, was listed
at a remarkable 17,500 Finnish l\rlarks and

remained in production from 1952 to 1969.
Chantere//e series was produced at littala
between the years 1948 to 1960 and then
.1981
reintroduced in
.
For the 1954 Triennale, Wirkkala presented pieces in a clear crystal glass. These
pieces, many utilitarian in nature, used large
trapped air bubbles or ball-shaped openings
for a decorative element. Most were moldblown and then finished by hand. Gone were
the etched lines of his earlier work. Though
he was Artistic Director at littala, his design
work there during this period took a back seat
to the work of fellow Finnish designer Timo
Sarpaneva. Ada Polak, in her 1962 classic
tVlodern G/ass, Iellthat "his creative period in
glass seems to have stopped soon after the
Triennale in 1954, but his littala models have
become classics."2 tVost of the littala exhibition at the 1954 and 1957 Triennale was
dominated by the work of Sarpaneva. > B0
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AUCtiOn HighlightS

Reviews, Besults, and Previews of 2Oth Century Auctions

Swann Galleries' Poster Auction
Swann Galleries' Poster auction of August 6 included the usual diverse selection, with emphasis on travel posters such as Cardinaux,
Pa/ace Hotel St. /U/oritz, 1 920 ($6,2 1 0); Lee, Express Aloves on Fast
Trans, 1927 ($3,680), one of several posters for American Railway
Express and American Express; and Treidler, New York, The Wonder

City of the Wor/d ($2,760). Other highlights included CayleyRobinson's large unlettered pastel-hued picnic idyll for the London
Underground, circa I920 ($2,SOO;; Cappiello's Cognac Atlonne{1927
($4,SZO;; Gaillard's theater poster for Cocaine ($2,teS;; Weiskonig's
Lindberg arrive ($1 ,0SS;; Zig's A,lrstinguett,1932 ($5,980); and Wojtech
Fangor's poster for Clouzot's film on Picasso, 1956 ($2,300).

Treadway Galleries' 20th Century Auction
A large crowd of buyers gathered on August 24lhin Oak Park, lllinois
to pursue over 1,000 lots of 2Oth century furniture, paintings, and
decorative objects. This three-session sale of Arts and Crafts; American and European Paintings; and Art Deco, 195Os/Modern, and ltalian Glass grossed approximately $1 ,000,000,
The painting session contained nearly 200 paintings, watercolors, and prints. A Walter Frankl oil, Having a Drink, 1930, brought

$2,500; and a Thomas Hart Benton lithograph, Sunday At/orning,
1940, brought $2,000 against rts $1 ,000-1,500 estimate. Werner
Drewes' Chickory F/owers, 1949, brought $4,250 (estimate $3,0005,000); and lr4edard Klein's Arrangement #22, 1940, sold for over
$4,600, landing nicely within its estimate of $4,000-6,000. An unusual addition to this sale which did well was a William Zorach sculpture, Gir/ With Cat, 1940, which realized $1,650.

The 195Os/Modern and ltalian Glass session started with ceramics, with the hot lots being works by Natzler. A Natzler bowl in an
exceptional midnight blue glaze soared to $5,500, a 6" Natzler bowl
brought $2,500, and a7" Natzler vase made over $3,000. Another
sought-after lot was a Beatrice Wood vase which brought $1 ,870.
Nakashima furniture also did very well in this session, with a set
of six chairs bringing $5,500; a dining room table made $13,200,
and a hanging cabinet brought $S,SOO. Other highlights included an
Edward Wormley sofa which sold for $2,500; and a Charles Eames
folding screen which realized $3,500. A Paul Frankl bench surpassed
its $900-1,200 estimate bringing $t,ZOO; and a set of Norman
Cherner armchairs garnered $s,sOO, easily surpassing their $2,5003,500 estimate. An Edward Wormley coffee table reached $2,500
while a Wormley sideboard achieved $1 ,760. An Alexander Girard
sofa made $Z,zSO, while a Charles Eames chaise brought $2,500.
Surpassing its $2,500-3,500 estimate, an Eames F,9U desk, circa
1951, achieved $4,125. A set of eight Eames DCWS more than
doubled their high estimate of $3,000-4,000 bringing $8,250. A
George Nelson A,larshma//ow sofa commanded $7,700, and a pair
of Charles Eames DCW'; made over $2,800. An Eames ESU 200
realized $4,125, and a lvlies van der Rohe Barce/ona chair brought
$t ,l OO. Prices were very solid on lt/odern/l 950s furniture.
Italian glass fared well with a Venini timer bringing $1 ,210, and a
Seguso Sommerso vase selling for $1,650. A Barovier and Toso
Pezzato vase made $2,750, and a Vistosi vase brought $1,870.

William Doyle's lmportant Estate Jewelry Auction
William Doyle Galleries' successful lmportant Estate Jewelry auction
on September 1 1th marked the inauguration of the house's new East
Gallery. Contributing to the success of the sale was an impressive
collection from the Estate of li/ary Dolly Schuchard featuring a striking Art Deco bracelet by Van Cleef & Arpels set with sapphires down
the center which were bordered by two rows of baguette-cut dia32

monds. The demand for this elegant bracelet fueled a vigorous round
of competition that resulted in a determined telephone bidder placing the successful bid of $82,250 (est. $55,000-65,000), the highest
price of the sale. Other items with a Schuchard provenance were
also subjected to spirited bidding such as an attractive necklace
comprised of over 100 collet-set diamonds that sold to a New Jersey collector for $1 1 ,500 (est. $8,000-12,000), and a gentleman s
diamond ring with a gypsy mounting that was acquired by another
collector for $9,200 (est. $8,000-12,000). A price of $46,000 (est.
$30,000-40,000) was paid for a stunning engagement ring set with
a round diamond of approximately 7.85 carats from the Schuchard
collection.
Property from other estates and various private collections included a diamond engagement ring centered by a round diamond
and flanked by four small diamonds that exceeded expectations at
$16,100 (est. $10,000-12,000). Other notable rings elicited profound
responses such as a large round old mine diamond set in platinum
with a heavy foliate designed gold enhancer that achieved $25,300

(est. $18,000-24,000), and a diamond passerby ring that realized
$1 7,250 (est. $1 2,000-1 6,000).
Several audience members competed against three potential
buyers on the telephones for an Art Deco openwork bracelet before
a tenacious telephone bidder secured the sought-after piece at
$29,900 (est. $12,500-15,500). Other flexible platinum bracelets also
proved popular as evidenced by the $9,200 earned for one shaped
as a slightly tapered band set with box-set round diamonds, and the
$14,950 garnered for another composed of five oval links each centered by a carved fluted lapis-lazuli cabochon and outlined with assorted round diamonds. A highly coveted Cartier diamond circle
brooch of latticework design sold to Cartier Jewelers for $19,550
(est. $6,000-8,000) against opposition from private collectors and
the trade.

Swann Galleries' Photographs Auction
Swann Galleries' Photographs auction of October 7 was their best
Photographs sale to date, totalling 7%o more than the final results of
their October 1996 sale, the previous best. Of the 20th century offerings, the top lots included Joseph Sudek's /nterior of ate/ier, 1954
($1Z,OSO); and Edward Weston's silver print Dunes, Oceano, 1936
A period album containing 95 unmounted motion studies
by Harold Edgerton that featured many of his early experiments with

($1 1,500).

stroboscopic light from the mid-1930s to the early '50s realized
$10,925. A pair of photographs, comprising Al Capone at the time of
his arraignment in New York City, along with his Police Department
Rap Sheet, and a group portrait of Capone and his eight-member
gang, both from 1925, achieved $8,625 over an estimate of $4,5005,500). A rare 1932 photocollage by Cas Oorthuys, most of whose
original works were destroyed during the Second World War, realized $8,625. The personal album of Alexander Zhitomirsky, one of
the Soviet Union's most well-known agit-prop artists, celebrating his
1931 honeymoon with his bride through 21 original photocollages
brought $8,625. Yousuf Karsh's 1941 portrait of Winston Churchill
sold to a dealer for $8,050. A greeting card comprising a self-portrait
of l\zlargaret Bourke-White with Erskine Caldwell atop a Santa Fe
railroad car in 1941 rose above estimate to $7,475 (est. $5,0007,000); and W. Eugene Smith's most well-known and poignant photograph, Tomoko and mother in bath, Atlinamata, 1972, commanded
r
$23,000 over an estimate of $10,000-15,000.
- For upcoming auction information consu/t the Ca/endar of Events on page
64 of this issue.
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(Left) Art Deco
sapphire, diamond,
and platinum bracelet by
Van Cleef & Arpels. $82,250
at William Doyle Galleries
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Nakashima
dining table ($12,000)
and set of six chairs
($5,soo1 at Treadway
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Design: Fulvio Bionconi 1968, High: 42 cm.
Ref: Cotologo verde No. 7l I
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SKINNER's specialty auctions featuring Art Glass &
Lamps with 20th century furniture and accessories are
held'three times a yert, i., January, May and October.
We welcome your inquiries and participation in these

t

t

exciting

sales.

Our next auction will be:
Saturday, January 24, 1998 at

L

l

a.m.

The Heritage On The Garden, 63 Park Plaza, Boston
Preview Times:

a.

|anuary 22,12 to 5 p.m.
January 23,12 to 7 p.m.
lanuary 24,8 to 10 a.m.
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Illustrated catalogue #L825 available for $29 by mail.
For further information, please contact Louise Luther
or Paul Royka at (978) 779-6241.
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Heritage on
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parb plaza, Boston, MA 02116 Tbt: 617.350.5400
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Wintef
Holidays. Cold weather
Snowstorms. Roaring
fires, Winter is the season of

the home, Now is
the perfect time to make your
space the haven from
the world (and the weather) it
should be, Combine sleek,
soothing modern
furnishings with rich colored
walls for an elegant
atmosphere, Hang full drapes
of vibrant 1940s
tropical-print fabric at your
windows for an uplift.
Scan those auction
catalogs - you can bid on a
coveted item even from
under a snowdrift, if you've
got cellularl Give in and get
away to lt/iami for the
Nzliami lvlodernism Show and a mind-spinning dose of
pastel Deco architecture.
Dream, of spring.
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Emilio Pucci

Text by Ginger Moro

Emilio 'll Magnifico" Pucci, the 20th Century Renaissance Man

Like the Renaissance pa/azzo that bears his family name, IVlarchese Emilio Pucci hid an extravagant interior behind an austere facade. The rough-hewn walls of 15th century

Florence were fortresses rising high above the dark, narrow streets, but behind the iron gates were courtyard gardens and
opulent ddcors. Likewise, Emilio Pucci's saturnine visage and military bearing gave no clue to the vibrant colors that burst from
his artist's heart to transform the international fashion scene in the Fifties and Sixties.
The?alazzo Pucci on the via de' Pucci is barely apizza's throw from Brunelleschi's magnificent Duomo in the heart of
Florence. Of the 200 residenlial pa/azzi in town, most are still maintained by descendants of the families who owned them 500
years ago. The Puccis were then politically and socially allied to the ltrledicis. Always on the cutting edge, a fastidious Pucci
was instrumental in introducing the fork to the French court of Francis l, through the great King's daughter-in-law, Catherine
de' tr/edici, The royal venison was thereafter tidily consumed, where before it had landed in the royal lap. Emilio would have
approved. (No drinking or eating was allowed in the Pucci showrooms, to avoid staining the silk jersey fabrics,)
Florence is a virile city, full of contrasts and extremes. Nilary tr/cCarthy wrote in The Stones of F/orence that "Florence is
traditionally committed to advances and modernism, yet containing backward elements, narrow as its streets, cramped,
stony, and recalcitrant." The city is famous for its fashion elegance; shops on the via Tornabuoni and via della Vigna Nuova
display merchandise characterized by simplicity of line. Pucci retained the simple line but spiced it up with colors and patterns
never seen before in modern Florence.
The Florentine pa/a.zo is a functional building, with the commercial enterprises located on the ground floor and lhe piano
nobi/e (second floor), and the upper floors reserved for the family residence, There were several Puccis in the silk guild in the
1Sth century but most of Emilio's ancestors were prominent elected leaders in the city government or the church whose
portraits were subsequently painted by Botticelli and Ghirlandaio. At the time Emilio decided to become a couturier, Florentine
aristocrats looked down their noble noses at the dress business. Florence had become a conservative enclave. The upper
class occupations of banking and diplomacy were acceptable, but shopkeeping was not. ln order to preserve the dignity of the
family name, he signed his fabrics with the script "Emilio," not Pucci, and his first boutique on the beautiful resort island bore
the name " La Canzone de/ L4ard' (Song of the Sea). The American press dubbed him "Emilio of Capri."
lrrlarchese Emilio Pucci was born in Naples in 1914. His mother was a Neopolitan Contessa, and his father a cavalry
officer. Emilio was brought up in a villa in Florence. How did a cultivated man of Pucci's background and education, who'd
been raised by numerous servants, end up on his hands and knees scrubbing the
floor of his Capri boutique? How did he make the transition from never being allowed to enter a store as a child without his strict English nanny, to designing for a
network of sportswear Pucci boutiques around the world?
Emilio broke free of his early constrained upbringing in insular Florence when he
won a skiing scholarship to the progressive Reed College in Portland, Oregon in
1936. (He had been a member of the 1934 ltalian Olympic ski team.) There he
f
enthusiastically participated in college political debates and actually enjoyed waiting on campus tables and washing dishes, because "it was marvelousio do anthng,"
coming from a life where it had all been done for him. His thesis for his lt/aster's
Ib.
degree in Social Sciences was on "Facism vs. Democracy," a topic which was to
involve him during the war in ltaly, Emilio found time to captain the ski team, as well
as produce his first Pucci design for the Reed ski team uniform.
Back in ltaly, Pucci enlisted in the Air Force. Two years later, in 1940, when ltaly
joined the war, Lt. Pucci flew many missions over the l\ilediterranean. fthe kaleidoscope of colors and blurred movement of images as he flew low over the sea to
avoid radar were an inspiration for his fabric designs in the next decade.) He was
able to help several Jewish acquaintances avoid capture by the Nazis. But his
relationship with li/ussolini's daughter, Edda, provides the most intriguing war story.
Edda was married to Count Galeazzo Ciano, Ivlussolini's ti/inister of Foreign
Affairs. ln 1943 he led a revolt against Ntlussolini, who had him arrested for treason
and sentenced to death. Before his arrest, Ciano had secreted his diaries which
detailed German treachery toward the ltalians even during their alliance. Pucci (who
was said to have been Edda's lover), spirited Edda and her children across the
border to neutral Switzerland out of reach of both the Fascists and Nazis. Show- >

flru

THts PAGE: Marchese Emilio Pucci at his villa in the Tuscany hills above Florence. oPPoslTE PAGE,
Top: Sixties sunglasses, a watch with wide leather straps, and enamelled metal pendant earrings
('80s) nestle in a Pucci box. Courtesy Decades of Los Angeles, CA. BoTToM RIGHT: Five silk ties

(slim to wide, creamy beige and chocolate brown to hot pink) from the Sixties to the Eighties are
signed "Emilio Pucci, Florence." Two were designed for Saks Fifth Avenue and Lord & Taylor to be
worn with Pucci's men's shirts and velvet jackets. Courtesy Decades of Los Angeles, CA. BoTroM
LEFT Both the dhoti wrap skirt and the zig-zag pattern were inspired by Pucci's 1962 visit to Bali.
The jewelled sandals are Pucci. The green glass bib and earrings are by Coppola & Toppo.
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FAR BTGHT: claSSiC

Roman togaed

statues beckon to an equally classic
strapless Pucci dress worn with a
Coppola & Toppo pink and magenta
glass necklace. BtcHx Cristina models
her mother's Pucci velveteen ski jacket
of hot pink, orange, gray, and black
geometric and floral design with a
trapunto collar and "kangaroo pouch"
front pocket from the Sixties (Pucci's
are tenderly handed down from mother
to daughter). BELow: A game of pool is
played in a stunning full length
velveteen caftan coat in green, aqua,
red, white, and black.
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"Pucci's
feather-light
silk jersey tube
dresses weiohed
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248 grafns

and cost their
orecise weioht

in'gold:

$20"0."
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RV oPPoSITE

Suzanne Tennenbaum wears her splashy spandex cat suit (1987) with Pucci's polka dot booties, The vintage ombr6 blue glass ruffled
& Toppo from author's collection.
CENTER: Pucci fits a silk tunic with a brilliant blue and green peacock fan
;o design on a model, BoTToM UPPER BIGHT: Pucci's voluptuous "Vivara" fragrance in BoTToM
the popular sea-tones print packaging. Available in six different sizes (with soap).
U< First produced in t 965, production was stopped after Pucci's death in 1 992. Screwtops have "E" Pucci crest. BoTToM RIGHT: The quintessential silk jersey Pucci of the
F@ mid-'60s is modeled by actress Cristina
Gavin. The pistachio, pink, and magenta dress weighs only 248 grams. The pistachio glass hoop earrings by Coppola & Toppo
r.r9?
obi and lime lucite ring are from the author's collection. BoTToM FAR RTGHT: Emilio Pucci caresses the sensual silk folds of his fabric in the Palazzo Pucci. THts pAGE: Three
or> fantastic Pucci bags. The commodious cotton beach bag has a stylized metal fish for a handle. The classic Vivarablue, pink, aqua, and black pattern adorns the
9? "lunchbox" model with the gold metal handles. There's a matching cuff bracelet made of fabric encased in acrylic. A dramatic pattern of red, green, white, and black
=a decorates the velveteen pouch handbag with a stand-up handle. The handbags are lined in bright matching glove leather. Courtesy Decades of Los Angeles, OA.
PAGE, BoTToM LEFT:

SY necklace and pendant earrings are by Coppola
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ing an early penchant for dressmaking, he wrapped the pages of the
Edda's waist to avoid detection at

oo incriminating diary in fabric around

b;
r6

the border. Their plan was for Pucci to offer the politically explosive
ZO diaries to the Germans in exchange for Ciano's release. German
P5
O> 'agents interrogated and tortured Pucci, who refused to reveal Edda's
!o whereabouts. He was finally released through the intervention of a
oa
az sympathetic German agent, on condition that he warn Edda in Switz*
OY
zerland not to make the diaries public, or she and her children would
]O
tLt !
be killed.r Count Ciano was executed, along with the other Fascist
leaders who had abandoned l\z'lussolini.
do
Pucci was a political refugee in Switzerland until 1946. There he
met
Coco
Chanel who was also living in exile with her German lover
T]
l
UU in Lausanne. Pucci had admired Chanel's pioneering sportswear in
ro
*> France in the Twenties and Thirties, When Coco visited Capri on holiVl
>c0 day in the '50s she recognized in Pucci a colleague who broke with
-z
irz convention to interpret the spirit of the times, as she herself had done
uZ
ai. twenty years earlier in Paris.
SU
A superb athlete, Pucci retained his blade-thin silhouette until
az
his death. His aesthetic sensibilities were offended by the drab post9{
O;
U,. war ski clothes, so in 1948 he designed a yellovv tie silk parka (which
L: later sold for $45) and pants with stretch fabric by Helanca for his
UF2 girlfriends between schusses down the slopes at St. liiloritz. Diana
al
Vreeland championed his designs al Harperb Bazaa; and Lord &
do
n<
o> Taylor carried his skiwear reproduced by White Stag. The head of

-t

this firm, Harold Hirsch, was an old friend from Pucci's Reed College
days, when White Stag manufactured his red and white uniform for
the college ski team.
Emilio infused sex into resort fashions from the snow to the sand,
The lsland of Capri (pronounced CAH-pree not Cah-PREE) had been
a temple to hedonism for 2000 years. The Roman Emperors Augustus
and Tiberius had led debauched lives in their many villas on the island. N4aybe it was the light, or the sultry air, but Capri was always a
sensual place. The orange moon, magenta bougainvillea and the
impossibly blue Grotto Azurro waters were colors that were eventually captured in Pucci s fabrics. For yet another fortunate girlfriend,
he designed straw hats, jeweled thong sandals, and cropped pants,
using local craftspeople and materials. These were followed by very
simple black and white clothes which were adopted by the aristocrats who summered on the island. His fashion designs were such a
success that he decided to leave the Air Force, after 14 years of
service, to devote all his time to designing sportswear. Pucci opened
his shop, La Canzone de/ ltlare, in 1950. Soon after, everyone who
gathered at dusk to sip Campari in the Piazzetta was draped in Pucci,
the quintessence of l\zlediterranean chic.
Emilio brought new colors and styles to the Do/ce Vita denizens
of the lush island. Cotton or shantung Capri pants were tight fitting,
tapering to a few inches above the ankle, with no waistband and a
front zipper. Pirate pants were cut off below the knee. Cotton )56
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Ceramics

Axel Salto's organic vision created shapes and forms which
challenged the traditional notion of contemporary Danish ceramics
Axel Salto began his long career as an illustrator for children's books.

Danish children are resilient and imaginative, and probably weren't
alarmed by Saltos dark, organic vision. His heavy woodcuts were
more in keeping with the true nature of the Grimm Brothers, rather
than a light, golden vision of childhood.
Born in 1889, Salto graduated from school with a BA in classical languages, and a special love for the Greek classics which in-

formed his work for the rest of his life. He then trained at the
Copenhagen Academy of Arl, as a painter and illustrator, graduating
in 1913. While working as an illustrator, Salto traveled to Paris during
WWl. Excited by the work of Picasso, he returned to Denmark with a
taste for modern expressionism. This was at odds with the more
traditional Danish conception of art, and Salto began his long career
as an iconoclast. (He was one of the few ceramicists who used the
medium exclusively as artistic expression, rather than as a way of
elevating domestic or industrial objects.) He devoted these years to
painting, returning to the south of France periodically and honing the
style that would make him instantly recognizable, whether the work
was a lithograph or a vase. During his career he embraced several
different mediums including textile design, graphics, and painting,
but it was his works in ceramic which made him famous, As there is
only one George Ohr, there is only one Axel Salto.
Salto had a power"ful and passionate response to nature, reflected almost exclusively in his work. Painting was his first love, and
while he pursued it his entire life - with strong and frankly erotic themes
- he found his real milieu in ceramics. He began his ceramic career in
1923 at the traditional factory of Bing & Grondahl, where he would
remain for six years. The art directors at Bing & Grondahl recognized
his talent and permitted him free reign to produce his slightly offbeat
ceramics. (His early work is characterized by more whimsy than the
40

shocking organic themes that would punctuate his later work.) His
term at Bing & Grondahl led to his inclusion, in 1925, at the World
Exhibition in Paris, where he was awarded a silver medal. ln 1929 he
began collaborating with the equally talented, if more demure, Carl
Haliet establishing a studio that turned out a variety of innovative,
technically adept pieces. Many consider the work of this period to be
the true incubation of Salto's style, and his influence on Halier during
their time together produced what is undeniably Halier's greatest effor1s. Although Halier was most comfortable with the Bauhaus conception of form, his commitment to purity did not preclude risk. Many
of his pieces from this period are clearly inspired by Salto's earlhy
imagination. Salto also worked briefly, from 1931 to '1932, with
Nathalie Krebs at Sax[ro, but his work was never imprinted with the
Saxbo shop mark. ln 1934 he moved to Royal Copenhagen, where
he enjoyed a long career producing remarkable ceramics until his
death in 1961. Salto, along with Jais Nielsen and Knud Kihn, were
encouraged to experiment with the sculptural form. lt was at Boyal
Copenhagen where he began creating the huge pieces he is most
famous for. During his tenure there Salto maintained his own studio
as well, and continued to collaborate with Carl Halier and Boda
Willumsen. He also produced some pieces for Viggo lpsen, a solid
mid-level ceramics factory with a taste for quirky studio ceramics.
While these pieces have less visual appeal for collectors, their rarity
makes them a necessary addition to the completist's collection.
Salto's most significant output can be divided into three distinct
phases: "fluted," "budding," and "sprouting." He was fascinated by
the essence of natural groMh, from the seed to the mature plant. He
strove to "create in accordance with nature rather than to copy its
exterior." He drew from many sources, including scallop shells, seed
pods, and pebbles. The scallops are represented in the "fluted" >62
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oPPoSITE PAGE: Axel Salto for Royal Copenhagen, 1950s, wide
vase with matte moss glaze and appliqued vine decoration, 9"h,
28"d. THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM RIGHT: Axel Salto for Royal
Copenhagen Studio, 1950s, footed bowl in blue and cream
speckled glaze with incised decoration, 3"h, 3.5"d; Axel Salto for
lpsen, 1930s, early "budding" gourd shaped vase in high fired
mint green glaze, 9"h; Axel Salto for Royal Copenhagen Studio,
1 950s, double gourd vase with matte oxblood glaze, 7"h; Axel
Salto for Royal Copenhagen, 1950s, classic "budding" gourd
shaped vase in high fired brown glaze, 1 1 "h, 25"d.
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Salto was
fascinated by the
essence of natural
growth, from the
seed to the mature
plan1. He strove to
"create in accordance
with nature, rather
than to copy
its exterior.
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Text by Robin and Howard Hecht
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ln a prornotional flyer frorn

the early 1950s, Ar[ Sr"nith
offered a "fancifu ring of
sp ace, silver, and oold, "
Th e r^narn
redie rits
of his
.1
work, fronn a ut 946 until
his death in 1982 at the
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of
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Srnith's de srgns,
of jewelry," he sa id, "is a
'what is it? unti yo ure ate
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to the body Li ke tne
is
forrn, and color, the
a rnaterial to work with IS
one of the basic inspirations in creating forrn, " The
question is "not how do
bracelets go, but whqt can
be done With an arrn?"2
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ln thjs ner;kpiorxr
entitled lkuhle, a
"r1-rei$iorr rnilrk" grips
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"A good piece of jewelry literally caresses the body and fondles it and, as I say, plays with it."
Art Smith was a Black man who grew up in a period in American
history when achievement for a member of a minority group was an
uphill battle. His father had been a militant in his own day, an officer
in the lrrlarcus Garvey movement who felt that he was "a maker of
destiny."3 Brought up by a loving and supportive mother, Smith felt,
early on, that he was different from his peers in Bedford-Stuyvesant,
Brooklyn. He liked school and had ambition, aspiring to more than a
practical but demeaning job. "A good job for a Negro, in those days,
was an usher at the Paramount or a porter at A.S. Beck."a He always
wanted to be an artist but didn't want to go to a "Negro college'"
Although he wasn't philosophically a nihilist (militancy was suppressed
in those days), he railed against social iniustice and the concept of
segregation. Without money for higher education, he applied for and
was awarded a scholarship to Cooper Union. There were six Black
students in the entire school, and, because of the tenor of the times,
they felt as if they were second-rate. He always praised Cooper Union,
however, as a school that encouraged innovative ideas and not simply mimicry of the past.
ln 1945, Smith graduated from Cooper Union, where he was
exposed to three-dimensional objects (sculpture and constructions)
for the first time. Having been encouraged by a dean to maior in
architecture because he could easily find a job in the nondiscriminatory civil service, Smith reiected this proposition because he didn't
want to abandon the other artistic disciplines. Although he had an
instinct for the design of exciting structural form, mathematics eluded
him. Ever-present was the conflict of whether to give in to the niche

provided for the Black man in mid-century American society or to
make a place for himself in the New York art world.
Constructions interested Smith more than painting. He wanted
to "create something that was tangible, not just illusion."s Entertain44

ing and then abandoning thoughts of going into adverlising, he took

a part-time job as Crafts Supervisor at the Children's Aid Society in
Harlem, where he would design prefabricated obiects for the children to assemble. However, attendance was poor and the trustees
of the organization were reluctant to explore ways of making the program truly effective. After four years, he quit. But while there he had
met another teacher, Winifred lvlason, who was to be instrumental in
his career. lirlason was a jeweler, and after seeing her work, Smith
became very excited about the possibilities for creative expression
through jewelry, When she offered him a job in the shop that she was
opening on Third Street in Greenwich Village, he lumped at the opportunity.
ln the Village he met other artists and metalsmiths who were to
influence and encourage him. Always a great lover of jazz, Smith
would go with painter Charles Sebree and choreographerTalley Beatty
to hear Billie Holliday sing in a club around the corner from the Third
Street shop. Ralph Ellison, Gordon Parks, and countless other writers and intellectuals, both Black and White, were customers and
friends. A mecca for both craftsmen and consumer alike, Greenwich
Village was already home to several other innovative metalsmiths:
Paul Lobel, Sam Kramer, Arthur King, and Francisco Rebajes. Lobel,
actually, offered Smith a job when he eventually became disenchanted
with tVason. Although he admired Lobel a great deal, he decided it
was time to strike out on his own.
Upon leaving lVason, Smith opened a tiny shop on Cornelia
Street, in Little ltaly, where he remained for four difficult years, subjected to both racial prejudice because he was a Black man, and
social antipathy because he was an artist. His shop wlndows were
broken, apprentices were heckled when they came to work, and his
very life was threatened in a hit-and-run attempt. The Civil Rights
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PREVIOUS SPREAD:

Smith's biomorphic silver necklace, c.1960.

OppOStTE PAGE:

Smith's silverLava bracelet, c.1946; Smith's Bauble necklace of silver and rock

crystal. THIS PAGE,

CLOCKWTSE FROM TOp LEFT:

Smith,s Modern Cuff bracelet,

c.1948, of copper and brass; Smith created big, bold rings which he termed ,,hand
decorations." This one measures 21/2" in lengthi Smith,s elliptical earrings, c..l g5g.

landmark exhibition "Modern Jewelry Design," at The lrrluseum of
Modern Art in New York, created a watershed in the appreciation of
modern iewelry. This exhibition displayed the work of 26 makers (seven

of whom were artists working primarily in another medium) ,,whose
designs showed that the artist had considered the characteristics of

the materials used and made us aware of their intrinsic beauty

Congress came to his aid after his plight was publicizedin The New
York Times, resulting in his store receiving police protection. But the
time was right to move back to the artists' colony in the Village. With
financial backing from Craftsmen's Equity, an organization dedicated
to maintaining high standards in the craft field (of which he was president), he turned his energies to a new, and what was to become,
permanent space at 140 West 4th Street.
By this time his reputation had spread, due mostly to his inclusion in the second national exhibition of contemporary jewelry held
in 1948 in the Everyday Art Gallery at the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis. "Modern Jewelry Under Fifty Dollars," as this exhibition was
entitled, traveled around the country for two years, thereby stimulating widespread interest in contemporary handcrafted jewelry.
History had been made two years earlier, however, when the

in

contemporary terms."6
Paul Lobel, one of the jewelers represented in the tVoMA exhibition, whose shop was a few stores away from Smith's (at .,l30 West
4th Street) and whom Smith admittedly admired as previously mentioned, exerled a strong stylistic influence on him. ln Lobel's work,
Smith saw formal freedom.
American studio jewelry design, in its seminal stages (c..'l936)
had continued the trend of antihistoricism and rejection of traditional
design conventions begun by Art Nouveau and the Arts and Crafts
lirlovement some 40 years earlier. A pioneering spirit spurred craftsmen on in their exploration of dynamic form, asymmetry and ornamental approach to structure. Those principles coupled with a creative observation of the images seen in the modern art movements
just preceding and contemporary with it,? led post-World War ll studio jewelry to redefine jewelry.
Biomorphic forms, as seen in the painting and sculpture of the
Surrealists, were appropriated and reinterpreted in the metal imagery of Art Smith. The huge silver cut|, Lava, comprised of two undulating masses superimposed one upon the other, brings to mind the
amorphous shapes used by Miro and Arp. The duet of forms seems
to slither amoebalike around each other, attatched securely at some
points, while at others the upper mass strains to free itself. The >62
45
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its floating terraces, recalls the outline of a
cruise ship (similar to the nautical style of
the Albion rn lViami Beach and the Sheraton
in Fort Lauderdale). Verticality is emphasized in its north and south facades,
through a strong vertical plane which
resembles a giant fin, lt is impodant to point
out that the balconies were positioned on
the east and west facades in deference to
the wind and sun in the area.
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Art Deco in South America
The lt/odern N/ovement in South America duri ng the 1920s and '30s blended the symmetry
and geometry of Art Deco with motifs from local fauna and flora to create a unique regional style
During the late 1920s and'30s, Art Deco and the ltrlodern ltzlovement were introduced to South America, parallel with the introduction of those same art and architectural movements around the world.
ln South America, however, the new Art Deco style was modified to
take on the characteristics inherent to the particular regions where it
developed.
We can say that Art Deco has as its characteristics a very strong
geometry emphasized with symmetry, diagonals and progressions
of planes, and repetition of motifs. ln later representations, the motifs
adopted local elements - the regional fauna and flora - and blended
them with the feminine figure, creating a greater achievement ln the
stylization of forms. One of the biggest exponents of this stylization
was Erte, the Russian-born artist and designer, who was well-known
among the vanguard designers of South America.
Several important international architectural events took place
in South America during the early 1920s, the main being the international competition to design the Faro de Colon (Columbu's Lighthouse), in Santo Domingo. The competition attracted more than 200
designers from around the world. Aside from this large number of
participants, the competition's importance lies in the new tendencies

in architecture which were displayed by the entries, as well as the
participation of a group of Russian architects who were present with
50 projects.
The second important event for the lr/odern lrrlovement ln the
Southern hemisphere was the Fourth Pan-American Congress of Architects, held in 1930 in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. With Rio being the
hostess city, it was an almost obligatory tradition that the Congress
attendees visit the Cristo Redentor built in 1923 by Heitor da Silva
Costa, as well as several other lt4odern buildings within the city. These
buildings had a tremendous impact on the participants of the Congress, launching the real introduction of Art Deco through the ti/odern Movement in South America. Art Deco was embraced as a new
style with local connotations, part of the Neoclasslcist and eclectlc
architecture which was in vogue among different South American
designers.
ln those days, the term "Modern" was commonly used to define
up-to-date, newly-built architecture. lt was not used in the same context as the "lnternational Modern lt/ovement" is used in our time. ln
the United States we find a similar type of "lrrlodern" architecture
which was sponsored by the government - the Governmental )

@
This building on Arequipa Ave.
in Lima, Peru was designed by
the architect Guzman. Originally
used as a single dwelling, it has
been adapted for use as an
office building. The general mass
and volume of the building,
along with its balconies and
terraces, present an excellent
example of Nautical Deco.
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The Yacht Club was designed by
architects Hernan & Crespi in
1935. Located in the Puerto de/
Buceo (Buceo's Porl) in Uruguay,
in an area that is known as The
Ramb/a fl-he Boardwalk), its
is one of the most beautiful
spots on the shore.
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l\rlovement - which we can find in any State's Capital with buildings
constructed during the 1930s.

tion - we can see its roots in folklore and pre-Columbian cultures,

Peru

flavor.

ln the same way that Art Deco arrived in other areas, it arrived in
Peru, but with a sense of the local and regional style which comes
through in the ornamentation of the buildings. Perhaps the best exponents of this "regional Deco" architecture are found in Lima City,

Photo 5 shows a detail of a monument located in Parque de /a
Reserua, a park which was created in the 1930s as a result of an

Deco buildings and in the use of the Aft Deco style in new construcmodified by today's modern expressions and blended with the local

the country's capital.
At the present time there is a bit of an Art Deco revival going on
in this particular country - led by a group of preservationist architects, and architects who create contemporary reinterpretations of
the Art Deco style - who are recycling many of the existing Art Deco
structures in a thoughtful and professional manner. Complete Deco
buildings and monuments can be found in many neighborhoods of
Lima, as well as Deco details or fixtures which were incorporated
lnto other types of construction.
The detail in Photo 9 (page 49) belongs to the top of a building
designed by the architect Enrique Seoane, in the early 1940s. The
mdn characteristic of this building is the "tr/ochica motif" in its frieze,
taken from a textile pattern. The ltzlochicas were a pre-Columbian
lndian culture from the north coast of Peru, and one of the distinguishing features of that culture is the black ceramic in its pots, .jars,
and artifacts, as well as the introduction of zoomorphic motifs in their
pottery.

Peruvian Deco has a strong national and regional flavor. While
most of the time it is imitating existing fixtures and motifs, it does
possess a great deal of inner power on its own. In the present revival
of Art Deco occuring in Peru - both in the reconstruction of existing
48
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urban redesign of the area. The monument is in honor of Fermin
Tanavis, who produced a very resistant type of cotton; the design is
from the early '40s, and the designer is most likely the architect Terre.
We can see the pre-Columbian characteristic in this work (and

the source of inspiration), in the openings with the small or short
lintels - used due to the lack of larger stones - as we can see in the
Temple of the Three Windows in the lncan city of lVachu Pichu.
ln Photo 6 we see a window detail of a dwelling on Arenales
Avenue, known as the Casa Amari/k (Yellow House). Evident is the
economy in cost of this Deco structure (the same approach was
taken here as was taken with the Deco buildings in tt/iami), where
the decoration of an almost typical "Deco fan" on a stucco facade
replaces the expensive marble and granite used in the corporate
buildings found in large American cities such as New York or Chicago. Therefore, through these architectural samples we can determine another characteristic - social class. The new bourgeoisie is
moving towards the outskirls of Lima, and the selection of a building's
finish material - its colo( and the quality of the material itself - can
lend prestige to the inhabitants of the dwellings.
The building shown in Photo 2 was originally used as a single
residence. Designed by the architect Guzman, the Arequipa Avenue
structure has been adapted for use as an office building. lt is interesting to note how the general mass of the building, combined with

!

t

its balconies and terraces, creates a "Nautical Deco" feeling. ln the
detail of its vertical frieze [Photo 8], it is easy to detect the local flora
- rendered in a pre-Columbian geometric flavor, but colored in contemporary hues which belong to the "New Lima Look." This detail is
indicitive of the local, historical identification with a contemporary
Peru, a country with one of the most striking pre-Columbian cultures in South America.
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Uruguay

An Deco, as a substyle of the Modern lrrlovement in Uruguay, was
more international in its conception here than in Peru, although both
shared the same origins. lrilost prominently, Ar1 Deco in Uruguay
displayed a distinct lack of defined local or regional motifs.
Several important events helped to spread the new ideas in
architecture to both shores of the Rio de /a P/ata (Argentina > 90
ri
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An excellent example

of "Nautical Deco" in the form
of a Police Stand in Uruguay.
PHOTO 5: A detail of a 1 940s
monument located in Pargue
de la Reserva in Peru reveals
its pre-Columbian influences in
the use of short lintels.
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PHoro 6: This Peruvian house reveals ats economy of construction through the use of a typical
"Deco fan" decoration on a stucco facade. PHoro 7: The contrast of the Rationalist Le Corbusier
buildings seen in the background, and the "Nautical Deco" of the police stand provides a
succinct view of the architectural movements - from cubism to Art Deco - which were in vogue
for many years among South American designers. PHoTo 8: ln this vertical frieze detail it is easy
to detect the local Peruvian flora - rendered in a pre-Columbian geometric flavor, but colored in
contemporary hues which belong to the "New Lima Look." pHoro 9: The "Mochica motif" in the
top of this Peruvian building is taken from a Mochica lndian textile pattern.
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The Breeze-Stewart Col lection
Over a span of 14 years this pair of collectors assembled
what may be the largest private collection of
furniture by Eames, Noguchi, and Nelson
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Text by Jrm Sweeney. Photographs by James Cohrssen.

Robert Breeze and Charles Stewart, over a period of 14 years, formed
what may be the largest private collection of 1950s furniture by Charles
Eames, lsamu Noguchi, and George Nelson.
Stewart and Breeze met in 1982, a year after the English-born
Breeze arrived in the United States. They soon began collecting midcentury furniture and art objects, focusing, typically, on Fiestaware,
Heywood-Wakefield furniture, and other small items.
Their attention eventually turned to high-end furnishings and objects. Stewart says they were "rather fortunate" to have started collecting these items before prices began to increase. This era's style
is appealing to many because it's "fun," Stewart says, and it's functional, but it's not too serious.
50

One of their first high-end acquisitions was a Charles Eames
folding bentwood half-screen. lt's a rare piece, Stewart notes; despite their frequent visits to dealers and antique shows, and numerous contacts in the business, they never found another.
That find was followed by four blond bent plywood dining chairs
(DCWs), also by Eames. "From there it kind of snowballed," Stewart
says, with understatement.
Breeze died in 1996. Since then, Stewart, who recently retired from

the tVaryland Department of Agriculture, has maintained the collection, but has not added or sold pieces. Breeze, who attended design
school in Britain, "had the passion, the designer's eye," Stewart says.
The collection occupies most of their home, a two-story > 53

opposrrE PAGE: ln the living room, a 1970s film noir-style painting by German
artist Ohristian Roeder hangs above the Haruey Probber "lndividualized Modern"
sofa. Two Eames folding screens and an Arteluce Triennale lamp grace the
corners of the room, while an Eames pony skin DCW and tray coffee table (CfW)
fill the curve of the sofa. A vintage Herman Miller Collection catalog is displayed
on the coffee table. IH|S PAGE, LEFT: At the top of the stairs, Frederic Weinberg
wall sculptures in the foreground and the small side room beyond lend a subtle
glow to the landing area. Also visible from the hall are a Noguchi Rudder dining
table and cloud-form ottoman, and a pair of his table lamps designed in 1945 for
Knoll atop an Eames ESU. THrs pAGE. BELow: The focal point of the dining room is
the rare Noguchi Chess table, constructed of a thin plywood top which slides to
reveal a cast iron container which holds the chess pieces. Designed by Noguchi
for an exhibition at the Julien Levy Gallery in 1947, the table's extreme
biomorphism proved to be it's demise. It was offered in the Herman Miller catalog
of 1950, but was tellingly missing from the catalog of 1952. This particutar
example possesses a blond top, a sharp departure from the piece's usual ebony
finish, making it an even more valuable piece. Other furnishings in the dining room
include a pony skin Eames DCIV, several Eames DCMs, an Eames She// chair, an
Eames ESU, an Eames screen (stained black and assembled by Stewart), and a
curving dining table by an unhailed designer which nonetheless blends nicely with
the pedigreed pieces. A rare abstract painting by Alexander Girard hangs above a
Handkerchief vase on the Florence Knoll credenza, flanked by two Noguchi table
lamps. A Rosenthal ceramic vase sits atop the Eames ESU.
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dining room, an
undulating dining table by an unknown
designer is surrounded by Eames DCMI and
an Eames She[ chair. Displayed on the sideboard are an Ericofon telephone, a Handkercfilef vase, and Cmielow glass animals, overseen by a Frederic Weinberg wire sculpture.
On the opposite wall is a rare clock by Weinberg. CENTER AND BOITOM: ln the bedroom, a
purple Nelson Marshmallow sofa sits in front
of a rare Eames folding half-screen, Next to
the sofa is an Eames side table and Children's stool. llluminating the area is a French
Deco floor lamp. ln the inset view of the
bedroom, a pair of Weinberg wire sculptures
flank a Noguchi Akari lamp. Next to the bed
is a Nelson Coconut chair and a pair of
Saarinen Pedesta, tables. BELow LEFI: This
corner of the living room contains an Eames
Fsury, Nelson Bubble lamp, and a contemporary Danish mobile. The end table is a 1945
design by Hans Bellmann for Knoll. A Nelson
clock l#2227l, hangs above the Eames DCl4l.
TH|S PAGE, RtcHT: ln the
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LEFT: On the opposite side of the den, an Eames folding end table displays
Scandinavian ceramics by Kosta. Atop the George Nelson bench sits both a Nelson
cabinet (R) and a prototype cabinet which came from Lily Saarinen (L). A Handkerchief vase is ,oined by a rare Nelson clock and an interesting lamp by an unknown French designer on the cabinet tops. A Russian propaganda poster from
the 1920s adorns the wall. The floor lamp is by an unknown designer.

frame house in a modest neighborhood in a small lvlaryland town

fli

near Washington, D.C. From the exterior, there,s no indication of what
awaits you on the interior. lnside, nearly every piece of furniture and
art in every room is from the -1950s. The attic is crammed with pieces
for which there is no room downstairs, including an Eames ,,surf_
board" table.
Stewart and Breeze collected so many objects that the look of
each room can be changed easily. Their collection includes furniture,
lamps, and decorative objects.
Several Handkerchr:efglass vases grace the dining room. Nearby
sit glass animals from cmierow in poland, fairly rearistic in style bui
with sensuous curves that fit well with the rest of the room. The curv_
ing dining room table is not by a major designer, but it fits the room
and blends with the other pieces seemlessly.
ln the living room, only two objects are not from the 1g5Os. >90
53
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custom-built
"Heywood-Wakefield" look-alike wall
unit anchors the corner in Ron Fair's
corner office at RCAs new Beverly
Hills location. The unit was built by
Penny Lane antiques to camouflage
the unsightly support beams which
inhabit the room's corner, and to store
the hundreds of CDs and cassettes
which Ron, as a record producer and
A&R man, is obliged to store. BELow:
Ron's glue-gun and cardboard model
of the unit he designed to solve his
off ice-aesthetics/storage crisis.
RIcHT: This
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The Modern Office
The clean lines of modern furnishings create office
atmospheres which are "conducive to creativity"

il

heap of sheet-rock soffits, cubbies, and cover-ups.

Confessions of a Heywofid-Wakefield Junkie. by Ron Fair. I blame
my wife Andrea for gettinflme hooked. I now need to be constantly
surrounded by big blon& bullet-nosed birch pieces. HeywoodWakefield calms me down, reminds me of long-since passed Aunt
Muriels and Uncle lVels, returns me to my baby-boom roots, inspires
me to seek out new buried treasures of retro-chic. First it was swapmeet-flea-market obsession, but one orphaned nightstand changed
all that. We now have over 30 fully-restored pieces from the entire
spectrum of Heywood-Wakefield's production. They become like family members or pets (no, we haven't named the furniture yet). N/y
favorite bedtime book is the Heywood-Wakefield catalog l was sure
that I had satisfied my constant craving to consume more and more
once we had the Ashcraft dinette in our kon-tiki bar...until I remembered I had an empty office with no furniture inside.
I am a record producer and A&R man (Artists & Repertoire) by
trade with an office at a major record company which recently moved
to Beverly Hills. When the boss told me "You get the corner office,"
had visions of that power-corner with the view - where the panorama
of the show-biz universe below would be in my face behind 90 degrees of glass. Oops. Little problem-ette in the corner' A massive
I
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guess they just

Z
forgot to have the window meet the window, and thought a couple tUm
of structural beams would melt away with zig-zagging drywall. I sat O
tr
on the floor in the middle of the room - my eyes blurring - trying to
visualize what could be done to make my office (as my father liked to
say) "conducive to creativity." With all my CDs, cassettes, albums, U
a
books, stationery pens, stereo system, computer terminal, piano, I.:
t
couch, guest chairs - it seemed like the puzzle would never fit to- U
office.
become,..an
gether and my killer retro-dream office would
Z
U
A few months passed. Walking into those empty four walls con- ol
tinued to be frustrating (l forgot to mention the "industrial Halloween fa
surprise" carpeting). I would have to move in soon. There were seri- O
Iu
ous artist meetings to be held, serious music to discuss and record.
(A year passed.) Finally, one Saturday morning I entered the inner- u
(,
sanctum of my garage workshop at home, At last, inspiration struck. q

Why not create my own "Heywood-Wakefield" wall unit...contour the
walls (that ghastly zig-zag), then fill the alcove with a rhomboid-rectangle desk, build a sleek stereo rack, violently destroy the carpeting!
I reached for the scissors, the pencil, some flimsy cardboard and
began furiously cutting. Out came the Sears Craftsman glue gun.
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CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: A vintage

Alvar Aalto
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#4OO Armchair and
contemporary Dakota Jackson Kezu
sofa combine in the living room to
great effect; ln the studio, the focalpoint is a Womb chair and ottoman
from Knoll. The no-nonsense drafting
table and lamp are from Charrette,
the steel taboret is from lkea; A row
of computer terminals sits on worktops from Charrette in the office. The
long storage cabinets are from lkea.
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was off. When the wave of inspiration passed (l ran out of glue sticks),
there it was on my workbench in all its sloppy-mess glory - a worklng
model of my grand scale, retro-moderno solve-all wall unit. Fortunately, I knew that special someone who could translate the crude
model into a fully-realized Heywood-Wakefield replication. I took dimensions, made drawings, grabbed the model, and called penny
Colclough. Penny runs an antique business (penny Lane) diligenfly
dedicated to the preservation, restoration, and continued legacy of
Heywood-Wakefield. I asked, "can you build it?" The answer was.,.
yes! And for the same budget as the corporate-issue stuff. Thanks to
my visionary boss, I got the green light. "Build the wall unit, build the
desk, build the stereo rack, and get your ass into that office!,,
A few trips to the site, a few meetings, a few corrections, a few
recalculations, a few aspirins and beers later, moving day finally arrived. tr4y vision came together. (After the carpet was dropped off a
cliff, I got the 79-cents-a-tile linoleum in "junior high school green,'
and high-glossed it...), added a little seating, afew retro-pillows, some
cool "cars of the future" renderings from the '50s, an old Telechron
clock (just like my late Grandma's). Here I will work and create what
hopefully will be million-selling recordings of long-lasting artists. r
- Ron Fair is senior vrbe-President of Artrsts & Repertoire/slaff producer for

RCA Records Penny Lane is /ocated at 2B2O G//roy Street, Los Ange/es, CA
900s9. (2/s) 667-78s8.

?
Live/Work Apartment in New Jersey. by Martin ffi|}worxing
with a VERY limited budget, I had to design a space for qjlent who
creates com puter- gen erated re nderi n gs and animaligt{of nteriors
and architecture for high-end architects and designf5.\lggdtess to
say, she is quite sophisticated when it comes to aesthetics and very
rnvolved with high technology, The space in which she lives and works
i

is a typical five-room floor-thru in a typical five-story tenement

in

Hoboken, New Jersey. She needed a space in which she could entertain graciously, and work feversihly.
Given the limited budget, I used a lot of lnexpensive items from
lkea that I felt had a clean, modern quality about them. We splurged
on a few design classics which helped to elevate the status of the
more humble items. The vintage Alvar Aalto chair in the living room
was a real find at the 26th Street Flea tVarket in lr/anhattan. The
upholstery had been redone by someone who had no idea what they

were doing, and it was a mess. I chose a very clean heavyweight
Italian linen to show off the beautiful patina of the arms. The Dakota

Jackson sofa was also an inexpensive find at a warehouse sale. lt,s
crisp Deco lines and solid mass complements the light, sculptural

quality of the Aalto

chair.

>
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Emilio Pucci

Pucci in his bachelor days. "l found him charming. He gave me some

and silk printed shirts for men and women
were worn over the pants (not tucked in), and were square-cut at
first, then form-fitting. Wrap-around jersey blouses had soft hoods.

wonderful clothes which I no longer have. But he was more inter-

(contrnued from pilge 39)

The celebrated printed silk jersey dresses specially made for Pucci in
the silk mills near Como, could be worn very short or full length. To fill
all the orders that came pouring into his shop, Emilio spent his nights
on the train between Capri and his Florence workshop, where seamstresses executed his designs.
Counts and Countesses as well as movie stars Tyrone Power,
Linda Christian, Gable, Garbo, Hepburn, and Elizabeth Taylor paid a
visit to his boutique. (lVarilyn lizlonroe was buried in a Pucci.) Some of

his aristocratic friends, however, did not approve of his new profession. A lV'larchese was not meant to be a shopkeeper. When Pucci
saw these friends approaching his store window, he delighted in getting down on his hands and knees to scrub the tile floor. A merchant
I\4archese who also "did floors" was a doubly shocking sight.
Pucci also met resistance from the conservative Florentine bankers, who were loathe to back a ltrlarchese with no business experience. He could only be "a playboy or a knave." fthis, in the town
where Renaissance international banking was born, and lending florins with interest was the source of the lt/ledici's great wealth and
patronage.) But the amazing success of the first ltalian A/ta ltloda
collections al lhe Palazzo Pitti changed all that.
Florence invented the Benaissance, but Pucci invented the silk
jersey "souffle." These feather-light tube dresses weighed 248 grams,
and cost their precise weight in gold: $200.
Pucci's first printed scarf was a map of Capri which put Capri
back on the map. lf summer had a taste, it was the tase of Pucci, but
lhe Emi/io of Capriboulique was only the antipasto of the Pucci banquet. Pucci's main course was served up in Florence in 1951 and
1952. This event can't be fully appreciated in context without understanding the couture post-war scene in Paris. ln 1947, Christian Dior
had dramatically "switched off the war" by introducing "The New
Look." tr/odels in corseted gudprcres swirled through the Couture
House knocking ashtrays off the tables with their voluminous skirts
and triple petticoats. Women who had been rationed to 51" of fabric
for a blouse during the war were literally bowled over by 30 extravagant yards of skirt. fthis was made possible by Diors backer, Ni'larcel
Boussac, the Textile King,) There was a spontaneous joyous reaction to this unaccustomed luxury from war-weary Europeans.
Dior's look was softly structured in subtle shades, padded away
from the body. Pucci, however, brought the focus back to the body
in explosive colors in 1951 when the li/archese Giovan Giorgini presented the first ltalian collections at his house on via dei Serragli.
Simonetta, the Sorelle Fontana sisters, Fabiani, and others joined
Pucci in showing their creations to an international group of retail
buyers. The response was so enthusiastic that a larger collection
was shown at the Sala Bianca in the Palazzo Pitti across the Arno
the following year. Pucci's sportswear collection was shown at the
same time in his own Palazzo.
The Pucci/Pitti family history goes back to the 1 Sth century. When
lhe ?alazzo Pitti was built, Luca Pitti, who was jealous of the Puccis,
ordered his architect to make his "country villa" more imposing than
the Palazzo Pucci. Emilio pointed out to James Brady, author of
Superchic, that the windows were disproportionately large for the
facade, attesting to the poor taste of the Pittis who were nouveaux
riches. \NhaI began as a Brunelleschi proiect ended up 100 years
later as a forbidding dun-colored monument to megalomania atop a
brown gravel mound, where de' tVedicis held cout1. The Pittis were
banished foreverfrom Florence in the 16th century by Piero de' lVedici,
so there were no Pitti ancestors available to witness Emilio Pucci's
fashion triumph on Pitti turf 400 years later.
The stunning red-haired model Suzy Parker was one of the first
to be photographed in the early Fifties in Emilio's silk Palzb shirts'
taken from the colorful contrade heraldic flags displayed at the annual summer horse races around lhe piazza in Siena. Suzy knew
56

ested in pursuing my sister, Dorian Leigh" (who was THE supermodel
of the Fifties).
The Fifties were exciting years for all facets of ltalian design.
Architects and designers Gio Ponti, Gae Aulenti, Carlo lVlolino, and
Fornasetti dominated the Biennali, as did the ltz'lurano glass artists,
Venini and Bianconi. Coppola & Toppo designed stunning jewelry for
Schiaparelli and Pucci. Emilio joined them in riding the crest of the
"l\zlade in ltaly" wave.
Pucci's silk jersey was slinky and clinging, and Emilio insisted
that his clients throw away their girdles to show their natural curyes,
This was as liberating a suggestion in the Fifties as the "burn your
bra" movement was in the Sixties. For the first time wealthy socialites, fed up with exhausting haute couture fittings, were ioyfully buying Puccis off the rack.

There was a dizzying selection available. A dedicated
Puccimaniac could mix and match tights, shoes, bag, scarf, cape,
bikini, umbrella, hat, underwear, and sunglasses to complement her
Pucci mini. Exhausted after this shopping spree, she could park her
Lincoln Continental (interiors designed by Guess Who), walk by her
Pucci rug to shower and dry off with Pucci soap and towel. Slipping
into her Pucci negligee, with a revivifying splash of Vivara, she mighl
recline on her Pucci sheets, plump up her Pucci pillows, snack on
Pucci Rosenthal plates, and count the few dollars left in her Pucci
wallet. Overkill? It/aybe, but even at $100 for cotton dresses, and
twice that for silk jersey outfits, America's upper-middle class suburbanites eagerly followed the lead of European jetsetters and got "all
Puccied up" for the country club, or backyard barbeques. There was
a tempting variety of textiles: silks fiersey, shantung, crepe), cotton
gabardine, cashmere blend, wool, velveteen, and nylon (for FormfitRogers lingerie) all beckoning in hundreds of different patterns and
color combinations.
Pucci had his ideals of beauty, and deslgned for them. For his
Black "Nefertiti" model he created bright geomelric palazzo pants in
Geranium, Neopolitan yellow and Nile Blue. For his "Botticelli"- his
young, blonde wife, Cristina, who finally tamed the incorrigible 45year old bachelor in 1959 - he softened his palette to pastels. The
Puccis were an international trend-setting couple, toyfully spreading
Pucci panache from St lVoritz to Acapulco. They had two children,
Laudomia and Alessandro. Laudomia trained with her father, and
apprenticed with Givenchy in Paris, where she became head oI pret
d-porter accessories.
For the Pucciphile, a visit to the Palazzo Pucci in Florence is a
must. The 1Sth century Palazzo looms large over the narrow via de'
Pucci. To step back, off the tiny slice of sidewalk to admire the imposing facade, you risk being clipped by the noxious motorscooters.
About eight feet high on the heavy carved wood doors is a sign marking the high-water level of the disastrous 1966 flood when the Arno
River devastated Florence, demolishing precious artworks and the
goldsmith shops that had perched on the Ponte Vecchio for centuries. The flood waters destroyed $1 million worth of Pucci silk fabrics. Emilio worked around the clock by candlelight and managed to
produce 200 designs for the spring/summer collections.
fhe portiere opens the iron filigree gate to admit the visitor to
the courtyard where Pucci used to keep his fire-engine red Ferrari.
Endless broad stone steps lead up to the piano nobi/e. The long
halls are lined with classical busts, ancestral podraits, and blackamoor
statues. Pucciana is displayed in the large reception rooms. Under
high ceilings decorated with original 18th century frescoes, there are
vitrines full of silk and cotton scaryes. Adloining is a showroom for
the latest collection of Pucci dresses, and bodysuits (called "capsulas"
in the Sixties). The enormous ballroom (restored in the Fifties with
profits from Pucci sales) is the venue for the Pucci runway collections staged twice a year. Gigantic Venetian glass chandeliers are
overhead. Pucci scarves, imbedded in clear resin, serve as table> 58
tops to take the buyers' orders. tr/agnificent Pucci rugs in
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Signoria in defiance of the enemy.
l\rlarchese Pucci, on a white horse, always led the parade of
local luminaries before the Ca/cio game. Flaminia had invited Clare
Booth Luce, President Eisenhower's ambassador to ltaly, to witness
the festivities from her window, "l saw Emilio riding splendidly up the
street, armored vest and all, so I called him to come up and meet
Ambassador Luce, who was a most attractive and intelligent woman.
Emilio swept into the room, knelt before N/lrs. Luce, and dramatically
saluted her, doffing his velvet cap with the long white feathers trailing
on the floor. I think she was very startled and non-plussed. I know
she never forgot Puccil" flhese same fluffy white plumes were celebrated in a Pucci silk dress in the Slxties.)
Flaminia's son, Don Specht, remembers a Sixties fashion show
atlhePalazzo. "l have never met, before or since, a man who was
more urbane or suave. fhe Palazzo was like a Garden of Allah with
orange trees in tubs, and a collection of superb Etruscan statuettes
displayed on shelves. lt was a magical kingdom. Pucci would softly
snap his fingers, and a liveried servant would appear with canapes'
remember him draping fabric on a beautiful model, and taking scissors to the hem. The man had impeccable taste. He never stopped
talking about Florence. To Florentines, it will always be the center of
the world. Their circle of aristocrats is very closed. There are the
aristocrats, and the servants who wait on them, and that's it."
Pucci, the inveterate traveller, found sources of inspiration from
design was unsuccessful as a dress, it was used for a rug. Or a
cravate became a handerchief. Every design eventually found mul- the Aztecs to Bali, creating midriff-baring harem pants, and evening
pyjamas for the "Beautiful People" through the Sixties. ln the Seventiple uses; traced to clothes, perfume bottles, or even tabletops. The
ties, the combination of Women's Lib, the invasion of the dread delrrlarchese was still designing up until a year before his death."
The Pucci wool rugs were woven in 1969 by Dandolo y Primi in signer jeans, and the recession had a devastating effect on fashion.
Emilio Pucci was more an artist than a businessman, and fashion
Buenos Aires, Argentina. They are limited edtion, all signed with the
script "Emilio." They were distributed by Harmony Carpets in New had become Big Business. The legendary Florentine frugality was
partly responsible for the drop in sales. Pucci did not believe in payYork, where they were rightly described as "floor paintings in wool."
produced
ing for PR. because it would add to the cost of the garment. He had
in 5 different color
There are 12 different patterns, each
ice
cream
been spoiled by years of free editorial coverage. When Saks Fifth
or
to
sun
colors
earthtones
from
combinations, ranging
shades. The 6 by 9' size sold for $1 ,800 (twice that at auction re- Avenue and Lord & Taylor closed their Pucci boutiques in 1975, Emilio,
undaunted, opened his own boutique on 64th street. Back in Flocently). There was also a larger 9' by 12' size.
perfume.
rence, the lt/archese was a Liberal Party member of the ltalian Parliamarket
a
that
Pucci
Coco Chanel suggested in 1965
ment from 1965 to 1973, after which he served as city councilman in
(Chane/ No.5, which Coco launched in 1920 is still going strong.)
Florence. fthe "doodles" he drew on duty became Pucci prints.)
Pucci's voluptuous Vivarawas sold in a flacon by Rigaud, which was
Pucci is one of the few designers who lived to experience his
Diana,
distributed by Reed Vreeland, husband of the redoubtable
revival. ln 1990, the fashion cycle returned again to color after a
its
own
known
for
near
lschia,
isle
is
an
uninhabited
Vivara
Vogue editor.
long reign of black. Vintage Puccis are avidly sought in vintage stores
flora and fauna. This was a heady scent for the sun and sea, packaged in Pucci's popular Chinese blue, violet, and aqua Vivara prinl and auctions by Pucci collectors who never really went away. The
box. This was followed by Zadrg, and Atliss ZadE, named after a fashion 1996 Biennale della lirloda in Florence featured an Emllio Pucci
Voltaire character, in the pink, gray, and black packaging. Then, the exhibition and homage to the "Prince of Prints." Laudomia Pucci, in
spicy Srgnor Puccilor men in the brown, black, and aqua tones. true ltalian family tradition, following her father s death in 1992, coorPucci eau de pafum in the pale and hot pink box, was a more deli- dinates allthe present Pucci commercial and creative activities at the
I
Palazzo Pucci. She is preparing for the next Pucci revival.
cate fragrance, and Pucci eau fraiche was a bracing green tonic.
Each bottle had a gold metal or plastic screwtop with an "E" crest,
- The author wishes to thank Signora Flaminia Strozzi Specht, Don Specht,
and came in six different sizes. And of course, there were the soaps,
and Suzy Parker Dillman for their personal memories of Emilio Pucci. Also
bath salts, or after-shave to complete the sets. "All our perfumes
Signora Laudomia Pucci and her staff, Francesca Tosi, Giulia, and Eva Basile
were made of natural scents, which is why they're so expensive,"
at the Palazzo Pucci, Florence for their help with archival information, as well
explains Laudomia Pucci, "They were produced by IFF in ltaly, and
as author Shirley Kennedy, and photographer Burt Glinn. The author foolishly
gave away her Puccis when she outgrew minis, a decision she regrets to this
Roure Bertrand Dupont in France. There is no existing stock |eft."
day. She would, respectfully, like to disagree with Dante, having always found
Pucci perfumes went out of production after Emilio's death.
Florentines thrifty, proud, but generous with friends
the
Dante, in the 14th century, described his fellow Florentines in his
"This
ase
superba.
"gent'
invrdiosa
e, avara,
Divna Commedb as
- Gnger fuloro is the author of European Designer Jewelry, (see.' /ta/y chapter
sessment has not changed through the ages. When I asked an old for Pucc|, and a frequent contributor 1o Echoes. (See.'the Summer 7997
friend of Pucci's in Florence, Signora Flaminia Strozzi Specht, (whose
artic/e "Viva Coppo/a & Toppo Made in /ta/y" for Pucciiewe/ry)
aristocratic Strozzi family history is as old as Pucci's), whether this
Endnote
was true, she laughed, "Stingy, envious, and arrogant, yes." Then,
1. Pucci, A Renaissance in Fashion. Shirley Kennedy, p. 24
holding her head high: "Especially the last! But we somehow manstory
about
recounted
a
age to be lovable at the same time." Flaminia
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Emilio Pucci

(cont nued from page

Sunray and other designs are scattered over
the inlaid floors. ln this elegant Renaissance setting, the colorful swirls
of Pucci designs on the upholstered chairs seem even more vibrant.
In the upper residential stories, there is a bedroom containing a
suite of furniture presented by Napoleon to the first Marchese Emilio
Pucci who was mayor of Florence under the Emperor's rule. The
dining room walls and ceilings are covered with the famous blue
jasperware. lt's difficult to visualize the opulent Palazzo rooms as
they were found after the war, vandalized by squatters and illuminated by a single low-watt light bulb.
"Ste//a," "Frbri di Campo," 'Zodiaco," 'Sunda," "Banano," elc.
are arranged on the scaff shelves. Of the popular designs, 30,000 of
the Christmas cotton handkerchiefs were produced - the Puccis sent
these at Christmas. There were 24O,OO0 silk foulards, and 150,000
cotton scarves, At the end of each season, there are clearance sales.
Of the Pucci designs available at the two boutiques in Florence (via
della Vigna Nuova and via Ricasoli) and at the 24 East 64th street
Pucci Boutique in New York, some are restamped vintage Pucci designs. Others are newly designed by Laudomia Pucci. Eva Basile,
who works on re-styling vintage Pucci scarves, usually keeps the
center intact but changes the borders, "to make them more modern." She remembers when working for Pucci in the 8Os that: "lf a
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Plate, Le Attivite Gentili. I Progenitori (Noble Activities. Our Ancestors)
Designed in 1923 by Giovanni (Gio) Ponti (ltalian, 1891-1979)
Made by Manifattura Ceramica Richard-Ginori, Doccia, llaly,1924
Dimensions: 1 1/4 x12 7/8 inches in diameter
Glazed porcelain, gold
Marks: underside, overglaze in gold, partially worn plate title
and maker's mark with facsimile signature; overglaze in green
"GlNORl/G"; overglaze in gray "GlO PONTI/1924"

Founder of the influential architecture and design periodical Domus
(1928), an organizer of the N/ilan Triennale, and designer of the
Super/eggera chair for Cassina (1957), the ltalian architect and designer Gio Ponti left a lasting mark on 20th century culture. Ponti's
goal was to improve standards of living through beautiful and useful
design. His work exhibits a unique amalgamation of traditional humanist values and modern standardized production techniques.
ln 1923 the Richard-Ginori ceramic company hired Ponti to be
its artistic director and product designer. Their decision exemplified
the new direction taken by the centuries-old firm to reiuvenate ceramic production in order to promote sales. Ponti's decision to take
the position reflected his desire to reform ltalian industry. He wrote,
on the occassion of the 1925 Paris Exposition lnternationale des
Arts D6coratifs et lndustriels lvlodernes that: "To understand what is
'modern' we have to consider only the things that effectively pertain
to the market, that harmonize with our customs and everyday environment, and that are made with today's technology, because they
are used today.'1 Ponti selected the lan-guage of classicism as the
formula for harmony with ltaly's customs and environment. ln ltaly
where the classical tradition was the countrys native tradition - its
natural and rightful heritage - design in a classical vein would be the
preferred design idiom. ln this complex period of history - colored by
the destruction and dislocation of the First World War and the victory
60

of the Fascist revolution - classical and vernacular ltalian traditions
tend to converge. The classical ideal was an ambiguous concept
encompassing the classical, a work of art that transcends its own
and every time, and classicism, a canon of absolute formal values. In
Italy it was perceived as an unbroken tradition stretching from antiquity through to the present. lt also embraced the idea oI lhe stirpe (or
the origins of the Latin race) which was increasingly invoked in the
art of the period in archaic or primitive styles, such as Etruscan.
The results of Ponti's collaboration with the Richard-Ginori company were first publicly exhibited at the first Biennale di lvlonza and
included a version of lhe Le Attivita Genti/i. / Progenitori plate in the
Wolfsonian collection. As a case study of the new classicism, the

plate's design convincingly combines formal and symbolic values.
Formally the design was inspired by both Roman and Etruscan precedents: the comparmentalization echoes the hermetic layout of
ancient Roman wall painting, and the gold lines that delineate the
figures recall the incised decoration of Etruscan bronze vessels. Ponti
combined Greco-Roman mythology with archaic (or ltalic) represen-

tation. Etruscan art at this time is reflected in the periodical Studi
Etruschi, first published in 1927 . On a symbolic level the plate's title
and the figures representing the arts and industry embody ltalianiD
and its basis in the abstract and humanistic constructs of the ltalian
classical tradition.

An expanding marketplace allowed bourgeois consumers to
purchase rarified objects with traditional overtones that had the power,
at least metaphorically, to elevate their status. The use of historical
forms and images by a designer assumes a degree of recognition by
the consumer. Their acceptance may affirm one's social status or
elevate it. Richard-Ginori's new products were aimed at, but not limited to, a middle-class clientele able to afford hand-painted and goldr
embellished tableware.
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Axel Salto

theme, which was most frequently executed
on bowls. His "budding" series consists of a variety of vessels, in
cylindrical and gourd shapes, covered with hundreds of tiny "seeds."
The culmination of the process, the "sprouting" series, seems to defy
the technical limitations of the time. Nearly unrecognizable as the
conventional vessel, they are entirely composed of spiky appendages that more closely resemble sculpture than a utilitarian vessel.
Salto was fearless, and left the belief that beauty and function should
be seamless to other ceramicists. He was driven by a desire to create shapes and forms that would challenge the traditional notion of
contemporary ceramics. lv'lany of these pieces were executed in the
sungglaze, a chocolate and tan glaze first developed by Royal Copenhagen and widely popularized by Carl Halier. Several pieces utilized
the self-described "hellish" so/fatara glaze, an odd, uranium-based
glaze that is a startling lime green, with a discordant deep blue un(cont nued from page 40)

derglaze developed for Boyal Copenhagen by the legendary Nils
Thorssen.
Salto was well-read in the Greek classics, and many of his pieces
explore the dichotomy of man's illusory security with the natural world
and "nature's demonic powers." Although inextricably linked with the

Art Deco movement, notably by his commonly executed deer motifs, Salto challenged and disturbed the European sensibility of purist
ceramics with his more outrageous pieces. [t4ore nervous critics were
uncomfortable with the occasional demonic theme, but sensible admirers pointed out that Salto's work balanced the sedate and calm
religious imagery that characterized much of Jais Nielsen's work for
Royal Copenhagen.
While Salto's most famous pieces are the somewhat grotesque
"sprouting" series, he was also capable of exquisite pieces that more
closely resembled traditional ceramics. His classically influenced hourglass vases, with oxblood and the vivid green so/fatara glazes, speak
to a softer side of his soul. He was one of the few ceramicists who
attempted open incised stoneware - the vase utterly useless as a
vessel - but breathtaking in its shape and form. When he utilitzed an
open, latticework pattern, he often incorporated the gentle, sensuous forms of cranes and long-leafed, limber plants. A nod to more
traditional notions of beauty, they were created early in his ceramic
career, in the first half of the Twenties, while he was with Bing &
Grondahl. These examples were often executed in rarely seen jade
and turquoise glazes, unusual colors in the Danish ceramic palate. lt

was these works, wholly unique at the time, that provided his elegant, idiosyncratic introduction to Danish and international ceramic
experts.
Some of these milder, more accessible pieces exhibited Salto's
sense of humor, with lizards scrambling rambunctiously over a beautiful, formal hourglass vase. Salto's works are rarely serene; he wasn't
interested in the spare, cool Asian ideal that many other Scandinavian ceramicists worked so diligently to achieve. For that reason,
Salto was considered ahead of his time by his peers and his audience. lnfluenced by Boda Willumsen and Carl Halier, he also produced some sculptural pieces, including busts from Greek mythology. He began experimenting with large forms; by the Second World
Wat he was well into the "budding" phase, He introduced the "horns"
during the Fifties. Some of these pieces are striking examples of standalone sculpture, many exceeding three feet or more in height.
Unlike the majority of artists who are considered to be ahead of
their time, Salto was recognized frequently during his lifetime; he won
the Grand Prix for ceramics at the 1937 Paris World Exhibition. The
Copenhagen lndustrial Arts lrrluseum, ever prescient, acquired Salto
pieces for their collection as soon as he turned them out of the kiln.
ln addition to the many Danish museums where he has a presence,
he is well represented internationally in the collections of the National
It/useum of Stockholm, the l\4useum of Art lndustry in Oslo, and
museums in France, England, Germany, and Holland. A recent exhibition in France of posters of post-WWll Europe had over 100 illustrations by Salto among a representation from eight different nations'
62

World pottery collectors are beginning to appreciate Salto's wild
and unique vision, more keenly than any other modern ceramicist. ln
addition to the clear and consistent interest in Denmark and other
Scandinavian nations, Salto's pieces have become highly desirable
in the United Kingdom, Germany, Japan, and France. American collectors are beginning to appreciate Salto's work, evidenced by recent prices at auction and private sale.
While Salto's ceramic designs are strong and powerlul, they are
simultaneously fragile. The designs that are so impressive technically
and artistically are also delicate and impractical. "Sprouting" and
"horned" pieces are easily damaged and very difficult to find in good
condition, adding allure and challenge to the hunt for collectors. Undaunted, curators and collectors have established Axel Salto as the
preeminent Danish ceramicist of the twentieth century
Axel Salto was an aftist free to pursue his ideas to their total
fulfillment, his only impediment being technical or practical limitations. His pieces still speak to us, half a century later, with the fiery
and independent voice of an artist who was not afraid to explore the
r
dualities of nature or the darkness lurking in the human soul.
- Robn and Howard Hecht are the proprietors of SCANT/K. They may be
contacted at (703) 866-5343.
Art Smith
(contnued from page asl whole projects the characteristics of some

primeval entity. lmagining the bracelet on a wrist, the ends would
curve away from the human element, negotiating its protoplasmic
"escape." The areas where the silver is curved most deeply contain
dramatic negative spaces - to be filled in by a forearm; air replaced
by skin - always a strong element in Smith's designs. "Things should
really play with each other and they should play with the body. lt
should be fun, it should be an exploitation. lt should be an investigation. A good piece of jewelry literally caresses the body and fondles it
and, as I say, plays with it...it enjoys itself and it enjoys you and you

enjoy it."B

By drawing with wire in space, Smith created graceful
neckpieces, intensely asymmetrical yet visually balanced. Tension was
produced by an unihibited linearity, perhaps arising from the unconscious mind as in the "automatic writing" of the Surrealists. Curves
of silver encircle the neck and are then punctured by pendant spheres
of rock crystal. ln the Bauble neckpiece, the closure is incorporated
into the overall design by providing the necessary counterpoint to
the hanging stone and echoing the linear element from which it hangs.
A "question mark" grips the neck from which a clear ball dangles,
counterbalanced by a smaller stone at the top end.
Smith had a flair for the theatrical. He often designed for the

dance companies of Talley Beatty, Pearl Primus, and Claude
tv4archant. There were always special challenges involved in such
jewelry, as the pieces had to be large but light enough not to encumber the dancers. Very often costumes had to be changed frequently,
so great care had to be accorded to the fasteners. The jewelry had

to be worn under abnormal conditions - to withstand somersaults
and the like. Additionally, the pieces had to fit into a narrative context
like the costumes. However, frustrations notwithstanding, the moving body had always been the armature upon which Art Smith, most
satisfactorily, hung his iewelry.
When a maker approaches metal empirically, as did Smith, he
allows the materials and tools to dictate form, and the result will be
visual phenomena that the untrained eye might read as "primitive" in
character. This is not to say that direct exploitation of metal's properties causes unsophisticated jewelry, but jewelry that seems basic
and primal upon first inspection. Closer scrutiny reveals, however,
ingenious methods of connection and conscious technical display.
Reminiscent of a mbira or African "thumb piano" is tV/odern Cuff,
made from copper sheet and brass wire. A single, round-edge copper rectangle was cut to within 1/2" of lhe edge; the two halves were
splayed in opposite directions, then curved towards each other >84
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EVent Calend8f

December 1gg7 , January, February, N/arch 1998

lrrluseum of Art in CA (408) 271-6840
December- February 1 "Other Soundings: Selected

1960s pump to be sold at
Itzletropolitan's Vintage Fashion
& Antique Textile Show,

Works by John Hejduk 1953-1997" at the Canadian Centre for Architecture in Montreal, Canada
(514) 939-7000
December-March 22 "Bike: Cycles, A Tour of Bicycle Design 1825-2000' at the Design lVluseum
in London, England (44) 171-4036933

January 30-February 1.

December 11-March 22 "A Tribute to Gianni Versace"
at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in NYC, NY (212)

SHOWS. AUCTIONS
December
27-29 32nd Annual Holiday Antiques Show, Ft.
Lauderdale, FL (954) 563-6747
January
3-4 New York Coliseum Antiques Show, New York,
NY (212) 255-0020
9-11 Ft. Lauderdale Antiques World, Ft. Lauderdale, FL (954) 563-6747
16-18 Sarasota Winter Antiques Show, Sarasota,
FL (954) 563-6747
16-19 Art Deco Weekend, Miami Beach, FL (305)
672-2014
22-25 Miami Modernism Show, Miami Beach, FL
(248) 334-9660
23-25 luiami National Antiques Show, Miami, FL
(954) 563-6747
24 Skinner's Arts and Crafts, Art Deco, and Modern Design Auction, Boston, MA (978) 779-6241

24-25fhe lnternational Vintage Poster Fair, Boca
Raton, FL (561) 997-0084
Metropolitan Art & Antiques' Vintage
3o-Feb
Fashion & Antique Textile Show, New York, NY
(212) 463-0200

1

February
6-8 Naples Winter Antiques Show, Naples, FL (954)

563-6747
11 William Doyle Gallerles' Belle Epoque: 19th &
20th Century Decorative Arts Auction, New York,

NY (212) 427-2730
1 3-15 Southern Florida Antiques Showcase Show,
Ft. Lauderdale, FL (954) 563-6747
13-15 Sarasota Winter Antiques Festival, Sarasota,
FL (954) 563-6747
13-22 Canadian lnternational Auto Show classic
car exhibit, Toronto, Canada (905) 940-2800

20-22 West Palm Beach Antiques Showcase
Show, W. Palm Beach, FL (954) 563-6747
23-27 Ritchie's Decorative Arts Auction, Toronto,
Canada (416) 354-1864
27-28 MidwestVintage Clothing and Jewelry Show
& Sale, Elgin, lL (847) 428-8368
64

28-Mar 1 New York Coliseum Antiques Show, New
York, NY (212)255-OO2O

March

6-8 The Sixties

Show, Gramercy Park Armory,
NYC, NY (212) 255-OO2O
12 William Doyle Galleries' Collectibles Auction,
New York, NY (212) 427-2730
1s 20th Century Review Show, Cincinnati, OH (51 3)
738-7256
15-16 Butterfield & Butterfield's Entertainment
Memorabilia Auction, Los Angeles, CA (213) 8507500
18 Christie's South Kensington's Modern Design
Auction, London, England (44) 171- 581 761 1

535-77 1 0
January 11-July "Public Works" (WPA/Federal Ad
Project materials) at the Wolfsonian Museum in
Iriliami Beach, FL (305) 53.1 -1001
January 12 Lecture "Modernism" by Eric Silver at
William Doyle Galleries in NY 6:30pm, free but reservations required (212) 427-2730 x219
January 23 Lecture "The Architecture of Design"
by Vladimir Kagan at Skinner Auction at 63 Park
Plazain Boston, N/A,7pm, free, no reservations
required (97 B) 7 7 I -6241
January 2s-March 29 "Jasper Johns: Process and
Printmaking" at the Dallas Museum of Art in Dallas, TX (214) 922-1200
February 2 Lecture "Good, Better, Best: The Discerning Eye" modern design connoisseurship at
William Doyle Galleries in NY 6:30pm, free but reservations required (212) 427 -2730 x219
February 4 Evening Lecture Series: "The Pioneer
Generations of Modernism" with William Rubin at
Sotheby's Main Galleries in NY 6-Bpm, $50 tee
(212) 606-7909
February S-April 19 "Messengers of Modernism:

American Studio Jewelry 1940-1960" at the
Montreal Museum of Decorative Arts in Montreal,
Quebec, Canada (51 4) 259-257 5
February Lecture "Modernism and Nature" by

I

20-22 New Orleans Spring Antiques Show, New

Thad Hayes at William Doyle Galleries in

Orleans, LA (954) 563-6747
21-22 Modern Times Show, Glendale, CA (310)

6:30pm, free but reservations required (212) 4272730 x219

455-2894

February 13-May 17 "Robert Rauschenberg: A Retrospective" concurrently at the Museum of Fine
Arts, Houston, The lvlenil Collection; and the Contemporary Arts Museum in Houston, l-X (71 3) 639-

28-29 Triple Pier Expo, Passenger Ship Piers, NYC,
NY (21 2) 255-0020
28-29 Atlantique City Spring Festival, Atlantic City,
NJ (800) 526- 2724

ONGOING EVENTS

.

NY,

7300
February 1 5-May 1 2 "Fernand L6ger Retrospective"

at the Museum of Modern Art in NY (212) 7OB'

EXHIBITIONS

1 8-February 8 "From Henri de ToulouseLautrec to Andy Warhol: Exploring Techniques" at
the Museum of Modern Art in NY (212) 7O8'94OO

September

September 28-spring 1998 "Paper Revolution:
Graphics 1890-1940' at the Denver Art Museum
in Denver, Colorado (303) 640-4433
September 3o-January 11 "Design For Life: Coo-

per-Hewitt Centennial Exhibition"

at

the

Cooper-Hewitt National Design lvluseum in NY
(21 2) 860-6894
October 16- April "Pioneers of lVlodern Graphic
Design" at the Wolfsonian Museum in Miami
Beach, FL (305) 531-1001
Novemberl6-February 1 "The Dark Mirror: Picasso
and Photography" at The Museum of Fine Arts,
Houston in l'X (713) 639-7300
November 16-February 1 5 "Flying Colors: Celebrating the Ar1 of Alexander Calder" at the San Jose

9400
February 1g-May "Pop Goes the Plastic: The Visual and Cultural Aesthetic of a New Technology
1960-1975' at the Atlanta lnternational Museum
in Atlanta, GA (404) 688-2467
February 1g-May 1 I "Alvar Aalto: Between Humanism and Materialism" at the Museum of Modern
Art in NY (212) 7OB-940O
February 25 Evening Lecture Series: "The Pioneer
Generations of lvlodernism" with William Hubin at
Sotheby's Main Galleries in NY 6-Bpm, $50 fee
(212) 606-7909
February 26-June 28 "Finnish Design: Utopian ldeals and Everyday Realities, 1930 to 1997" at the
Bard Graduate Center in NY (212) 501-3000

Note.' event schedu/es are subiect to change,
p/ease confirm dates, locations, and times.

EXPANDED SHOWS IN I
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ATLANTIC
Sculptural Stairs of Modern Style

A design-build company

ln The City
(contnued from page 16) sculptural chair, admiring the arch of a floor lamp, or trying on a

stylish hat, ours is an increasingly designconscious public. As a way to augmenting a
visit to NoHo, readers may also want to see
"Design for Life, A Centennial Celebration" at
the Cooper-Hewitt National Design lvluseum
located at 2 East 9l st Street in ltrlanhattan.
This timely and well-planned exhibit (on
view through January 4, 1998) spotlights a
George Nelson Atomic clock, chairs by
Charles Eames and Jean Prouv6, and over
200 other objects as it explores the essential
role design plays in our daily lives, in shaping
our spaces, and in communicating.
As we are at the close of a century (and
a millennium) a retrospective view of design

as seen both at the Cooper-Hewitt and in
NoHo offers an insightful way to reflect on

@irrE,

our times. I noticed, for example, that as we
Americans have put on weight, so has our
furniture. ln reviewing designs from the 1950s,

RESIDENTIAL

CORPORATE

Pott'olio $3
PO Box 552
Newburvport,

MA

01950

978.462.7502

Fcr 465.2618

one thrills at seeing thin, structural frames in
furniture. The 1950s were often lean times,
but also resourceful and egalitarian. Will the
1990s be remembered by its boxy, pillowed
furniture facing remote control TVs? And as
we move into the new millennium, will we
once again opt for streamlined modern designs and styles? Time and space are more
precious now, and we will probably be using
r
both more creatively.
- Lse Beane is a free/ance writer and photographer with a background in design.
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CHICAGO
o
o
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o
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Large collection of
a
Reproduction late 1940 s o
o
and 1950's tables and
a
a
chairs made by many
o
o
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a
o
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o
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a
o
plusfresh new
a
o
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a
o
interpretations of
o
old designs.
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o
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Write for details:
o
Contempo of Chicago
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o
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o
www.contempocorp.com
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Television ln The World of Tomorrow
(continued from page I3) available picture tubes.

RCA advertisements aimed the set at the
upper echelon of society, and the company
eventually produced over 1,600 units.
RCA's second model was the similarly
streamline-styled TRK-9. Eschewing the mirror-in-lid concept, it featured a nine-inch, direct-view screen. Originally priced at $450, it
included a multi-band short-wave radio, providing access to radio when television broadcasts weren't available (which was most of
the time), Of the 485 built, approximately eight
still exist.
Smaller again but still housed within a
Deco-styled wooden cabinet is the TRK-5, a
television/radio combination unit featuring a
five-inch screen. Now extremely rare - only
three sets are known to exist - it originally
retailed for $295. To make television more
affordable to the average family, RCA also
introduced the TT-5, a video-only receiver that

could be wired up to an existing radio to
amplify its sound. The tabletop unit featured

a five-inch television screen and sold for
$199.50. Of the approximately 550 units built,
there are about 10 known survivors.
Vassos continued to support RCA's pioneering television efforts at the World's Fair
the following year (1940). Exhibit space for

the new medium was nearly doubled and the
display featured "Television Suites" showcasing the new models ln 10 unique American
home settings. Vassos also contributed to the
"America at Home" exhibit. His "lVusicorner"

featured indirect lighting, soundproofing, a
6mm sound film projector, radio, phonograph, and television receiver all housed in
'1

bleached mahogany modular furniture.
lVost of the New York World's Fair facilities were demolished between 1940 and
1941 . When the U.S. entered World War ll,
RCA's television production was put on hold.
Vassos' only known post-war television design is the 1946 RCA 621T5. Despite its
streamlined cabinet and relatively low price,
it wasn't nearly as popular as the large,
square RCA 630T3, often considered Notlh
America's first post-war television. r

- /an Baird is Co//ections Curator at the lvlzlv
Museum of Te/evision /ocatedin Toronto, Canada.
He is a/so the grandson of Scottish te/evrsion pbnee6 John Logie Baird. The M/ZIVMuseum manlains the /argest co//ection of North American prewar te/evisions, inc/uding the Phantom Te/eceaet
and a comp/ete /ine of RCA New York Wor/db Fair
sets. At/271/ Atluseum (476) 599-7339. On/ine at
h tlp.'//wwvu mn u com/mztu/.
On View
(contrnued frorn paqe 19)

whimsical advertise-

ments to powerful political statements, as well
as the remarkable innovations in imagery, ty-

pography, and technology which occured
throughout the decades.
ln forming the exhibited collection, David
Ryan notes that, "lmmediacy and experimen-

tation are two shared hallmarks of these
works. lVany of the 50 examples are familiar,
having become deserved 'classics' in the
minds of many; others may well serve as discoveries, works that remain unheralded but
certainly deserve wider recognition," The exhibition runs through Spring of 1998. For further information call (303) 640-4433.

The Portland l\zluseum of Art will open an important exhibition on the notable American
artist lvlarsden Hartley on January 31 , 1998.
The exhibition - organized by Patricia lr/cDonnell, curator of the Weisman Art l\zluseum
and a recognized Hartley scholar - will feature more than 50 selections from the single

largest collection of Hartley's work, the
Hudson and lone Walker Collection.
Nularsden Hartley (1877-1943) is one of
the most important artists from the American early modern period. He was part of the
influential group - Arthur Dove, John lt/arin,
Georgie O'Keeffe, Paul Strand - which surrounded Alfred Stieglitz in the early decades
of this century.
The exhibition, offering new a retrospective of Hartley's career, will trace the evolution of both his art and philosophy. The artwork, text panels, and accompanying > 70
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st Annual Art Deco Weekend

The Ii/iami Design Preservation League has announced plans for the
2l st annual Art Deco Weekend@ to take place Friday, January 16th
through tr/onday, January 1gth, 1998. The theme of this year's event
will be "Art Deco - Always in Fashion."
Located in the Art Deco District - Floridas fashion capital - the
Art Deco Weekend Festival will celebrate the haute couture of the
Deco era and the hot and sizzling fashions of South Beach today.
The Festival begins January 12 with a week-long film and lecture
series by renowned historians, curators, and educators from all over
the world. The celebration then culminates in a four-day street festival on Ocean Drive, Januayl 6 through 19 featuring an antique auto
parade, Deco music, entertainment, antique and collectible vendors,
and artists. The street festival has become an annual destination for
collectors of vintage ar1 and design from the 1920s and 1930s, as
well as connoisseurs of contemporary artists and artisans who create works inspired by the Art Deco style. With huge crowds attending the street festival, buying is always brisk.
Art Deco Weekend is the largest public event in the world devoted to celebrating the Art Deco era. This annual celebration draws
attention to the importance of preserving our Art Deco architectural
heritage. The lt/iami Design Preservation League's trolley, walking,
and bicycle tours of the world famous Art Deco Historic District part of their on-going educational program and offered as activities
during the festival - are not to be missed.
"Art Deco Weekend is a celebration of MDPL's success in sav6B
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tubular anodized aluminum settee, c.1935, to be
shown by Brown & Brown at Miami Modernism;
Rudi Gernriech knit dress to be sold at
Metropolitan's Vintage Fashion & Antique Textile
Show; Ocean Drive sets the scene for a variety of
events during An Deco Weekend; Medard P.
Klein's B/ack and White #5 to be shown by
Pastorelli Kippax Gallery at Miami Modernism.
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ing this wondedul Art Deco architecture for future generations," comments Betty Gutierrez, Chairperson of the lt/DPL. "People come from

all over the world every year and go back to their own cities and
countries with a deeper appreciation of Art Deco architecture and its
importance."
For further details about the Art Deco Weekend Festival, the
lecture and film series, or the movement to preserve the ltuliami Beach
Art Deco Historic District, call (305) 672-2014. For hotel reservation
information call the Florida Hotel Network at (800) 538-3616.
lVliami Modernism Show and Sale
The fifth annual lViami lt/odernism show and sale will return to The
Ramada Resort Deauville - a spacious mid-century high-design ho-

tel on Collins Avenue at 67th Street - on January 22-25, 1998.
Jacques Caussin, President of Caussin Productions, comments, "Last
year, our first at the Deauville, proved to be the strongest buying
show yet, and the mid-century grand ballroom at the Deauville was
the perfect atmosphere for the event, and for attracting both serious
and novice collectors, Today, 20th century collecting is more than a
'hip' trend; it has become a passion for countless individuals, and a
focus for museums as we approach the 21st century."
The show opens Thursday evening, January 22nd, with a Gala
Preview from 6-1Opm, with a portion of the proceeds to benefit The
Miami Design Preservation League. Preview tickets are $60, and include readmission throughout the weekend. As a special treat during the Preview, author and legendary vintage cocktail shaker collec-

tor Stephen Visakay, author of Vintage Bar
Ware, will be shaking cocktails and signing
books at the Deauville bar overlooking the

,r,

pool and terrace.

ning 1900- 1970.
New exhibitors scheduled for this year
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include decorative arts dealers Barnhard (PA),
BizarreBazaar, Ltd. (N\J, Galere (FL), andZig

Zag (lL). New 20th century fine arts exhibitors will include Streamline lllustrations (NlV),
which specializes in original pulp fiction cover
illustrations; and the prestigious Pastorelli
Kippax Gallery (lL), which focuses on midcentury paintings by outstanding artists.
New specialty dealers scheduled include
Decophobia (FL) which specializes in Catalin
radios; and Brown and Brown (lr/E), who are
recognized nationally for their specialization
in Warren tVcArthur furniture.
Show hours are Friday and Saturday, 1 1 8pm; Sunday 1 1-6pm. Admission is $10 at
the door. For further information or to order
Gala Preview tickets in advance call (248)
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Following the Gala Preview, the show
continues for three full days Friday-Sunday,
January 23-25. With 65 exhibitors, it is one
of the largest and most comprehensive 20th
century shows in the country, offering furniture, lamps, clocks, fine art, ceramics, glass,
jewelry, sculpture, photography, industrial
design, posters, books, and more from all the
major design and fine arts movements span-
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Just 2 blocks from Greenline/U 5t. Metro or
a quick walk f rom Dupont or Adams Morgan

Mon 3:30-7, Thu-Sun '12-7, Also by Appointment

1528 U St, NW
Wash DC 20009
202-483-1218

334-9660, or (305) 861-0108.
flraveler's note: Also scheduled within
this time frame are other major antique shows

in South Florida, as well as the Art Deco
Weekend Festival the week before, giving
20th century enthusiasts even more reason
to take an extended winter vacation!)
Metropolitan's Vintage Fashion Show
Heat up this winter with funky fashions from
l\rletropolitan Art & Antique's Vintage Fashion
& Antique Textile Show, January 30 through
February 1 , 1998. This event at the Metropolitan Pavilion, located at 110 West 19th
Street, draws thousands of designers, decorators, and fashionistas searching for unique
clothes, textiles, and accessories. lmportant
design gurus and their staff search for inspiration for their upcoming collections, including Donna Karan, Falph Lauren, Adrienne
Vitadinni, Vivienne Tam, Anna Sui, Randolph
Duke, Kenneth Cole, and Betsey Johnson.
Over 40 dealers from more than a dozen
states bring thousands of offbeat, elegant,
and eccentric garments, accessories, and
textiles from the 1880s through the 1970s.
Shoppers can pick up classy fur (and faux)

MrrRopoLrrA
Vintoge Foshion * Antique
Textile Show
Clothing,

Soturdoy, 12 - 6 p,m., $5
Sunday,12 - 5 p.m,, $5
Gucci, Dior, Holston, Forluny,
Herm6s, Mory Quant and many more

winter warmers, including jackets, coats,
stoles, hats, and scarves. Ladies can also

of htlp://www.deco-echoes.

shop from racks of slinky lingerie to heat up
the chilly nights, including silk bias-cut gowns,

silk and rayon slips, and Victorian corsets,
silk stockings, and Pucci panties.
Among the show's highlights will be designer pieces by Christian Dior, Yves > 82
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repairs

Yeneer work

fr€nch polish
custom upholstery
handcrafted furniture

formica work
custom color mixing

On View
(continued from page 67)

more than four decades opens at the

tt4u-

catalog will explain
Hartley's shifting artistic practice and beliefs

seum of lt/odern Art on February 15, 1998.
The only modern artist to choose modernity

in the context of changing cultural and political realities.
Exhibition curator NrlcDonnell notes, "The
modern period virtually overflows with artists
who shifted from style to style. Perhaps Pablo
Picasso is the most famous for this rapid
change of imagery and manner of painting clowns, bulls, lVladonnas, and Cubist guitars
are all icons of his repertoire. His friend,
l\l]arsden Hartley, whom Picasso met through
Gertrude Stein, also evolved quickly and, like
a true modernist, ran through the full gamut
of options then open to avant-garde paint-

itself as his subject, Leger's (1881-1955)

ers. Hartley is equally well known for his
groundbreaking abstract works and his lyrical landscapes. This exhibition presents each
of Hartley's many stylistic episodes and attempts to come to grips with why such radical changes occurred over the course of his
productive career. For further information call

unique ability to capture the epic quality of
everyday experience has earned him a reputation as the painter of the "heroism of modern life." From his early series Contrastes de
formes (1913-14), the first fully abstract works
to emerge from Cubism, through his last realist paintings of construction workers of the
'1
950s, L6ger's lifelong subject was the dynamism of contemporary life. Of all the major
painters of his generation, L6ger was the most
adroit negotiator in the century's long quarrel
between abstraction and representation.
Organized by Carolyn Lanchner, Curator, Depadment of Painting and Sculpture,
the exhibition comprises some 60 paintings
and about 25 drawings from all significant
periods of L6ger's career. The exhibition runs
through tt/ay 12, 1998. For further information call (212) 7O8-940O.

(207) 773-2787.

mon. - sat.9M-5PM
2820 Gilroy ST.
LA, CA 90039

Pioneers of Modern Graphic Design
Sweeping changes took place in the graphic
arts during the period of 1890 to 1945, New
printing technologies became widely available, bringing color and bold new forms of

213-667-1838
213-667-1241 Fax

advertising and commercial art onto the playing field. "Pioneers of lr4odern Graphic Design," on view at The Wolfsonian-FlU through
April, 1998, provides an overview of this tumultuous period.

http://www. penny-la ne.com/
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serif typefaces. lizlany broke the old typographical mold. ln magazines and on posters, artists scattered type upside down, side-
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ways, and at angles in an attempt to mirror
the bustle and speed of the machine.
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Arts and Crafts, Art Nouveau, Futurism, and
Constructivism.
l\rlany graphic designers strove to bring
about the integration of text and image, giving the two equal weight. They argued for
the power of spare imagery geometrical composition, bold colors, and pared-down, sans-
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exhibition's 70 posters, books, and objects
illustrate how developments in typography,
page layout, and illustration were driven by

the emerging aesthetic movements: British

WPA

/

Curated by l\ilarianne Lamonaca, the

Previously viewed as a mere throwaway,

the equivalent of visual litter in the bustling
late 19th century cityscape, the poster soon
became a valued commodity. lndeed, posters made claims on the public imagination in
a way that the traditional visual arts did not,
and stood as emblems of progress, comfort,
and affluence - key values of the rapidly industrializing societies in Europe and North

America. For further information call (305)
531 -1 001

.

Fernand L6ger Retrospective

The first in-depth survey of the work of
Fernand L6ger to be shown in New York in

70

Finnislr Modern Design
Scheduled to open at the Bard Graduate
Center in New York on February 27, 1998
and continue through June 28, the exhibition
"Finnish l\rlodern Design: Utopian ldeals and
Everyday Realities, 1930-1997" will be the

first comprehensive examination of Finnish
modern design in the United States. Organized in collaboration with the Ir4useum of Art
and Design, Helsinki (formerly the l!4useum

of Applied Arts), the exhibition will feature
approximately 130 works including ceramics, fashion design, furniture, glass, graphics, lighting, metalwork and jewelry, product
design, and textiles.
The exhibition examines the outstanding design achievements of Finland by focusing on the central and decisive role played
by modernism in the development of Finnish
design over the last six decades. Unlike past
studies in which Finnish design has been considered together with that of the other Scan-

dinavian countries, the Bard Graduate
Center's exhibition will bring into relief the
particular artistic and cultural qualities that
distinguish Finnish design from that of its
Nordic as well as its European neighbors.
Conceptually the exhibition will be divided into two parts. The first pad, entitled
"Assimilation, lntegration, and Synthesis," will
encompass the years 1930 to 1960 and will
consider the principal designers, manufacturers, issues, and ideas that have contributed to the development of Finnish modern
design. During the 1 930s a unique synthesis
of indigenous vernacular craft traditions with
progressive design influences from the Continent and in Sweden began to develop into
a distinctly Finnish brand of modernism. While
adhering to many of the formal design tenets
promoted by the modern movement - notably the exploitation of industrial production,
simplicity of form, reduction ef svrf36s ) 72

MOD€RNISM GRLL€RY
RRT D€CO RND MID.C€NTURV MOD€RN
We buy, sell, trode, renl, reseorch, ond opproise Americon

ond French modern furniture, lighting, gloss, bronzes, ond inleresting ortifocts.

We speciolize in Americon designers:
Fronkl, Rohde, Deskey, Wright,

Hoffmon, Versen, ond onyone else
who did quolity work in the 20th
century.
-l

RENEE PROSPERI

Antiquorion Bldg. / 159 W. Kinzie Street
Chicogo, lL 60610 (847) 304-1689 fox
(847) 304-9191 office
(312) 527-0533 showroom
E
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On View

(contnued frorr page 70) ornamentation, and
adherence to geometric form - Finnish mod-

ernism in design offered a less dogmatic,
more humane interpretation of progressive
design. Rather than serving merely as a rhe-

torical slogan, the notion of good economical design was realized through the develop-

I

ment of new products, and in more subtle
qualities such as the attention given to the

I

shaping of a cup to fit most comfortably in
the hand. This approach resulted in the creation of objects unsurpassed in their integrity, aesthetic, and quality of production.
The tenets of modernism were realized

in Finland through the magnificent everyday
objects for the home produced by factories
such as the ceramics firm Arabia, the glass
factories of littala, Karhula, and Nuutajarvi,
and the textile manufacturer l\ilarimekko. By
collaborating with the finest designers, among
them Alvar Aalto, Tapio Wirkkala, Kaj Franck,
and Timo Sarpaneva, the Finnish applied arts
industries helped shape progressive taste for
more than 30 years.
The second part of the exhibition, en-

TaLuk rs,
tplulintua{
cl"ssnuirrtnqo
drrd/,aqa,

titled "Upheaval and Continuity," encom-

P.O. Box 7238

passes the period from the end ofthe 1960s

Little Rock, AR7221,7

to today. lt will show that despite strong re-

Visit our wehsite! Updated [requently:

http: / /www.baaglady.com

actions against modernism in design beginning in the late 1960s, the cultural and aes-

thetic aspects of modernism continue to
dominate in Finnish design today. In the highly
politicized climate of the late 1960s, Finnish

designers came under attack and Finnish
design experienced a dramatic downturn in
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face distortions and imperfections. The decoration became the company's symbol and
was emulated by other companies." Whether
radios or household appliances, Reinecke's

designs were award winners from both an
artistic and commercial measure.
As Reinecke's Toastmasters defined a
new paradigm, other designers followed suit
with their own interpretations.
Sunbeam's (then known as the Chicago
Flexible Shaft Co.) beautiful half-round I-9,
designed by George Scharfenberg (19091987) in 1937, is perhaps the most photographed appliance of all time. lt refreshingly
appears in contemporary television commercials, and for collectors it is considered "the
one to have if you only want to have one."
"Do you like your toast to 'pop up' when
it's done - or do you like it kept warm inside
the toaster 'til you're ready to butter and serve
it?" queried a 1940 Saturday Evening Post
ad. lt allowed the consumer to have it both
ways.

Carl Roles, editor of the newsletter,4
Toast To You, speculales that the F9's decorative etching may have been influenced by

early conceptual pictures of the 1939 New
York World's Fair's premier buildings, the pyramidal Trylon, and the spherical Perisphere.

This author thinks that the design of the

broader socioeconomic, political, and cultural
landscapes of the nation. The photographic
display will also highlight the architectural
context for the formation of a distinctly Finnish design aesthetic.
The exhibition will be accompanied by a
fully illustrated catalog - the first English-language publication to provide a scholarly, indepth account of modern Finnish design. For
further information call (212) 501 -3000. r
Toast Masters

product.

(contnued from page 21) retained Jean
Reinecke's (1909-1987) firm (then called
Barnes & Beinecke) and the result was the
Toastmaster /98 - "lhe most popular electri-

cal appliance ever produced. lt served for
72

Reinecke s Toastmaster introduced a distinc-

tive three loop decoration, which was intended to distract attention from minor sur-

toaster itself was a takeoff on the Perisphere.
Scharfenberg's designs were all outstanding.
He was responsible for most of Sunbeam's
product designs including the Shavemaster,
lVixmaster, Coffeemaster, and lronmaster (itself a masterpiece that sold well into the '5Os).
Everything, that is, except - the Toastmaster.
Anticipating the tremendous demand for
consumer products, like toasters, that would
occur after WWll, General lVills, the cereal
maker and home of Betty Crocker, decided
to create their own appliance division. Only
one toaster and one iron were ever produced,
but their designs stand out as nothing short
of incredible.
John Polivka (1910- ) at age 38 was
promoted to head General lVills' new appliance design section. His first prolect, the TruHeat iron, was a design gem and a marketing success, even though General li/ills had
to use valuable advertising money to explain
to consumers why Betty Crocker was now
making appliances. Polivka lured George
Scharfenberg away from Sunbeam to help

productivity that was further exacerbated by
the energy crisis of the 1 970s. The past 1 5
years have been marked by a slow renewal;
it is now possible to detect a resurgence of
notewofthy innovative Finnish design. Among
the designers who have been selected to represent this turbulent period in Finnish design
history are Yrjd Kukkapuro, Antti Nurmesniemi, Stefan Lindfors, and Hannu Kdhonen.
The selection of obiects in the exhibition
will be displayed against the backdrop of an
elaborate photographic and graphlc presentation intended to portray the inextricable link

between Finnish modern design and the

Potteru
Silvar'
Gloss

years as the typeform for other toasters,"
claims Arthur Pulos in his book, American
Design Adrenture. He goes on: "Jean

his team design a toaster, their follow-up
Polivka and Scharfenberg, with additional help from V. Butterfield, designed the
elegant, yet "baroque" model GA/5A, which
E. Townsend Artman refers to as "the upside
down T-9'in his book. Toasters /909-/960.

Although their products were competitive,
General Nr1ills was soundly trounced by powerhouses like GE, Westinghouse and Sunbeam, whose retail and manufacturing capabilities were already well established. ln
1951 the department dissolved, allowing
Polivka and Scharfenberg to form their own
successful design practice which still flour-

VINTAGE

E

r&

ishes today.

A simple, yet handsome design based
on an oval profile forms the basis for a number of significant designs; two of note were
produced by Westinghouse and Proctor (now
Proctor-Silex). Westinghouse's 1948 model
TO-50/ was designed by Lurelle Guild (18981985), designer of both Wearever's 1934 aluminum cookware and Electrolux's 1937 stereotypical canister vacuum. The TO-50/ (also

c

r

L:_f

t

sold as model TO-9l) had a interesting
pushup feature to prevent burned fingers, and

its base trim was offered in either a marbleized-maroon or jet-black bakelite.
Don Dailey (1914- ), at the time an associate of Harold Van Doren and more recently the creator of the copper-top Duracell
Battery graphics, also used the oval shape
as inspiration for his toaster design for Proctor. Unlike Westinghouse's model, it used very
little bakelite. By corrugating the aluminum
trim Don managed to create the pleasing visual shape, and by using translucent plastic
handles he kept the eye focused on the clean
overall shape.
lf reading about these chrome beauties
makes you long for the good old days, you
will be pleased to know that they're back.
Sunbeam's model T-20, designed in 1950 by
lvar Jepson (1903-1968) with a unique selflowering bread mechanism, is still being sold
today. The deco etching on the side has been
removed; the round thermostatic adjustment
has been replaced with a slider, but otherwise, its the same basic unit. A defiant exception to Raymond Loewy's slogan, "Never
leave well enough alone."

Nostalgia is not confined to the U.S.
Dualit, a U.K. manufacturer, is selling the
same stainless steel Art Deco model that they
sold in 1948 for a whopping $250.
Hummmm, let's see, was it General Electric that once said, "Old toasters never die,

they just glow

away?
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Further Reading
- Toasters / 909- / 960 by E Townsend Artman,
and the Co//ectorb Guide to Toasters & Accessor/es by Helen Greguire (see bookstore).
- A Toast fo Youloasler collectors newsletter.
Send an SASE to PO Box 529, Teme, CA
92590 for information.
- The Toaster Museum Foundation's newsletler, Hotwire. The Foundation is a non-profit organization dedicated to establishing a permanent Toaster Museum. Subscriptions to the
newsletter are available for $10 per year for
three issues. Write to PO Box 11886, Portland, OR 9721 1, or visit their website at http:/
/www. spiritone.com/-ericn/.
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Gas Plant Antique Arcade 1246 Central Ave, St. Petersburg,

FL
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Howard lViller

Bertola

Herman Miller

Eames

George Nelson

Knoll

Edward Wormley

Parrish

Bussel Wright

Saarinen

sell

rent

Paul McCobb

SpataltSt'q

Hanis Strong
Warren Platner
Heywood-Wakefield

Lighting

. Clocks.

Chromeware

Eomes

Bertoio

.

Heywood Wokefield

7l I E. Pike
Seottle, WA98122

Fine Art Paintings & Prints o '40s, '50s, '60s, and '70s

One of Florida's largest 20th century modern furniture &
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great modern b ooks

the echoes bookstore

Messengers of Modernism: American Studio Jewelry 19401960 by Toni Greenbaum...ln this beautifully designed and lavishly illustrated book, Greenbaum analyzes the output of American modernist jewelers, many of whom, such as Alexander Calder
and Harry Bertoia, began as sculptors or painters. (lncludes the
work of Art Smith,) This volume accompanied an exhibition of
the same name at the Cranbrook Art Museum. 106 illustrations.
168 pgs. Hardcover $37.50

Souvenir Buildings Miniature Monuments by lvlargaret Majua
and David Weingarten...The Statue of Liberty, the Parthenon, and
the Tower of London are jusl a few of the hundreds of remarkable souvenier buildings in this book. No type of building, from
any place or time, has escaped the collection of Ace Architects,
which is regarded as having the best single collection of its kind.
With this book in the palm of your hand you'll never have to
leave home again to experience the architectural wonders of the
world. Small format 6 1/2" x7 1/4".100 illustrations, 60 in full
color. 1 28 pgs. Hardcover $1 9.95

Toaste6

1

900-1 960 by E. Townsend Artman...ln this book toast-

ers are presented historically and visually through amusing text
and artistic photographs. Toaster manufacturers are identified
and their markings are included. Over 400 black and white and
color photographs. 1 76 pgs. Softcover $29.95

u**1*

black and white photographs, and vintage prints. Biographical
skelches are provided for the artists and couturiers who worked
closely with the fashion designers, from Paul Poiret in 1909 to
Karl Lagerfeld in the present. A value guide is also included. 304
pgs. Hardcover $79.95

a Modernism

America's 5 & 10 Cent Stores: The Kress Legacy by Berenice
Thomas...ln this lavishly illustrated homage to the 5 & 10 cent
store, architectural hrstorian Berenice Thomas looks at the architectural achievements of the Kress Company. Devoted to
bringing outstanding design to Main Street America, Kress supported an architectural division of more than 100 architects and
draftsmen. The over 200 stores this division designed and built
between 1900 and 1950 set a new standard in commercial ar-

-

chitecture. Color and b&w illustrations. 196 pgs. Softcover $21 ,95

The National Trust Guide to Art Deco in America by David

TOASTERS

1909.1960

Michael and Frances Higgins - pioneers in fused studio and pro-

duction glass since the 1940s - this book is a must-have for

.E

glass colleclors. Fealured with over 640 full-color photoqraphs
are vintage advertisements, a company catalog, interviews with
the artists, and a price guide. 264 pgs. Hardcover $S9.95

Elt*nsmd Arrnar

Lubecker, Lars Dybdahl, and Lisbeth Nielsen...Exhibition catalog from the December 1989 exhibition at Kunstindustrimuseet
in Denmark. All Danish text. 50 illustrations,2T in color. 78 pgs.
Softcover $1 9.50

Newl Contemporary Danish Furniture Design: A Short lllustrated Review by Frederik Sieck...The second edition of this title
which was originally published in 1981, this handbook on Danish furniture design provides a review of the developments in
Danish design that began with Kaare Klint's pioneering contrrbution. The book's description of the work of 104 Danish furniture
designers is accompanied by 210 black and white characteristic
illustrations, 232 pgs. Softcover $59.50

Cowan Pottery and the Cleveland School by Mark Bassett
and Victoria Naumann...This detailed text explores the 20th century ceramic arts of R. Guy Cowan. Amply illustrated with over
1,120 images in color and black and white, the book includes
glaze and shape guides which assist in identifying Cowan's pottery lnvaluable details are provided about Cowan's pottery and
ceramic sculptural art, his professional history as a potter and a
teacher, the various artists who worked closely with him and their
pottery the history of Cowan's potting firm, and his influence on
the ceramic arts and upon Cleveland's artistic heritage. Additional information includes a study of Cowan's pottery marks, a
1929 price list of Cowan's pottery museum holdings of interest
to collectors, and a general price guide. 1 ,1 61 illustrations, 870
in color.272 pgs. Hardcover $69.95
European Designer Jewelry by Ginger Moro..,This magnificent
new book presents the first comprehensive, lively documentation of the trends, sources, and makers of innovative 20th century designer jewelry in 1 3 countries of Europe and Scandinavia.
Semi-precrous gems, glass beadS, rhinestones, and plastics set
in silver, silver-gilt, or brass (occasionally gold) are the main materials seen in this jewelry The evolution of limited-edition artists'
creations, as well as fashion and costume lewelry are explored
through the well-researched text, over 700 beautiful color and

address. 230 b&w photographs. 416 pgs. Softcover $19.95

Sixties Design by Philippe Garner...A richly illustrated survey of

Higgins: Adventures in Glass by Donald-Brian Johnson and
Leslie Piia...Chronicling the careers and accomplishments of

Newl The Burning Now - Axel Salto 1889-1961 by Pierre

Gebhard...Gebhard takes you on a coast-to-coast journey surveying over 500 significant Art Deco buildings from the strongholds in Miami Beach to Wilshire Boulevard in Los Angeles. Buildings, which include skyscrapers, residences, office build-ings,
shops, hotels, and public buildings, are listed by place and street

t'r 46;
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this remarkable decade, Sirties Deslgn reviews the period through
certain all-important themes - the lvlodernist continuum, Pop culture, Space-Age styles, Utopian ambitions, and Anti-Design. The
illustrations follow the ideas presented in the text and embrace a
wide variety of medra, including fashion, product and furniture
design, graphics, architecture, and city planning between 1960
and 1 970. Full color illustrations throughout. 1 76 pgs. Softcover

$24.99

Newl The Work of Charles and Ray Eames (catalog to the
currently traveling exhibition)...Rather than focus on the separate aspects of their work, this book takes a multifaceted approach to the careers of Charles and Ray Eames, examining their
projects in the contexts of science, corporale palronage, and
politics, as well as those of modern design, architecture, and
art.lncluded is a photo essay of newly commissioned photographs
of the Eameses' furniture, furniture prototypes, and experimental pieces included in the Vitra Design Museum Collection. 24S
illustrations,.l65 plates in full color. 205 pgs. Hardcover $49.50

Modern Furniture in Canada, 1920 to 1970 by Virginia
Wright...Canada has a distinguished record in modern furniture
design and has produced work of international significance, some

of it unrecognized. This richy illustrated volume is the first account of Canada's innovative furniture design and fabrication of
the period. Wright charts the development of modern design from
its first appearance in Eaton's department store, with pieces
brought from the Paris Expo of 1925, to its establishment as a
dominant style. 200 b&w illustrations. 208 pgs. Softcover 909.95

Contemporary: Architecture and lnteriors of the 1950s by
Lesley Jackson.,.This book is the first to provide a full definition
and examination of the so-called "Contemporary" style that dominated architeclure and deslgn from the late '40s through the ,50s.
Far more than a collection of nostalgia, thjs book provides a revealing survey of trends in taste and interior design at the time of
economic regeneration that afFected not only people,s homes
bul their communities and their public buildings as well. 140 color,
80 b&w illustrations. 240 pgs. Hardcover 949.99

New! Finn Juhl - Architecture

- Furniture - Applied Art

by

EsbJorn Hiort...This comprehensive, well-illustrated book covers

the life and career of Finn Juhl, including his interiors, houses,
exhibitions, applied art, and his awards. 183 illustrations, 32 in
colo. 144 pgs. $99.50

George Nelson, The Design of Modern Design by Stanley
Abercrombie...The definitive work on this noted architect-designer
75
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and design director of the Herman

l\,4iller

Company, The full range of Nelson's work
is represented, from product and furniture
design to packaging and graphics to largescale projects. 170 illustrations,53 in color,
384 pgs. Hardcover $57.50

.

and designers who worked closely with

T

lt

Jacobsen, this beautiful book provides an
insight into where his ideas originated, and

tA[,T( )

how they were implemented in both his
building designs, and in his industrial de-

.{ 1,v.,\

signs, including his famous chairsr the,4rl
Ihe Egg, he Swan, and many more. 1 99
illustrations, 13 in color. 132 pgs. Softcover $49.50.

Alvar Aalto and The lnterna-

tional Style by Paul David Pearson,.. (Now
out of print, limited copies available) This

classic study of Aalto's formative and

Fifties Furniture by Leslie PiRa..,This new

middle years as an architect traces his development within his native Finnish tradi-

book takes a detailed look at modern Iurniture from the 1950s, including works by
Eames, Nelson, Bertoia, Noguchi, and

tion in the 1920s, his recognition as

a

(

member of the modern movement in the
late 1920s and early'30s, and his eventual rejection of the tenets of the International Style. 350 b&w illustratlons. 240 pgs.

PAUL DAVIA

EARsON

and vintage photographs bearing detailed
captions, 70 designer biographies and
company histories, a construction case
study, a source list, bibliography, values,
and an index, this volume is a valuable
reference. 426 color and black & white illustrations. 256 pgs. Hardcover $39.95

Softcover $32.50
r\,,,"rr Hans J. Wegner: On Design by
Jens Bernsen...Wegner is one of the great

architects and designers who helped
make Danish design world famous. The
range of chairs he designed, for which he
is renowned, have been stunningly photographed for this book, In the accompanying text Wegner explains the ideas and

Art Deco Painting by Edward LucieSmith,,.This is the first book to specifically
examine Art Deco painting and defrne it
as a genre. The author analyzes the characteristics of the style, period, and history
of the movement, explaining its relationship to Classicism, the Symbolists, the
Precisionists, photography, and Cubism,
American, Russian, British, French, and
Italian painters are all represented here,
including Tamara de Lempicka and Jean
Dupas. 108 color illustrations. 160 pgs.

goals which he pursues in his designs, and
the process by which they come into being. To-scale drawings accompany most
pictures, 227 illustrations, 59 in color.
Hardcover $82.50

Alvar Aalto by Bichard Weston.,.This
book

is a major and comprehensive

Saarinen. and produced by companies
such as Herman Miller, Knoll, and
Heywood-Wakefield. With over 425 color

study

of the modern master's oeuvre. lt situates

Aalto within the realms of international

(oll..l.r'r

modernism and Finnish culture, exploring
the key inspirations upon which he drew
throughout hjs career. The complete range

TO['JSTEillls

goldt
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of his work is examined, illustrated with

Softcover $24.95
Nervl Collector's Guide to Toasters &
Accessories by Helen Greguire...Toasters
and their accessories are detailed in over
400 color photographs (both foreign and
domestic models), with detailed descriptions, measurements, dates, and current

specially-commissioned photographs and
drawings,185 color, 1 10 black and white
illustrations; 140 line drawings. 240 pgs.
Softcover $39.95

collector values. 160 pgs. Softcover
$19.95

America At Home: A Celebration

of Twentieth Century Housewares by
Victoria Kasuba Mantranga with Karen
Kohn...To commemorate its 100th lnter-

lively story of changing American lifestyles
and the accompanying evolution in

housewares products, the book is beau-

tifully illustrated with historical photographs, newly photographed vintage
products, and contemporary products.
Hundreds of illustrations. 208 pgs. Hardcover $44.95

Art Deco Furniture: The French Designers by Alastair Duncan...Author Alastair
Duncan introduces us to the Art Deco
work of 85 pioneering French architects,
interior designers, and furniture makers
who replaced the heaw, stylized work of
the past with furniture that was simpler in
concept, geometric in form, and highlighted by dramatic lines and elegant
curves - from the virtuoso cabinet-making of Ruhlmann to to the brilliant originality of Gray and Legrain. A valuable portfolio of Art Deco furniture. 376 illustrations,
80 in color. 272 pgs. Softcover $27.50

ing over 400 illustrations of the Wollsonian's unique collection of objects, the
book shows how design has been a vital
tool in acclimatizing people to life in the

modern world. 417 illustrations, 300 in
color. 352 pgs. Hardcover $60.00

New! Art Deco and Modernist Ceramics by Karen tvlcCready...The first book to
focus specifically on the eclectically profuse ceramics of the 1 920s and '30s, the
volume gives clear explanations of the
confusingly varied usage of the terms Art

Deco, l\,4odernism, Art Moderne, and
Streamline Style. Over 200 color photographs provide a stunning visual reference
of quintessential examples of the period.
Ceramic historian Garth Clark provides a
broad survey of the period in his introduction, while the volume also includes an A-

Z reterence section listing ceramicists,
designers, decorators, and factories of the
period. 287 illustrations, 201 in color. 192
pgs. Softcover $24.95

NevrlEarly Modernism: Swiss and Aus-

trian Trademarks, 1920-1950 by John
l\.4endenhal ..,Led by Gustav Klimt, the artists of Austria and Switzerland in the '20s,

'30s, and '40s strove to formulate a new
aesthetic to replace the fussy Art Nouveau

style of the turn of the century. What
evolved was a streamlined N,4odern style

that went on to influence the world,

In-

cluded are more than 600 Swiss and Austrian trademarks, logos, and posters from
this period, 600 color and black and white
illustrations. 132 pgs. Softcover $16.95

l.tc,." The Chairmaker Hans J. Wegner:

Design 5+6:1989 by Jens Bernsen.,,A
profile of Wegner's design process along
with photographs, line drawings, and descriptions of all of Wegner's chairs. 127
black and white illustrations. 72 pgs.
Softcover $1 9.50

Sourcebook of Modern Furniture, Sec-

ond Edition by Jerryll Habegger and Joseph Osman,..A guide to the most influential furniture and lighting designers of
the 20th century, the Sourcebook com-

national Housewares Show, the National

Housewares Manufacturers Association
sponsored this book to celebrate how
housewares products have contributed to
the American way of life. Along with the

and aesthetic significance of objects produced between 1 885 and 1 945. Contain-

SHOP NY

DOWNTOWNSTYLE

prises over 1,200 illustrated entries, cataloging the most distinctve and important
creations of renowned designers and architects. Each illustration is accompanied
by the date of design, name of the designer, model name or number, manufacturer. materials. and physrcal dimensrons.
A complete list of suppliers and an index

of designers and manufacturers rs

rn-

cluded. 576 pgs. Hardcover $75.00
l.Jr:LrlShop NY Downtownstyle by Meg
Caslaldo,.. Downtownsty/e takes you to
the sources of where to find designer, vin-

tage, Streetwear, re-sale, and discount
fashions in New York City, from Chinatown

to Twenty-Third Street. The 400 listings
tell you where to find status suits, glam
getups, dreamy dresses, as well as shoes,
bags, belts, jewelry and sunglasses. Also
included are neighborhood gems such as
cafes, bars, restaurants, book, music, and
home slores. Line drawing illustrations,
240 pgs. Softcover $15.95

Modern Chairs by Charlotte & Peter Fiell.
...This book showcases over '100 of the
most famous 20th century chairs, c. 1 8851 992, and includes essays on "the chair
as a 20th century icon," "architects and
chair design," "modernism and chair design," "design influences and style types,"
and "the evolution of the modern chair,"
lncluded are designer biographies. Color
illustrations. 160 pgs. Softcover $24,99

Ncwl Station to Station by Steven
Parissien,..This book is a wonderful celebration of the life and architecture of the
railway station and its evolution, providing a highly readable and informative account of the social and political context of
stations over the last 1 50 years, large and
small. A fascinating narrative and visual
record for all those interested in trains,
buildings, and travel. 300 illustrations, 150
in color. 240 pgs. Hardcover $59.95

Designed & Signed: '50s & '60s Glass,
Ceramics & Enamel Wares by Georges
Briard, Sascha Brastoff, Mark Bellaire,
Higgins by Leslie PiRa...Highly collectible
household objects designed and signed
by name artists of the 1950s and '60s are
presented here. A heavy focus is placed
on Georges Briard, a marketing wiz and
leading modern designer, along with the

Arne Jacobsen: Architect and

Designing Modernity: The Arts of Reform and Persuasion, I 885-1 945 edited
by Wendy Kaplan...Published to accom-

Designer by Poul Erik Tojner and Kjeld
Vindum...Through interviews with indus-

pany a major traveling exhibition organized
by the Wolfsonian, a Miami institution dedi-

works of other prominent mid-century art-

trialists, technicians, clients, and architects

cated to examining the political, social,

Hardcover $29.95
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ists. 192 pgs. 587 color photographs.
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Newl Collector's Encyclopedia of

the look of post-war American society.

black and white illustrations. 256 pgs.

Russel Wright, Second Edition by Ann
Kerr..,Completely revised and expanded
,1990
from the
release, this second edition features Wright's dinnerware, glassware, aluminum ware, furniture, housewares, lamps, wood, metalworks, fabrics,

Every project produced by the Eameses
and their office of topJlight designers from
1941 to 1978 is examined in considerable
depth. A stunning assembly of drawings,
plans, models, period photographs, film
clips, and graphics. 3,504 illustrations,
2,1 07 in color. 464 pgs. Hardcover $95.00

Softcover $ 1 9.95

and numerous other items sought by col-

Newl Modern Furniture Designs 1950-

MIRIAM
HASKELL

lectors, Hundreds of new photographs
have been added, along with an updated
value guide. 240 pgs. Hardcover $24.95
Nevul Eero Saarinen: The Building of
The Arch by Robert F. Arteaga...This is
an informative little book about Saarinen's
great monument to the expansion of the
American West, the great arch in St. Louis.
It is lust too bad that the architect himself
was not able to see this grand monument
finished while he was alive, 56 illustrations,
4l in color. 24 pgs. Softcover $14.50

Bakelite Jewelry: A Collector's Guide
by Tony Grasso...This book is written as
an introduction to Bakelite jewelry. A detailed account of the history of Bakelite is
followed by a catalog of over 400 individual
pieces, including bracelets, pins, neckwea( rings, and earrings. lncluded is invaluable information on how to recognize
different styles and techniques - faceting,

carving, geometrics. reverse carving,
polka dots, stripes - how to distinguish
Bakelite from other plastics, and how to
care for your Bakelite pieces. Excellent
color photographs. 128 pgs. Hardcover
$12.98

Newl The Jewels of Miriam Haskell by
Deanna Farnetti Cera...This beautifully illustrated book interweaves the story of
Miriam Haskell with the context of the
times, showing the evolution and changes
of design in jewelry which were influenced
by the historical and political upheavals of
the period. 250 illustrations, 200 in colo(
200 pgs. Hardcover $49.50

Designed For Delight ediled by lvlartin

New! Timo Sarpaneva: A Retrospective
by Janet Kardon...Timo Sarpaneva is one
of the most prominent figures in posl-war
Scandinavian design. This catalog from
the American Craft Museum's exhibition
held March 17 - June 18, 1994 focuses
on Sarpaneva's most significant vessels
in glass, porcelain, enamel, and metal, in

edition

light. Accompanies an exhibition of the
same name on view at the N,4ontreal Museum of Decorative Arts through September 2, 1997. 300 illustrations, 250 in full
color. 336 pgs. Hardcover $65,00

New! Reprinting of "Modern Furnishings for the Home" by William J. Hennessey with a new introduction by Stanley
Abercrombie .,.First issued in 1952, Modern Furnishtngs /or the Home gives a
broad view of mid-century American furniture design rarely found in any other publication. The nearly 500 photographs cov.1
ering works by 14 designers illustrate a

sculptures. 60 illustrations, 29 in color. 93
pgs. Softcover $27.50

method of "conslructing" photographic
views, 268 illustrations, 8 in color. 224 pgs.
Hardcover $50.00
Second Re-printing Now Available! The
Herman Miller Collection (1952) furniture designed by George Nelson and
Charles Eames, with occasional pieces
by lsamu Noguchi, Peter Hvidt and
O.M. Nielsen, with a new tntroduction by

Neuhart, l\,4arilyn Neuhart, and Ray Eames
...This is the first book to present the work

of the extraordinary husband and-wife
team whose creative imprint revolutionized

Hardcover $i59.95
Charles and Bay Eames: Designers of
the Twentieth Century by Pat Kirkham...Kirkham interprets the work of the
Eameses in depth, probing the lives behind the designs, re-evaluating Ray's
role in their work, examining their early
careers, their multimedia presentations,
exhibitions, films, and their role in popularizing the computer. 199 illustrations,
1 0 in color. 400 pgs. Hardcover $55.00

Art Deco Sculpture and Metalware by
Alfred W. Edward...At the forefront of the
Art Deco movement were metalware and
sculpture, made by highly skilled craftsmen and artists. This book contains over

{D

200 photographs and illustrations of
Deco metalwares and sculptures, accompanied by an introduction to the
designs of Hagenauer, WN/E the Bauhaus, Ferdinand Priess, Chiparus,

making available this essential reference.
124 pgs. lllustrated. Hardcover $39.50

portanl metalworkers of the era. 144

100 Masterpieces from the Vitra Design
Museum Collection edited by Alexander
von Vegesack, Peter Dunas, and Mathias
Schwartz-Clauss.,. Published to accompany the Vitra Museum's traveling exhibition, the volume examines the 100 exhibition pieces which span over 150 years
of furnlture design. Grouped according to
central themes: Technology, Construction,
Reduction, Organic Design, Decoration,
and Manifesto, the exhibition illustrations
are accompanied by portraits of the de-

signers and a separate bibliography for
each object. Reproductions of original
documents and detailed texts provide ex-

pianations of the history and context of
each piece. 450 illustrations, 100 full-page
color. 272 pgs. $45.00
New! French Modern: Art Deco Graphic

Eames Design: The Work of The Office
John

Lucite. 500+ illustrations. 320 pgs.

has the scarce catalog itself. The Herman
Miller Company has endorsed the reprintrng of this hard-to-find classic. once again

Design by Steven Heller and Louise

of Charles and Ray Eames by

FOR

THE HOME

Ralph Cap-lan...The collection of furnrture

ing modern furniture around the world.

Over 1,000 of the most innovative designs are shown, from simple modern
chairs to large pieces and installations.
Covered is the entire range of modern
materials from wood to plastic, steel to

gart, provides a detailed account of the
styles, themes, and sources of Pop Art,
investigating its development in different
countries and providing biographies of
its leading exponents. Hundreds of color
rllustrations. 240 pgs. Softcover $ 1 9.99

MODERN
FURNISHI

offered through the 1952 Herman Miller
catalog has been highly sought after as

trated collection of the most outstand-

New! Pop Art by Tilman Osterwold...
Tilman Osterwold, the director of the
Wtrrttembergischer Kunstverein, Stutt-

I

Neutra - this book emphasizes Shulman's

large number of works by recently discov-

500 black and white illustrations- 320 pgs.
Hardcover S50.00

fimo sorponevo: o reJrospective

A Constructed View: The Architectural
Photography of Julius Shulman by Joseph Bosa...Julius Shulman, one of the
great masters of modern architeclural
photography, is the preeminent recorder
of eady California modernism. ln addition
to an overview of Shulmans career - including his documentation of the Case
Study Houses, and his work with Richard

ered greats such as Paul tvlcCobb, Edward Wormley, Robsjohn-Gibbings, and
Jens Fisom. Every illustration lists names
of manufacturers and designers, materials, dimensions, and even stock numbers.

&
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to his tableware and abstract

Eidelberg...This lavishly illustrated book
demonstrates the surprising ways in which
Modernist art also took an alternative route
to explore the unconscious, sexuality,
ethnicity, and lhe powers of wit and de-

1980s by KIaus-Jurgen Sembach...A
comprehensive and abundantly illus-

g.ff*./

Fili...France holds a place of honor in design history as the birthplace of that most
elegant of graphic art movements - Art
Deco, originally known as French Modern
style. Sleek, supple, and sophisticated, it
was the perfect reflection of the Gallic
spirit. This strjkingly designed volume presents French lVodern commercial graphic
design in all its glory. including magazines.
posters, brochures, retail packages, and
advertisements, some never before seen
in the U.S. 175 color illustrations. 132 pgs.
Softcover $1 7,95

Brancusi, and Brandt, among other im-

pgs. Hardcover. $37.50

MOERN
PJRNTIUI?E

DISICN:

Rose...This is the first book written on the

r95O-r98Os

Art Deco architecture of Canada. lt pro-

t_l

vides a valuable insight into this frequently
neglected period in that country's architectural heritage. Includes rare interviews
and extensive research of previously unpublished archival material, accompanied
by over 200 photographs taken specially
for this publication. 200 black and white
illustrations. 176 pgs. Hardcover $49.95
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New! Northern Deco: Art Deco Architecture in Montreal by Sandra Cohen-

Queen Mary by James Steele..,Once the

world's larqest and fastest ocean

liner,

today the Queen Mary represents a peak
of perfection in the art of shipbuilding. With
her sleek, sophisticated lines, Art Deco interiors and exquisite detailing, she encapsulates the spirit of an era characterized
by elegance and style. lllustrated with spe-

cially commissioned color photographs
and much unpublished archive material.
'100 color, 200 b&w illustrations. 240pgs.
Hardcover $55.00
New! Etttore Sottsass: Ceramics edited
by Bruno Bischofberger...Founder of the
legendary Memphis design movement, the

gifted ltalian designer Ettore Sottsass is
internationally renowned for his contribution to almost every area of modern design. Taking us chronologically from the
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950s to the present, Sottsass describes

covers Royal Copenhagen wares from

Fabulous Fabrics ofthe Fifties (And OtherTer-

Hi-Fi's & Hi-Balls: The Golden Age o, the

his working methods and motivations, di-

1775 Io 1875: the second illustrates the
productive period at the beginning of the

rific Textiles of the '20s, '30s and '40s)

American Bachelor by Steven Guarnaccia and
Bobert Sloan...lllustrated with original artlfacts
and commercial rellcs from the Beat era and
beyond, this very classy little volume otfers a hilarious gllmpse into the evolut on of the modern
man-about-town. 1 50 full color photographs and
illustrations. 96 pgs. Hardcover $1 2.95

1

viding his ceramics into various "episodes," each showing different influences
and styles.Hundreds of color illustrations.
180 pgs. Hardcover $65,00

Nervl llluminate! The History of the
Lamp by PH - Poul Henningsen by Tina
Jorstian and Poul Erik l\,4unk Nielsen,..The
true classic in Danish lamp design is the
PH lamp, which is world renowned and

designed

firsl in the 1920s by

Poul

Henningsen. This beautiful book gives a
thorough account (in Danish text) and

stunning photographs of all of Poul
Henningsen's work. 518 illustrations, 245
in color. 304 pgs. Hardcover $1 75.00

Vintage Bar Ware by Stephen Visa-

2Oth century; the third concentrates on the

Softcover $18.95

hagen products of the '50s and '6Os became known as "Danish Design." Includes
artists like Georg Jensen, Johan Rohde,
Henning Koppel, Jacob Bang, Axel Salto,

Wa6 by Steven

in

color, 95 pgs. Softcover $24.50

Newl Red Wing Dinnerware Price and
ldentification Guide by Ray Reiss...This
new, compact, easy-to-use price and
identification guide on Red Wing dinnerware comes in a booklet form and includes
every line of dinnerware produced by Red
Wing Potteries. Color and black and white
illustrations. 40 pgs. Softcover $12,95

kay..,This is the first identification and value

guide dedicated 10 cocktail shakers,
stemware, ice buckets, serving trays,
recipe books, paper collectibles, cocktail
picks, swizzle sticks, and more. There's
also a section of classic cocktail recipes,
special chapters on the great manufac-

Red Wing Art Pottery from the '30s,
'40s, '50s & '60s by Ray Beiss...The most
comprehensive and beautifully designed
collector's guide on the subject, this reference-coffee table book includes rare

turers of bar ware and their guest star
designers, as well as tips for collectors in

catalogs, interviews with workers, and cx:
ceptional color photos. Price guide included. 1,200 photographs, 800 in full

finding and caring for their lreasures. Over

colo( 240 pgs. Hardcover $50.00

350 color pictures and illustrations. 208
pgs. Hardcover $24.95

Lirritedl Russel Wright: American Designer by William J. Henessey...This book
accompanied an exhibition circulated by
the Gallery Association of New York State
which covered Wright's entire career, from
his dinnerware to spun aluminum, furniture, lamps, glassware, fabric, appliances,
and interior decoration, 96 pgs. Color and
b&w illustrations. Softcover $1 5.95
Nerv! Art Deco Style by Bevis Hiller and
Stephen Escritt...lnterest in An Deco was
revived in the 1960s, partly as a result of
author Bevis Hiller. ln his introduction, Hiller
recalls his own adventures in writing the
first book on the subject and co-organizing the colossal lvlinneapolis exhibition in
1 971 . The book's fascinating text and profuse illustrations chart the various worldwide manifestations of Art Deco, and demonstrate that the style had a coherence
thal led to its international appeal. 190 illustrations, 140 in color. 240 pgs. Hardcover $59.95 (release pending)

Gideon Bosker, Michele Mancini, and John
Gramstad...'120 pgs.'170 full color photos.

period after WWll when Royal Copen-

and many more. B0 illustrations, 57

by

Italian Art Deco: Graphic Design Between The
Heller and Louise F li...lvlore than

500 illustrations. 132 pgs. Softcover $14.95
Posters of the WPA by Christopher Denoon...

Eichler Homes: Design For Living by Jerry Ditto
and Lannlng Stern.,,Nearly 50 years after the

This volume explains the history of the WPA and
showcases the posters produced.320 illustrations, 280 in color 1 76 pgs. Hardcover $39.95

phenomenon of the Eichler home, this beautifully
illustrated volume chronicles both the success
and ultimate demise of a legendary company.

Collectible Aluminum by Everett Grist... An in-

lncludes photographs of the homes various
models, and an essay by Eichler's son Ned. 1 43
color photographs. 1 20 pgs. Hardcover $29.95

formative guide including over 430 photos fea-

turing hand wrought, forged, cast, and hammered aluminum. I 60 pgs. Softcover $1 6.95

A Stiff Drink and a Close Shave: The Lost Art

of Manliness by Robert Sloan and
Badios by Hallicrafters by Chuck Dachis ...
Over 1,000 photographs. 225 pgs. Softcover
$29.9s
50s Popular Fashions for Men, women, Boys
& Girls by Roseann Ettinger ...1 60 pgs. 633 color
photographs. Soft cover $29.95

Fabulous Fifties: Designs For Modern Living
by Sheila Steinberg and Kate Dooner.. From fur
niture and lots of textiles to Hawaiian shirts,
poodle skirts, vinyl handbags, gabardine jackets, and more, nearly every aspect of modern
living in the '50s is shown in full color 770 color
photographs. Hardcover $55.95

New! South Beach, America's Riviera,
Miami Beach, Florida by BillWisser,..This
beautiful and informative volume covers
the origin and development of the Tropical Deco style, and its preservation in
South Beach by a dedicated band of historic preservationists. 134 color photographs. 1 28 pgs. Softcover $21.95

Japanese Modern: Graphic Design between
the Wars by James Frase( Steven Heller, and
Seymour Chwast...Heavily influenced by Western styles of the 1920s and '30s - padicularly
Art Deco - Japanese graphic designers assimi
lated elements of Bauhaus, Constructivism, and
Futurism. 232 fuli-coior illustratlons. I32 pgs.
Softcover $16.95

Bauer: Classic American Pottery by

Marsh and Barrie Lewis...Showcasing more than
250 of the coolest blues album cov-ers from the
'50s and '60s - a visual compendium for both
music and design lovers. 240 full-color illustralions. 1 12 pgs. Softcover $24.95

Mitch Tuchman...This elegant and beautifully illustrated volume chronicles the history of the famous Bauer operation be-

tween 1885 and 1962. 125 color/b&w
photos. 1 04pgs. Hardcover

$1 8.95

Ne!v! Deco Type: Stylish Alphabets of
the '20s and '30s by Steven Heller and
Louise Fili...Devoted exclusively to Art
Deco type design. 200 color illustrations.
1 32 pgs. Softcover $1 7,95
New! New York's 50 Best Secret Archi-

tectural Treasures by Eric Nash...With

Nc,,vl Royal Copenhagen - Art - lndustry by Steen Nottolmann and Benedicte

this guidebook, you can follow in the footsteps of architecture buff Nash as he reveals the stories and secrets behind New
York's most magical places - some icons
of design, some virlually unknown siles.

Bojesen...This exhibition catalog from

Line drawing illustrations. 128 pgs.

1996 is divided into three sections: the first

Softcover $9.95

Steven
Guarnaccia...An entertaining book showcasing
typical men's trappings of the 1 930s, '40s and
'50s - shaving brushes, baruare, poker chips,
and cigarette lighters - complete with advertising images. 96 pgs. 150 color pholographs.
Hardcover S1 2.95

Pottery Modern Wares 1920-1960 by Leslie
Pina...This book explores production pottery, the
factory made and hand decoraled wares pro
duced by select American and European companies, such as Cowan, Susie Coope( Fiesta.
Clarice Clifi, and American Modern. 240 pgs. 582
color photos. Hardcover $49.95

Hitting the Road: The Art of the American
Roadmap by Dougas Yorke, Jr., and John
Margolies... This entertaining book features color
lllustratlons of over 200 road maps, c.1 900-1 960,

and accompanying text. 132 pgs. Softcover
$18.95
Fit To Be Tied: Vintage Ties Ol The 1 940s and
Earty'50s by Fod Dyer and Ron Spark...682 ties
illustrated in colo[ 96 pgs. Hardcover $27.50

The Blues Album Cover Art edited by Graham

Heywood-Wakefield Modern Furniture by

Shelf Life: Modern Package Design 19201945 by Jery Jankowski...Lavlshly il ustrated.
120 pgs. $13.95

The Watch of The Future lthe Hamilton Electric Watchl by Rene Rondeau...170 illustrations.
1 68 pgs. Hardcover $29.95

Steve and Foger Rouland...352 pgs. Softcover

s18.95

Heavenly Soles: Extraordinary Twentieth-Cen-

Twentieth Century Building Materials edited

turyShoesby t\y'aryTrasko...132 pgs. 163 lus
trat ons, I 25 in colo[ Sollcover $1 9.95

by Thomas C. Jester...This book is the first indepth survey of important construction materi-

Googie: Fifties Coffee Shop Architecture by

als used since l 900 - including glass block, stainless steel, plywood,decorative plastic laminates,

Alan Hess...lllustrated wlh both color and b&w
photography. I 44 pgs. Softcover $l 4.95

linoleum, and gypsum board. Over 250 illustrations. 352 pgs. Hardcover $55.00

Catalog from the "Edward Wormley: The
Other Face of Modernism" exhibition held at

the Lin-Weinberg Gallery in '1997. lncluded is a
biography of Wormley, the history of Dunbar,
Wormley's work ior Drexel, Wormley's product

The Best of Bakelite, And Other Plastic Jewelry by Dee Battle and Alayne Lesser...A treasure chest oi wonderful color photographs of
Bakelite, celluloid, and lucite. IUinimaltext. Value

guide included. 160 pgs. 150 photographs.
Hardcover $39.95

designs for various companies, and photographs

lnstant Expert: Vintage Fashion & Fabrics by

and descriptions oi the pieces included in the
exhibit on. 76 pgs. Softcover $45.00

Pamela Smlth...Chronicles the history of fashion
by period. 1 53 pgs. Softcover $T 2.00

Visit our online bookstore at http://www.deco-echoes.com for a complete listing of all the modern titles we have available!
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Everyday Ar1 Quarterly and Design Quarterly available issues list
Everyday Art Quarterly, Summer 1949, No, I I , condition: very good, minor rubbing
and one with name in ink on cover, 2 copies available, $90.00 each (this issue is
primarily devoted to mid-century textile design, both hand-woven and printed fabrics.
All designers and manufacturers are listed.)
Everyday Art Quarterly,Winler 1949-1950, No. 13, condition: very good, minor
rubbing and one with name in ink on cover, 2 copies available, $70.00 each (this
issue is devoted to a history of museum exhibitions showing modern product design
in the twentieth century Included are installation shots of the 1934 "Machine Age"
exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art, the 1940 "Contemporary American
Industrial Art exhibition at the N/etropolitan Museum of Art, the 1946 "ldeas for Better
Living" exhibition at the Walker Art Center, and a then current exhibition of "James
Prestini Wooden Vessels" at the lnstitute of Contemporary Art in Washington.)
Everyday Art Quarterly, Spring 1 950, No. .14, condition: excellent, 15 copies
available, $60.00 each (main article on Alvin Lustig, additional information on
contemporary Scandinavian and American dinnerware and glassware, and George
Nelson Clocks.)

Everyday ArtQuarlerry, Summer.l950, No. 15, condition: excellent, 15 copies
available, $60.00 each (main article tjtled "The Tradition in Good Design to 1940,"
which compares historical to contemporary industrial design and includes information
on Bruno Matthson, Walter von Nessen, Charles and Fay Eames, James Prestini,
and other contemporary designers.)
Everyday Art Quarterly, Fall 1950, No. 16, cond,tion: excellent, 1 1 copies available,
$60.00 each (main article titled "Tradition in Good Design 1940 to 195O," which
provides a broad review of contemporary industrial design of the period and includes
information on Eero Saarinen, Richard Stein, llmari Tapiovaara, lsamu Noguchi, Bay
Komai, George Nelson, and other contemporary designers.)
Everyday Art Quarterly, Winter 1950-51 , No, 17, condition: excellent, t 5 copies
available, $75.00 each (main article about the "Useful Objects" exhibition held at the
Walker Art Center, which includes information on various media of contemporary
industrial design and a particular focus on Charles and Ray Eames. There is another
fascinating article on "Where to Buy" contemporary design across the United States.
Outstanding cover design with Eames molded-plastic shell chairs,)
Everyday Art Quarterly,Winler 1951-52, No. 21, condition: excellent, 10 copies
available, $60.00 each (main article about the "Useful Oblects" exhibition held at the
Walker Art Center, which includes sections on dinnerware, plastics, glassware, and
stainless flatware.)

Everyday Art Quatterly, 1952, No. 24, condition: good, heavity wrinkled issue with
ink stamped address on cove( 1 copy available $25.00 (this issue includes articles
by George Nelson about his bubble lamps, product design for 1952 that includes
images of furniture by Edward Wormley, Robin Day, Jens Bisom, and the Modernmasters Company, as well as flatware by Russel Wright and Wilhelm Wagenfeld.)
Everyday Art Quatterly, 1953, No. 25, condition: very good, minor rubbing and
name in ink on cover, 1 copy available $90.00 (this issue is primarily devoted to midcentury lextile design, including sections on artists Ben Rose, Marianne Strengell,
Alexander Girard, Donelda Fazakas, Marli Ehrman, Angelo Testa, Evelyn Hill (who
designed for Knoll), and Ruth Adler Schnee.)
Everyday Art Quarterly, 1953, No. 26, condition: very good, minor rubbing and
browning on cover, 1 copy available $50.00 (this issue includes articles on modern
ballet design and product review for 1953 that rncludes images of molded plywood
furniture by Robin Day and the Thonet lndustries, as well as "The House of Cards" by
the Eameses.)
Everyday Ad Quarterly, '1953, No. 28, condition: very good, minor rubbing, spine
worn, and name in ink on cover, 1 copy available $95.00 (this issue is primarily
devoted to mid-century furniture designers, including sections on William Armbruster,
Edward Wormley, Paul McCobb, Charles Eames, and Robin Day.)
Design Quarterly, 1954, No. 30, condition: very good, minor rubbing on cover, 1
copy available $60,00 (this issue is primarily devoted to mid-century painting and
sculpture, including sections on Reuben Nakian, Balcomb Greene, John Graham,
Louise Bourgeois, Jim Forsberg, Sidney Geist, Harold Paris, Trajan, Joseph Cornell,
and Corrado di Marca-Relli.)
Design Quatterly, 1954, No. 31 , condition: very good, minor rubbing on cover, 'l
copy available $60.00 (devoted to mid-century book design, with articles by Alvin
Lustig, Joseph Blumenthal, and Alexander Nesbitt.)
Design Quarterly, 1955, No. 32, condition: very good, minor rubbing on cover, 2
copies available $80.00 (this jssue is devoted to the 1955 Triennale Milan Exhibition
of contemporary architecture and industrial design. Dozens of objects and
architectural interiors are shown, including numerous designs by Georg Jensen
Silversmiths, Finn Juhl, Sigurd Persson, and many other Scandinavian designers,)
Design Quarterly, 1956, No. 35, condition: very good, minor rubbing on cover, l
copy available $0S.OO (tnis jssue is primarjly devoted to product design for 1956, with
an emphasis on furniture.)
Design Quafterly, 1956, No. 36, condition: very good, minor rubbing on cover, 1
copy available $125.00 (this issue devoted to mid-century British designers, including

Itzlisha Black, Lucienne Day, Robin Day, Abram Gray, Milner Gray, and Ernest Race.)

Design Quarterly, 1958, No. 40, condition: very good, minor rubbing on cover, 1
copy available $125.00 (this issue is devoted to "industrial design in post-war
Germany," with examples of lighting, furniture, textiles, glass, ceramics, and various
home products.)

Design Quarterly, 1958, No. 41, condition: very good, minor rubbing on cover, 2
copies available $75.00 (this issue is devoted to product design for 1958, with many
designs in various media by Knoll Associates, Georg Jensen, Dansk Designs, Jens
Risom, and numerous others.)

Design Quarterly, 1959, No. 44, condition: very good, minor rubbing on cove( 1
copy available $75.00 (this issue includes articles on mid-century architect Leslie
Larson and product design for 1959 - George Nelson's "Omni Space N/aker," and
furnrture by Finn Juhl, Jens Fisom, Eero Saarinen, Florence Knoll, and others.)
Design Quatterly, 1960, No. 47, tvlinneapolis, Minnesota: Walker Art Center,
condition: very good, minor rubbing on cover. 1 copy available $75.00 (this issue is
devoted to product design for 1960, including furniture by Estelle and Erwine
Laverne, Arne Jacobsen, Ward Bennet, George Nelson, among others, as well as
lighting by Arredoluce of Milan, Paoli Venini, George Nelson, and Paul Mayer.)
Design Quarterly, 1960, No. 51 -52, l/inneapolis, Minnesota: Walker Art Center,
condition: very good, minor rubbing on cover, 1 copy available 975.00 (this issue is
devoted to contemporary Japanese design, including numerous images of furniture,
glass, ceramics, metalwork, lacquer, baskets, and general household products.)
Design Quarterly, 1961 , No. 53, Minneapolis, Minnesota: Walker Art Center,
condition: very good, minor rubbing on cove( 4 copies available $50.00 (this issue is
devoted to architect Marcel Breuer's St. John's Abbey in Collegeville, Minnesota.)
Design Quarterly, 1962, No. 54, I\,4inneapolis, Nllinnesota: Walker Art Center,
condition: excellent, 6 issues available, $60.00 each (issue devoted to the studio
pottery of Warren and Alixandra MacKenzie and the Mendota Sculpture Foundry.)
Design Quarterly, '1962, No. 55, Minneapolis, Minnesota: Walker Art Center,
condition: very good, minor rubbing on cover, 1 copy available $50.00 (this issue is
devoted to antiquarian Japanese book design.)
Design Quarterly, 1963, No. 58, lvlinneapolis, Minnesota: Walker Art Center,
condition: very good, minor rubbing on cover, 1 copy available 980.00 (this issue is
devoted to architect Ralph Rapson's Guthrie Theater in Minneapolis, Minnesota.)
Design Quarterly, 1964, No. 59, Minneapolis, Minnesota: Walker Art Center,
condition: very good, minor rubbing on cove( 2 copies available $80.00 (this issue is
devoted to "industrial design in the Netherlands," with an overview of Dutch designs
in the twentieth century and a focus on mid-century products. Includes images of
furniture, glass, ceramics, metalwork, Iighting, and general household items.)
Design Quarterly, 1964, No. 60, Minneapolis, Minnesota: Walker Art Center,
condition: good, minor rubbing, wrrnkled corners, and browning on cover, 1 copy
available $40.00 (this issue is devoted to contemporary Swiss design, showing
dozens of industrial design products. lncludes furniture, ceramics, glass, lighting,
clocks, metalwork, among others.)
Design Quarterly, 1964, No. 61 , Minneapolis, Minnesota: Walker Art Center,
condition: very good, minor rubbing on cover, .l copy available 960.00 (this issue is
devoted to the 13th Triennale l/ilan Exhibition of contemporary architecture and
industrial design, which included the first U.S. showing in this important event.)
Design Quarterly, 1966, No. 64, Minneapolis, Ivlinnesota: Walker Art Center,
condition: very good, minor rubbing on cove( 1 copy available $60.00 (this issue is
devoted to "the dynamics of shape" in all facets of contemporary design, from
furniture to architecture. Feature article was written by Dr. Rudolf Arnheim.)
Design Quarterly, 1967, No. 68, Minneapolis, Minnesota: WalkerArt Center,
condition: very good, minor rubbing on cover, .l copy available $50.00 (this issue is
devoted to "design and light," with an emphasis on light in contemporary
architecture. Entire issue written by architect Gyorgy Kepes.)
Design Quafterly, 1967, No. 69-70, Minneapolis, Minnesota: Walker Ad Center,
condition: very good, minor rubbing on cover, 1 copy available $j00.00 (this issue is
devoted to Gio Ponti, with a foreword written by Charles Eames.)
Design Quarterly, 197.1 , No. 80, Minneapolis, Minnesota: Walker Art Center,
condition: very good, minor rubbing on cover, 3 copies available 930.00 (this issue is
titled "lVaking the City Observable.")
Design Quarterly, 197'1 , No. 82-83, Minneapolis, Minnesota: Walker Art Center,
condition: very good, minor rubbing, fading on cover, 1 copy available g25.OO (issue
is titled "Advocacy: A Community Planning Voice.")
Design Quarterly, 1973, No. 89, Minneapolis, Minnesota: Walker Art Center,
condition: very good, 3 issues available, $50.00 each (entire issue devoted to an
exhibition on the work of Ettore Sottsass, the halian architect, furniture designer, and
founder of the l\zlemphis Group.)
Design Quarterly, 1975, No, 98-99, lVinneapolis, Minnesota: Walker Art Center,
condition: excellenl, 5 issues available, $90.00 each (entire issue devoted to ,,The
Design Process at Herman Miller," includes sections on Charles and Ray Eames,
George Nelson, Alexander Girard, and Robert Propst.)

To order call 800 695-5768 or write Deco Echoes, PO Box 155, Cummaquid, tVA 02637
Shipping charges (within the US) are $3 for the first issue, $1 each additional issue. MA residenls add 57o sales
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Modernism, eh?
(continued from page 25) and Deichmann pottery, both from the 1950s. Tel: (416) 4831428', Fax: (416) 483-1674.

To January 7, 1998. "Christmas in Toyland"

exhibition in Rosemont, Ontario (705) 4351881.
Vancouver lt/odern Festival, including the exhibition "lVodern ArchiTo January 18, 1998.
'

tecture in Vancouver," in Vancouver (514)
939-7000.
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To February 1, 1998. "American Architect,
John Hejduk" exhibition at the Canadian Centre for Architecture in lt4ontreal (514) 9397000.
To February 15, 1998. "Designed for Delight"
exhibition at the Canadian ltzluseum of Civilization in Hull, Quebec (819) 776-7016.
To March 29, 1998. "Venetian Glass: 19201970" exhibition at the Winnipeg Art Gallery
in Winnipeg (2O4) 786-6641.
February 15 to April 19, 1998. "Nrlodern Architecture in Vancouver" exhibition in Calgary
(51

4) 939-7000.

16.8800

15

"Print-lt/aking in Quebec: 1945-1990'
exhibition at the lvlontreal l\rluseum of Fine
Art in l\zlontreal (51 4) 285-1 600.

anti ues

13-22 Canadian lnternational Auto Show,
classic car exhibit, Toronto (905) 940-2800

23-27 Ritchie's Decorative Arts auction,
Toronto

New YorlCs largest furtiques Show!

(41

6) 354-1 864; (800) 364-3210.

2 "Modern Sculpture by Emanuel Hahn and
Elizabeth Wyn Wood" exhibition at the

'l

N/ontreal ltrluseum of Fine Art in tVontreal (514)
285-1 600.

TRIPTE PIER EXPO
Over 600 Different Exhibits Each Weekend

March 28-29 & A
PIER 88

PIER 90

Sat.11-6. Sun.11-7

Sat.9-6, Sun.11-5
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4-5
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PASSENGER SHIP TERMINAL

PTERS 88, 90 & 92
48TH TO 55TH STREET
AND 12TH AVENUE. NYC
ADMISSION S10

STELLA SHOW MGMT. CO.
212-255-0020

FALL DATES . NOVEMBER 7-8 & 14.15, 1998
BO

Toronto (416)

657-8278.
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- Cora Go/den is happy to tq/ to answeryour questions and share your interests in postwar Canadian destgn. She may be contacted by ca//ng (905)
649- / 73 /, or by fax at (905) 649-3650.

IER 92

Sat.10-5. Sun.11-6

lncludes 17th Century to 1970's Art & Artifacts. Furniture. Folk Art, Silver.
Porcelains, Paintings, Prints & Posters, Pottery, Textiles, Toys, Deco.
Moderne, 1960's, Kitchen. Kitsch, Vintage Fashions, Art Glass. Jewelry,
Books, Ephemera, Arts & Crafts Period, Garden, Architectural, Rustic & More.
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4 One-day lecture series "Collecting the 20th
Century," at the Boyal Ontario lrrluseum in

A Piece On Glass
(continued from page 31) This was not

to

say

that Wirkkala was not designing great work;
the opposite is true. During the decade of
the 1950s Wirkkala was designing great work
in other media. The plywood dishes and plat-

ters he designed for Soinne et Kni were well
received, in fact, House Beautifu/magazine
called them "the most beautiful object of
1951." He also produced works in silver for
Kultakeskus Oy, and porcelain vases for
Rosenthal. He was truly a multi-faceted designer.
It has been assumed that Tapio Wirkkala
met Paolo Venini at the 1951 Triennale. lt can
be said with certainty that Paolo Venini knew

of the work of Wirkkala because they both
had major presentations at the Triennale. lt
can also be said that Wirkkala knew of Venini's
work prior to the Triennale. Venini had a wide-

spread presence throughout the world, and
Finland was no exception. ln 1939, Venini
held a major exhibition at the Helsinki design
gallery ARTEK, a gallery partly owned by Alvar
Aalto. This association between Aalto and
Venini was to continue well into the 1950s.
However, there was never a direct collaboration between Paolo Venini and Tapio Wirkkala.

h

After Paolo's death, his son-in-law, Ludo-

Wirkkala took to the challenge. He immediately set out to combine ancient Murano techniques with his refined Finnish taste. The first
pieces he created at Venini celebrated this
rebirth - his 1966 series of clear glass eggs
with a yolk of gold glass. The symbolism is
astounding. The clear glass represented the
basis of his crystal glass in Finland, while the
yolk - or core - was a murrine of gold, which
symbolized the past of Venice. lt was truly a
renaissance.
The first Venetian technique Wirkkala
adapted into his work was the inca/mo lechnique, which incorporates fusing two different types of glass, i.e. transparent, translucent, or opaque, together, to create one vase.
His first inca/mo series was the Lapponi series of five vases. These vases - the bases of
which are always gray and the top halves either blue-green, aquamarine, red, or violet are very linear and cold in appearance, relating to Wirkkala's heritage.
The next adopted technique was the
vetro a fi/ililigrano technique. This consisted
of embedded glass threads in a spiral direction, i.e. the lines never crossed each other.
Wirkkala place the filigrano section of glass
on a translucent or opaque glass base. The
first examples of his use of this technique
were the five vases of lhe tlt/edusa series produced in 1966. The top of the vase is a white
filigrana glass with a lip that flows downward
like water flowing from a fountain. The base
of the vase is either mauve or aquamarine.
Again, Wirkkala was back to nature.
The fourth major series of i 966 > 82
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vico de Santillana, took over artistic control
of Venini. ln the mid-1960s Ludovico invited
Wirkkala to work at the factory. This was a
radical departure for Wirkkala because ltalian glass production was completely different from Finnish production. Gone were the
restraints of industrial design. The chemical

Being the great designer he was,

o
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959.

composition and formulation of the glass was
entirely different, which created a completely
new technique. The temperature of the molten glass gave the blowers more time to work
the glass. The colors were more vibrant and
bold. All in all, glass was a more creative
medium in lvlurano.
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Wirkkala's collaboration with the company
had to wait until after Paolo Venini s death in
1
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A Piece On Glass

THE WORLD'S LARGEST SELECTION

OF AUTHENTIC AMERICAN ART DECO

LIGHTING FIXTURES

(continued from page 81) was his Bo//e series ot

vases. This series could be a homage to the
Fr/r or Penna//ate work of Carlo Scarpa.
Many vases in the series use a straw color
as the background or base color. The pieces
are characterized by a pushed-in pontil that
rises into the vase and is visible from the outside. The vases and bottles ulilizelhe inca/mo
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Slip-ln Shodes
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technique, but rather than the traditional

o
o
o

Venini practice of opaque next to translucent
or transparent, Wirkkala used primarily trans-

z

parent colors. The seven original shapes in
the series are in amber/apple-green, straw/

an

red, graylamethyst, straw/gray, apple-green/

c,

amber-violet, gray/aquamarine, and straw/
apple-green. Even the shape is Scarpa-

o
U'

o)
I
€
o

esque.

The work of Wirkkala differed from the
previous work at Venini. For the first time since
the 1920s, Venini's production started to become more utilitarian and less artistic. Though
Wirkkala brought with him an artistic sense,
he also came with the sensibilities of an in-

lo

dustrial designer and saw Venini's potential
in the commercial marketplace. Also, at this
time Murano was feeling the need to change
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Rondy Wicker's
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UPLIFT LIGHTING

denny

its role. Costs were escalating and commercialism was taking its toll on creativity. ln order to remain competitive and in business,
the Venini of de Santillana was creating more
chandeliers and become more bottom-line
oriented. lt can be assumed that they looked
towards Wirkkala as a way to reintroduce
production to Venini. This was evident in the
Coreaniseries, one of his best known Venini
series. lt actually contained two bowls that
were suitable for use as fruit bowls for the
centerpiece of the table. The complete series, reminiscent of Ercole Barovier's work,
was seven bowls and vases of blue-green
and apple-green swirls overlapping each
other. This was also the first series where he
created a large platter, a platter with a diameter of 40cm. This plate with the green and
blue spiral is one of his greatest designs at
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Wirkkala's total output for Venini in 1 966
was nine different series, which included the
Ca/rbi sel of seven glasses, lhe Si/ma vase
and dish, and the Gondo/ieri series of vases
and bowls. For the Ca/rci glasses he used a
large air bubble in the bottom of the glass.
So very Finnish.
Wirkkala returned to Venini in 1968. He
incorporated decorative murrines into large
platters - Aleza/una, Po/rpo, and Occhio.Ne
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encircled these murrines in transparent

5-956 5269

7208 MELROSE
LOS ANGELES, CALI
TUES.

-

SAT. /

glass, forming a plate in three sizes: 50cm.,
4Ocm., and 30cm. He also created large
eggs with filigrano decoration, two doves, four
series of extremely utilitarian glassware - including a set of three drinking glasses in clear

NUE
tA 90046

glass with a gold ball in the base - and he
designed sensuous glasses in white, black,

-6PM

I
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82

at Venini in 1970 with his Piatta di

Tapio.

These plates had a wide rim of transparent
glass with a core center of thick glass which
was molded in a copper wire mold to create
a rough-ridged surface, much like ice. When
created with a core of blue glass, Piatta di
Tapt:o appears to be blue ice surrounded by
straw colored glass. Wirkkala also created a
series of bowls to accompany the plate.
ln 1972 he returned to Venini once again
to create a series of vases with an opaque
bottom and filigrana top, He returned briefly
to Venini in 1981 and 1982 to create his /nari

series, and two different carafes in the
Filrgrana de Tapio senes.

Wirkkala died in 1985, a well-accomplished and recognized designer. He had won

major awards in many mediums; five gold
medals at the Faenza lnternational Ceramics
Design Competition, the tt/edal of the Year in
1 958 of the London-based Society of lndustrial Arts, a total of seven Grand Prix at three
Milan Triennales, and the Golden Obelisk at
the 1963 Triennale. Fortunately, his work with

both Venini and littala is very well documented. tt/uch of his Venini glass oeuvre has
remained in production throughout the 1980s
and into the 1990s. Since 1965, Venini has
engraved a signature and production date on
every piece of glass; the earlier work is the
most desirable. littala also used an engraved
signature, and like Wirkkala's work at Venini,
r
much remains in production today.
Lockwood teaches "G/ass Between the
Wars," "Fifties Glass," and 'Art G/ass from 7980/960" in the Appra/sa/ Studies Program at New
York Universty and s Pub/isherand Editor-in-Chief
of Yelri ltalian Glass News, a quarter/y newsletter
specia/Zng h /ta/ran g/ass of the 20th century.
- Howard

Venini.

z

=
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ued to design for littala, creating his U/trma
Thu/e series in 1969. For this series, he returned to his Finnish roots. The glass was
blown into a rough mold which created a vase
with an icicle-like surface, very similar to the
1964 Sarpaneva Fn/and series in texture and
design. Wirkkala brought this feel to his work

or coral filigree.

Throughout this time, Wirkkala contin-

1 . Zahle, A Treasury of Scandnavian Design, \1961)
2. Adrian Polk, llodern Glass, (1962) 70.

Show Updates
(continued from page 69) Saint Laurent, Pucci,

Fortuny, Halston, Pierre Cardin, Rudi
Gernreich, Courreges, Pauline Trigiere, Oleg
Cassini, Ceil Chapman, among others; and
a wide array of antique textiles including velvet and damask curtains, silk sheets and
shams, cashmere throws, and hand-embroidered pillows.
The show will open with a Preview on
Friday, January 30 from 12-6pm; and will
continue on Saturday, January 31 from 126pm; and Sunday, February 1 , 12-5pm. Admission forthe Friday preview is $1 5 and entry
on Saturday and Sunday is $5 each day. For
further information regarding the show call
(212)

463-0200.
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Art Smith
lcontnued from page 62) to enclose the wrist.

Deco Weelrend
January 16 - 19" lO98

Oxidation emphasizes the recesses on top
of the bracelet. Brass wires, their ends flattened, pierce the copper and gently curve to

Art

in Miomi Beoch's Art Deco Historic D strict

complete the cuff. The overall effect is one of

Over 400,000 ottendonce from throughout the world
DECO

SryLED

ARTISTSWANTED

@

all Mediuru ol Arl

Cosidered

Pct Offie

Write

:

primitive, both in the simplicity of a direct tech-

ART DECO
VENDORSWANIED

nical approach and the humble materials

Moderne - Sjr&mline - Deco

Join uslot foq lncredlble doys ol mokhg hlstory... wnle p.,esF-Mng
For oppllcotlon ond more lnformotlon

&'

tribal strength. Allusions are made to the
used, as well as in the anthropological associations. Yet the juxtaposition of solid with void

it.

Art Deco Weekend

and mass with line and suggestions of hu-

MIAMI D€5I6N PRESERVATION L€AGU€

Box l9OlBO Miami BeGh,

man skeletal structure provide the viewer with
a very sophisticated result.
Never wanting to be identified with any
particular style or technique, Smith explored
fused forms and textural effects, as well as

H.. 3llg-Olao (3O5) 6-l?€014 FAX ($5) 5ze-438

2

ft

plain wire and sheet. He abhorred mannerisms and gimmicks and was, reportedly,
thrilled when a friend commented that a piece
"didn't look like him."
Finger rings were an area that Smith researched completely. "What could I do in and
around the finger, not just on the finger; what
could I do in relation to a hand?...You have
to call [these rings] hand decorations."eSmith
wanted to create big, bold rings. Very often
stones would travel up the hand or across
three fingers. The effect he wanted to achieve
was as if someone had dipped a sticky hand
into a batch of stones and their random placement, when the hand emerged, formed the
ring's configuration. Smith found calmness in
stones; he chose them for the quiet energy
they generated, for his emotional response
to them. They were almost always semiprecious, often flawed or defective. He created
"families" of stones in one piece. lf he utillzed
precious stones it was usually for a commissioned work, which he did not enioy as much
as following his own muse, unless the stone
or the person was particularly exciting to him.
Among his most noteworthy commissions
were a brooch for Eleanor Roosevelt, presented to her by the Peekskill NAACP, and a
pair of cufflinks for Duke Ellington, which incorporated the first flve notes of Alood /ndigo.
ln 1969 Smith was given a one-man ex-
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in 1970 was included in "Objects: U.S.A.,'
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the prestigious collection of the S.C. Johnson
Company. He therefore enioyed a certain
amount of recognition while he was still alive.
He was invited to lecture and exhibit his work

at institutions around the country, such as
Bennington College, Indiana University,
Brookfield Craft Center, The Studio ltrluseum
in Harlem, and the Staten lsland lt/useum of
Arts and Sciences. ln addition, due to the
traveling nature of several musem exhibitions
in which he was represented throughout his
career, his work became nationally known.

Several regional galleries and department
stores carried his jewelry although he found
it far more satisfying to sell solely through his

own shop and to devote his time and energy
B4

to creating jewelry instead of to managing a
business. ln February 1990, he was the subject of a posthumous retrospective at the
Jamaica Arts Center in Jamaica, New York.
Never one to follow fashion's dictates,
he did benefit from style because his jewelry
was always designed for the body - very
wearable, yet dramatic. When large earrings
became popular, for example, he gained
many new customers, who remained even
when the trend was over. They were "hooked"
on these jewels that made a new kind of personal statement, that depicted the wearer as
adventurous and in touch with her body and
its visual presence. ln 1979, Smith developed
heart trouble and because of ill health was
forced to close his shop. He died in New York
on February 20,1982.
What struck me, in listening over the
years to several former customers discuss
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their patronage. was the close friendship
which often developed between them, how
Smith would invite customers to the studio
at the back of the shop to have a snack and
conversation with him while he worked. The
radio was always on as he shared his other
passion: music. He was a member of the
Duke Ellington Society until his death, and,
certainly, his jewelry can be viewed as a visualization of the rhythms, melodies, harmonies,
and balance of his beloved jazz. lt4el Tapley,
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in Art Smith's obituary in the Amsterdam
News, Itrlarch 6, 1982, wrote, "...his...

VINTAGE DES!GTS FRO}I ABTISTS, ARGHTTECTS , DESIGNERS

500 BEDHTLL AVE. SAN AilSELUO, cALtF. 94060

4t 5-456.3e60
DES.GN OBJECTS and BESEARGH

creations,..had [the] elegance, creativity, and
distinction of an Ellington composition."
Art Smith was a self-taught metalsmith.
His years with Winifred lrzlason gave him the
technical skills necessary to practice his craft,
while his innate sense of how to combine form
and space resulted in his at1. Understanding
of the body and the possibilities for its embellishment gave rise to his jewelry. There are
few jewelers who have used the human silhouette so effectively in creating three-djmensional wearable forms as Arl Smith. He drew
inspiration from anatomy - bodily structure.
He reflected it, took off on it, made allusions
to it, added to it, went further than it, at times
laughed at it, but consistently respected and
applauded it.
r

- Toni Greenbaum is a iewe/ry historian, /ecturea
curator, and writer /iving in New York City, and
author of l\rlessengers of Modernism, American
Studio Jewelry

1

940-1 960.

Endn0ies
1, lnterview with Art Smith by Paul Cummjngs for the
Archives of American Art, August 24 and 31, l gZt, at Art
Smith's studio.
2. Art Smith. Jet^/e/rycatalog of the exhibition at the Litile
Gallery of the Museum of Contemporary Crafts, N! September 12-October 12, 1969.
3. Interview with Art Smith by Camille Billops and Jim
Hatch, November 12, 1974 in New York City.
4.5. Intervrew with Paul Cummings.
6. lnstallation labels for "Modern Jewelry Design," The
Ir.,4useum of Modern Art, 1946.
7. Philip Morton, Con tempora ry Je we/ry.. A Cra ftsma n b
Handbook, NY: Holt, Rinehardt, Winston, 1920, p.3
8,9. lnterview with Paul Cummings,
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Books On ltalian Glass
The

Glass Seminar are now available
a complete listing of books and
videos on ltalian Glass.

ll969-0373 for a listing.
Vetri ltalian Glass News
PO Box 191
Fort Lee, NJ 07024
alutays haoe an excellent selection
of ltalian Gloss. Tell us your needs!
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modern classifieds

where to buy or sel! it

Selling: Very Deco 1930s steel mani-

orrginal working condition. $400. Eric

curist table, black formica top,

Wrobbel, 20802 Exhibit Court,

chrome bendable light, tubular legs,

Woodland Hills, CA 91367. (B1B)

1 drawer, 1 swinging door with glass

BB4-2282.

that says "sterilizer." $100. Tony (313)
562-3184 Dearborn, Ml.

Selling: Beautiful Waterfall bedroom

suite: includes armoire, vanity,
dresser, and bed, original fancy
etched amber-trimmed mirrors.
$1 ,800. (603)

447-31s9.

Selling: Florence Knoll 9Joot bench;
Florence Knoll end tables - all sizes;

Barcelona table; Nelson 3-piece
desk; Piretti tables; Jens Bisom desk
and credenza; Bastiano sofa; variety
of chairs: Eames upholstered shells,

Pollock, Saarinen, Berloia Grid,
Bertoia Diamond, Pfister Club,

Selling: Two Harris Strong tiles/art
sculptures. One S{oot wide on wal-

DKR shells. Call (203) 562-6374.

nut, one 3-foot wide also on walnut.
$300 obo. Trade? Tony (313) 562-

Selling: Art Deco Jewelry & China

31

84.

Selling: '50s swivel barrel

Eames Time-Lif e,

Bkni, Knoll Cesca,

-

Bakelite, Shelley, Chintz, Clarice Cliff,
cottageware, Homemaker, TUTTOdaI
chair,

$395; Frankl console table, $1,BOO;
'40s tea cart, $395. Photos available.
(510) 885-0576.

Selling: Bertoia D/amondchair cover,
large, original orange, great condition, $125. Eva Zeisel Har/equin,
many pieces available. Andy (61 9)
673-9047.

Selling: One Wedgewood plate

in

perfect condition, manufactured for
'30s New England lndustries, with
picture of Vermont Marble Quarry Industry from wood engraving by Clare
Leighton. DepressionAVPA style. $S5
plus shipping. (602) 831-8335 eves.

Selling: Vintage Soviet Posters

-

1920s onward. Film, proletariat, performing arts, political, and original

poster artwork. http://www.klaas

MONDO. Tel (610) 664-7475,'tax
(61 0) 664-2835.
Selling: Paul McCobb Planner Group
table and 2 chairs, 2 GwathmeySiegel tables. Dallas (214) 369-0899.

Selling: Beautiful Art Deco

Jr.

Executive's desk, two-toned, solid
wood, $2,500; Five-piece Art Deco
Waterfall bedroom set, oak veneer,
dresser and vanity have beveled

round mirrors. Picture Marlene
Dietrich sitting in frontl Wow! $1 ,700.
Call Jeanne or David (310) 652-0270.

Leave message.

Selling: Russel Wright china prod-

'40s-'50s dinnerware including
Russel Wright, Eva Zeisel, Paul
tr/cCobb, Raymond Loewy, Ben
Seibel, Winfield, Sascha Brastoff;
Boxes of restaurant china; plastic din-

nerware; coffee collection with over
1,000 "coffee" items (grinders, pots,
tins, advertising items, coffee cups,

jewelry, roasters, books, other obscure items, etc.);furniture by Risom,
Eames, Paul McCobb, RusselWright,

Thonet, Heywood, etc.; 2 child's
diner tables and chairs; miscellaneous ashtrays and bar items, etc.;
jewelry; clocks and radios; lamps.
Sharon (203) 834-0634.

POST-WAR, DESIGNER, MISSION,
DECO, NOUVEAU, ANONYMOUS,
TASTELESS, BEAUTIFUL, POP, FUTURES Antiques, (757\ 624-2050,
SUAVE, ELITE, FOLKSY

BBl 2,

Selling: Lots of cool Deco and Modern items, ltalian and Scandianvian
Glass, Pottery Bussel Wright, Chase,
Herman Miller, etc. Visit us at www.
antiqnet.com/tngallery, or call (BBB)
857-6239. Also buying Hammered Alu-

signed, c.1927, 12.5" tall plus glass

Selling: Chase - #28003 Pancake/
Corn Set $2O0, #27027 Newspaper
Rack $40, #17060 Cake Trowel $45,

globe, perfect condrtion. Four King
Corn serving pieces, condition excellent. Call Sue at (248) 288-3513.

#90138 Pilot Bookends $75, #90078

Selling: Compact Sofa by Herman

Sugar Sphere $40, #25001 Copper
Binnacle $45, #17080 Tomato/Egg

Miller, $1 ,500; Bakelite tlalware, 24

Server $45, #BB5 Riviera Ashtray 945,

pieces (Red/Yellow\, $4SO: Lady
Wthout Sarong with Bathng Beauty
by Gill, $1,800. (541) 474-4512.

Selling: FRENCH INFLATIBLES OF
THE SIXTIES. Originals, unused, cotorful transparent SEAT + CUSHION,

#90151 Pilgrim Candlesnuffer 945,
#41171 Frankart Bookends: Swimming Swans $75, Single horse heads
$75, Dutch boy/girl $70. 1934 Wortds
Fair cocktail shaker $75, 1939 Worlds
Fair head scarf $40. Call (608) S377674.

red or green $220; SOFA + CUSHlON, blue $300. Sea-mait $25. Quan-

Good Form: Round back dining car

metal trim, dresser with mirror, chest,

Selling: Two Ericofons - one blue, one
beige; 1B pieces of Mel Mac, Sun Valley speckled orange; Paul McCobb
chair; Bakelite Chief Pontiac automobile antennae. All best offer. (704) 255-

minum by Wendell August, Cellini,

3780.

Selling: Bedroom set by Comet Furniture N\ 1935, beautiful wood with

(44) 171-4BS-8104.

Arthur Armour, Palmer-Smith.

tity discounts. Call or fax

European posters, 1 Bgos to present.
Travel, film, product adverts. Wholesale and retail. Call (617) 497-4309.

Selling: Fifties, Sixties, and Seventies
rare books on decorative arts, interiors, and architecture. Ring Angela at

Selling: Eight copies of FLz4/Rmagazine, good condition. Frankart lamp,

ucts (/roquots) mint condition, 100+
pieces. Includes serving platters,
bowls, and pitchers. Catl (6i0) 779-

Selling: Vintage and contemporary

Selling: Spike wall clock by George
Nelson for Howard Mitter. White with
wood spikes. Wind-up. Excellent

'50s kitchen appliances and glasses;

'''''''''"1"""'

meyer.com/posters/.

2 twin beds, $2,850. (805) 526-6680.

Selling: Arts & Crafts desk; '40s and

91

01 i

-41i

-

0-65-1 0 (Switzerland).

Selling: Very rare Red Wing Art Pottery piece, gray Engobe with solid turquoise #1 1 47, as seen on page 40 of

Red Wng Art Pottery book by Bay
Beiss. $6,500. (615) 790-0468.

chairs, upholstered seats and backs.

Nazareth Studio, 651-A Dolliver
Street, Pismo Beach, CA 93449.
(805) 77s-0233.

Selling: American Dinnerware and

Art Pottery. Large inventory of

Selling: 1936 Gilbert Rohde design for
Herman Miller - complete Deco bedroom suite, birdseye maple and walnut. Call (408\ 624-8245.

Christmas: Telephones - Over 85 different styles 1892-1979. Payphones,

Franciscan, Metlox/Poppytrail,
Vernon, Winfield, Fiesta, Russel
Wright, Heath, Bauer, and much

woodwalls, candlesticks, over 45 char
acters like'57 Chevy, etc, Catalog (608)

more. Roseville, Rookwood, Weller;

582-4124.

Catalina too. (NO DEALER PR|C-

the rates

Rates: 750 per word, with a $s minimum. phone number counts as
one word, no charge for zip code. Payment must accompany ad (US
funds only). Please type classified ads. Every Echoes subscriber is
entitled to one free classified ad (maximum 15 words).
Deadlines: February 1st, May 1st, August 1st, November jst
Send ads to: Deco Echoes, PO Box 155, Cummaquid, MA 02637.
Or fax with credit card number, expiration date, and signature to:
(5OB) 428-0077, or e-mail information to: hey@deco-echoes.com

ING). LAGUNA 609 2nd Avenue, Seattle, WA 98104. (206) 682-6.162.

Selling: Heywood-Wakefield furni-

ture, large selection, reasonable
prices. Central Florida's finest. Phone

AC (352) 589-0423.

Selling: 1950s Stiffel floor lamp by
Raymond Loewy, rare. Offers considered. Chris (312) 810-6242.

Selling: Quality vintage clothing, accessories, and Art Deco furnishings.
Call for requests (718) 965-0589.
Alternative Furnishings. We deal

in

mid-2Oth century Modern, Deco, and

Heywood-Wakefield furniture (61 0)
796-2990, Alternative Furnishings,
3728 Lancaster Pike, Sinking Spring,
PA 19608. Eight miles west of Reading on Route 222.

87

modern classifieds modern classifieds modern classifieds
trailer trash. 651-A Dolliva Street,

Wanted: lnteresting streamlined
Baklite objects (Ribbonaire Fan,

Pismo Beach, CA 93449.

Jumo Lamp, etc.), Aladdin figurine

Nazareth Studio, modern classics to

Selling: Scandinavian design and
furniture. Wegner, Kjaerholm, Arne

B-7, Antique Center I Savage lvlill.
95 exit 3BA Baltimore/Washington.

Jacobsen, Finn Juhl, Kaare Klint, etc.
More than 2,000 pieces in stock. Visit

Selling: Red Wing Smaft Set colfee

our shop in Copenhagen: Dansk

pot, $250. (303) 831-9243.

Wanted: Canadian collector seeks
Eames, Herman & Howard Miller,

Copenhagen K, Denmark. Tel (45)
33-323837, Fax (45) 33-323835.
http://www.dmk.dk/.

Learn About@ Antiques & Col-

Nelson, Knoll, etc., north of 49th parallel. E-mail dcameron@compusmart

clock, Vogue picture records,
Barangers motion displays. Gary

.ab.ca.

Prato (BlB) 789-7117, e-mail: Gary

Michael Burns Architects. 19 N.
Franklin Street, Lambertville, NJ

961 1.

Wanted:

Mood lndigo - Always a large se-

nets, Original Ir/ilitary furnishlngs,
Deco and Modernist accessories,

ofthe 1950s, D. Seagraves, PO Box

Bakelite. Call Alex Channing (305)
576-2390.

934-4848.

I

lamps, antique colored telephones,

lr/obelkunst, Bredgade 32, DK-1 260

08530. Registered in NJ, PA, NY DE,
MD. NJSA award winning firm. Free
consultations. (609) 397-5508.

Selling: Scandinavian ceramics and
glass. Gustavsberg, Rorstrand, Tobo,
Gefle, Kosta, Orrefors. Artists include

lectibles. Over 200 topics taught,
Hands-on training. TIAC, 500 El
Paseo, Denton, TX76205. (940) 565'

lr/ather posters, Propaganda Poster Art, Medicine cabi-

lection of Fiestaware, Russel Wright,
Zeisel dinnerware, Cocktail Shakers,
1939 NYWF, Bakelite Jewelry and
Flatware, We Mail Order. Open daily
12-7 .181 Prince Street, Soho, NYC
10012. (212) 254-1176.

Palmqvist. Ken (212) 982'7047.

Selling: Books. Excellent selection of
books and catalogs on Decorative
and Fine Arts. Occassional lists issued. Your want lists always welcome. Kaplan/Kopelson (212) 2605173, Fax (212) 727 -3055.
Selling: Vintage costume jewelry, Lea

Stein, Paris. Fabulous selection including the Fox. Susan Marks, OH
lVY, PO Box 148375, Chicago, lL
60614, (773\ 477-7782.

electric irons of the '30s/'40s: very
large collection, Seeking to buy/sell/
trade with other collectors/dealers.
(215) 887-5467 or photos/info. to
833 Norfolk Boad, Jenkintown, PA
9046.

Modern Flatware: Buy / Sell / l.D.
Service, all materials, send image.
Designer patterns available. Jenyll
Habegger, 7404 North Sheridan

(21 2) 777 -

1960s decorative ads. 3949 Gravois,

members. aol.com/jvbolkan.

St. Louis, tVO 63116. (314) 773The Coolest Place in Tucson! Cat
House Collectibles, 2924 E. Broadway (520) 795-2181. Mid-centurY

round wall mirror (w/etching) border.
Also same era floor stand type ashtray. (916) 455-1326.

Wanted: Rebaies copPer and ster-

Lobel, Smith, Pearson, etc. Scandinavian jewelers such as Michelsen,

Hansen, Andersen, Jacobsen,

Road, Woodstock, NY 12498. (914)
1915 and finest laces.

-

Wanted: Unusual insulated decanters made by Thermos, Manning-

Wanted: Cactusl Polyurethane cactus clothes stand made by Gufram.
Also carrera modular sofa. Call

Bowman, Universal. Victorian thru
Deco. Send Polaroid. Other related

FRANKART LAMPS, EtC., ANd OthET

Art Deco nudes, as well as Robj. or
other French figural perfume lamps.
Send photo and prices to PO Box
596553, Dallas, TX 75359. (214\8247917.

Eric Rippert Photography: Progressive interpretations of architecture,
portraiture, and design. Cleveland,
oH (216) 738-1080.

Check out Scout at Stella's Triple Pier,
Pier BB, March 1998.

CLASS OF 56 - Fantastic selection,
mid-century designer items. Booth

Artichoke, Laszlo, Papa Bear. Re-

Block, 1125 Pike. Voted best in Seattle. Mid-century modern, industrial.

Hanick (416) 781-7858 collect. Email schiap@aol.com.

Harold (310)

44.1

-6508.

Wanted: Heywood-Wakefield Service Wagon #tV394G, champagne
finish, in any condition, to complete
dining room collection. Thomas
Herman, PO Box 16, South Wales,
NY 14139. E-mail: Thomas-Herman
@Pion.wnyric.org.

Wanted: lnterested in purchasing
acrylic (lucite) furniture and accesso-

Wanted: New to the '50s and '60s
Looking for 20th Century Objects?

Wanted: Schiaparelli collectibles clothing items, perfume bottles, jewelry, ephemera. Contact ShirleY

7786.

quests (206) 464-0850.

Wanted: Buying all kinds of handbags in excellent condition, 18001960s. Sydney's, 240 Overlook

Unusual items preferred. Send photo
or xerox and price. ltrlichael Zentman,
83 Stony Hollow Boad, CenterPort,
NY 1 1 721.

Wanted: Serious collector seeks

Kauppi, Wirkkala. Dooley (212) 777

Wanted: Pacific Northwest collector
looking for very unique and cool
cocktail shakers. John (B0O) 9990481 or (503) 699-9006.

246-9363. Also silk clothes 1800-

Buying and Selling: English,

Selling: 20th century antiques and

B8

7037.

pottery.

French, and German Modernist
Silver Jewelry. American artists,

Southport Antique Mall, lndianapolis.
Gail Goodrich Harwood (317) 9311232.

ln, fX 78746. Phone (512\ 329'

paid for travel, entertainment, patri-

paper. D. Amerling, 15 Pilgrim Road,
Scarsdale, NY 10583.

modern furniture, glassware, and

300024, Escondido, CA 92030.

collectibles, custom antique button

Wanted: Posters. Highest prices

other objects wanted by collector.

Professional free-lance writers.
Fast, accurate, on time. Bolkan-

Middleton-Moore Antiques: 930s-

jewelry and desk accessories.

Eileen Gray products/furniture. Direct

ling jewelry, wall masks, plates, and

7172. VisiI our web site at http://

$1 (for catalog). Bosko, PO Box

Wanted: Serious parties interested in

chairs. (304) 243-1707.

Wanted: Looking for'30s-'40s Deco

Nelson Media Services (541\ 747-

Your
source for the finest Trki carvings.
ceramics. Check out our web site at
http://www.tikibosko.com, or send

Wanted: lnformation on covers for
Knoll Diamonds, Birds, and dining

647-0069.

Road, Chicago, lL 60626-2091 . (773)
338-491 4,

other modernists. Dooley
7786.

Tiki Objects by Bosko is

Dingmans Ferry, PA 18328. (717)
828-2361.

1960. Call us before you selll Miscel-

$35 + postage/sales tax. To order call

8096.

same. Please, Brian (954) 725-OO94.

laneous Man, Box 1000DE, New
Freedom, PA 17349-0191. (800)

1960s silver flatware and holloware
by Kalo, Adler, WMF, Hansen, and

.1

paintings. Social Realism of particular interest. David Zdyb, PO Box 146,

otic, transportation, and others, to

Buying and Selling: 1950s and

dayl

23988, Pleasant Hill, CA 94523. (510)

inquiries to 3844 Hunterhood, Aus-

Selling: Warren McArthur catalog reprint, c.1930, 70 full page photos,
(703) 549-4672 or lax (703) 5494733. Also: We are actively buYing
vintage Warren McArthur. Call us to-

Wanted: Women's rubber rainboots

Wanted: Frederick Weinberg small
metal sculptures and literature on

Buying and Selling: Streamlined

1

Prato@aol.com.

Wanted: WPA/American Scene style

Friberg, Lindberg, Kage, Salto,

Nylund, Stalhane, Lindstrand,

.1929

Catalin Motorola #50XC & Fada #L56
radios, Frankl Telechron Skyscraper

scene - we are interested in anY and
all from lighting to chrome furniture
and anything real unique and funky.
Art Deco wanted also. Please contact Buddy Mahar, Hubbar St. Antiques, 26 Hubbard Street, Cortland,
NY 13045. (607) 753-8625. E-mail
maharl@snycorva.cortland, edu.

ries, and musical instruments constructed of lucite. Write Pat
Ursomano, PO Box 94, Gladstone,
oR 97O27. (503) 655-8939.
Wanted: lnflatable furniture, Pop art,
Op art, Peter Max. Call Kathy at (330)

759-7739.

modern classifieds modern classifieds modern classifieds
Wanted: Kartell - modular, cylindri-

Rhys, 323 Broadway Avenue

cal white stacking units for wall

#1004, Seattle, WA 98102.

screen. Vincent Botticelli (716) BB37893.

Wanted: Futuristic, space-age stereo equipment such as JVC spheri-

cal speakers from '60s,

Bang

E

Wanted: Mid-century modern furniture, glass, jewelry Bakelite, vintage
designer clothing: '60s, '70s, 'BOs
Pucci, Gucci, Halston, Trigere, etc.
Annegret von Winterfeld (212) 262-

Olufsen, or ?. Doug (602) 840-0496,

8001.

Wanted: Yanagi Butterf/y slool

Wanted: Russel Wright. We pur-

l4/omb chai and ottoman; Russel
Wrighl /roquois Casual Canteloupe
carafe. Arielle Schechter (919) 933'1

ware and dishware, especially
Melmac, barware, textiles, radios,
and small appliances including Ws.
Call (905) 793-7801

.

Wanted: Florence KNOLL credenzas, desks, and other furniture. Call
(212) 535-0969 anytime.

Wanted: Echoes back issues. Vol-

with poles, approximately 1940s-

porcelain woman ski figure, complete

1,2; Volume ll - 2, 3, & 4;

Wanted: Pnilco Predicta TV, excellent condition and functional. Call

anonymous furniture, lamps, kitchen

pieces. The Gordons (213) 469Wanted: Looking for a Katschutte

-

Wanted: '50s '50s '50s designer and

9353.

spring.com.

ume I

Wanted: Neon signs, neon sign

chase and trade rare spun aluminum

400. E-mail aschechter@mind

Volume lll - 2 , 4. (617) 277-3180.

Miller Comprehensive Storage Syslern (CSS), individual components or
parts including poles, lights, etc. Call
(21 2) 535-0969 anytime.

.l

950s era. Please contact Ronda
Golden, PO Box 528, Lunenburg, lv'lA
01462.

Wanted: Rene Lalique vases. Col-

eames.. EAMES..eames..EAMES..

enade, and LURAY. Call Brenda
lVosher (408) 998-8865.

Wanted: Catalin radios or radios of

(800) 5BB-7675.

the '4Os with odd colors. Radio

ers lighting fixtures, probably from the
'3Os or'40s, company previously lo-

Rama, PO Box 33309, Philadelphia,
PA 19142. Send photo for price.

cated in Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin

Wanted: Mrazek Czech Pottery for

Wanted: Heywood-Wakef ield cocktail table in champagne, M335G or

Wanted: Frankart and Rohde clocks.
Call evenings 1212) 486-8026.

personal collection. Send photos or
call. Jane and Bill Slattery 401 Bitterroot, Boise, ldaho 83709. (208)

M319G preferred, possible interest in

Wanted: Souvenir Buildings. AII types
of miniature metal souvenir buildings
needed for new collection. Reasonable. Faye (619) 291-3411
.

Wanted: Desk with lots of drawers.
F. Valle, PO Box 1382, Naples, FL
34106, Fax (941) 514-3313.

Wanted: Swid Powell china, silvet
and crystal. Call Karl (212)872-2539,

.1

375-8946.

Brastoff resin, Matthew Adams, and
Itrlarc Bellaire pieces. Phone or fax
(440\ 327 -811 9. John Kastelic,

Wanted: Eames, Saarinen, Wormley,
McCobb, Nelson, Wright, Gibbons,

top - steel base by Cino Boeri. Call

Nakashima, and Danish 1950s furni-

(305) 682-1817.

CHAIRS and stool in excellent condition, for purchase or trade. Call
(21 2) 535-0969 anytime.

Wanted: Apollo. lvetalware marked
Apollo, Bernard Rice's Sons, especially Shadow/Ardt. Barnard, 4991
Mountain Top Road West, New

ture and iighting. Please call Orhan
(212) 505-9880 or visit Buying The
Farm Furniture at 28 Bond Street,

Hope, PA 18938.

NYC, NY 10012.

Buying and Selling: California pottery artware. Also love to trade, Jack
Chipman, Box 1079, Venice, CA
90294- 1 07 9. (31 0) 396-5320.

Wanted: Eliel Saarinen reproduction
Cranbrook Academy circular dining
table and B fluted chairs. Excellent
condition only. (310) 815-9465.

Wanted: Black leg Womb olloman.

Wanted: Furniture and effects by

Herman Miller clocks, furniture. Quality period lighting. 48" low case unit.
Peter Max. Will Beck (410) BZi-8127.

NOGUCHI. Catt (212) 535-0969 anytime.

ings, pool furniture, wire sculptures,
signage, etc. Pueblo Deco (520) 3254672.

household items, decorative pieces,

list, condition, and price to Zane

i

456-3960.

Wanted: two Knoll BARCELONA

gift, specialty, and merchandise cata-

Crockery; Barker Bro.; Wanamakers;
Chase; Revere; Saks Sth, etc.) Send

(41 5)

Wanted: Higgins Glass, Sascha

Wanted:'50s-'60s outdoor furnish-

metal, glass, pottery, etc.(Brands
Good Furniture; China, Glass &

950s shop

Also seeking unusual Eva Zeisel dinner and other pieces. Alan Baratz
(718) 768-2103.

Wanted: Original 920s-'50s trade,

logs for furniture, Iighting, clocks,
barware and smoking accessories,

1

@aol.com.

or e-mail karlx@cyber-cafe.com.

Wanted: Vernon kilns Sa/amna, Our
Amerba, A,loby Dck patterns. Call
Adele (201) 666-61 11, M-F 9-5 ET.

.

letters, or photos. The Modern

Wanted: Higgins Glass (prefer studio pieces and unusual Dearborn).

buying figural pens, necklaces,
carved or geometric bracelets, dots,
stripes, etc. Looking foruuard to hearing from you. Meri (516) 484-4794.

-

Eames Office, the Evans Molded Ply-

wood Co., or the Herman lr/iller Co.
Call us with any unusual items or
paper items like ads, books, toys,

dition only. (608) 588-7519.

Wanted: Coors pottery - mint con-

others. (718) 777-5898 or GammaT
Wanted: Bakelite jewelry collector is

Wanted: Red Wing dinnerware

EAMES..eames..EAMES..eames..
eames..EAMES..eames..EAM ES..
The Modern i 1950s shop is always
buying obscure furniture and objects
from Ray and Charles Eames, the

Pompeii line. Also serving pieces in
Lolus. looking for figurine of longneck ladies. Artist not known. Call
(61 5) 790-0056 or (61 5) 417 -77 17

Wanted: Herman Miller and Knoll
catalogs of yesteryear. Walsh, 3128
Bray Road, Virginia Beach, VA
23452. (757) 498-941 0.

Wanted: '50s to'60s space-age lawn
furniture, all types. Metlox, Mobile,
Contempora, free-form dinnerware.
John (213) 822-0999.

Wanted: Dinnerware in these pat-

catalogs or literature on Moe Broth-

and Louisville, Kentucky. Call Jeff at
(800) 549-9299 x269.

535-0969 anytime.

terns: VERNON Ultra, METLOX Confetti, FRANCISCAN Trio, HLC Ser-

Wanted: MOE BROTHERS - any

sculpture, pair of wire boxers, and
small plaster zodiac figures. Contact
Glenn at (212) 316-3874.

(21 2)

Wanted: lnterested in buying anything of Donald Deskey. Call Davis at
(305) 864-3027.

ored preferred. Other Rene Lalique
objects considered. Mr. Lorenzo

Wanted: Anything Frederick Weinberg - especially large gladiator

cans, neon clocks, old neon photos.
Broken or missing neon okay. NO
BEER SIGNS. Fred (561)744-1833.

Wanted: Bullwinkle watch - wind or
quartz - not by Fossil. Chrome Penguin shaker. (816) 444-1904.

Nelson Wanted! Nelson Coconut
chair (clean original condition), Nelson
1946 home/office desk, Nelson Block

clock, pair of blonde Nelson nightstands, Nelson hairpin daybed. Also
ottoman for Jacobsen Fggchair (prefer black), Jacobsen Swan sota. Al
ways buying Nelson clocks and furniture. (813) 864-1623 until midnight

(ESI.

Wanted: George Nelson/Herman

Wanted: Lunario cocl4ail table, glass

Echoes Magazine is looking for experienced contributing writers, traveling photojournalists, and striking
classic modern interiors to photograph. Please call (5081 428-2324 tor
further details.

Wanted: George Nakashima furniture and lighting. Please call Cristina
at (212) 995-1950 or visit the " j 950"
Gallery at 440 Lafayette Street.
Wanted: Higgins glass clock, General Electric, 1954. Call D. Johnson
(402) 558-7037.

Wanted: Prouve and Peniand. Especially wall units, bookcases, and
Visiteurs chair. Call (910) 762-6585.
Perry Poole.

Wanted: Eggchaiinvery good condition, preferably near Massachusetts. Reasonable. (508) 420-1 SOl.
B9
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and therefore on architecture - the presenta-

tion again in 1917. Also in the late 1920s Le
Corbusier visited both countries, and his
ideas and concepts became important tools
for the development of the future architecture of that area.
The second important event was the

the Society of Architects visited the boat,

50 Quality Dealers

or l-71, Exit 7 to Reading
south 3 lights

- with more impact on the arts in general,

arrival in li/lontevideo of the cruise liner At/an/b in November of 1931 . A delegation from

8am - 4pm

t-75

Art Deco in South America
{contnied from page 49) and Uruguay). One of
these events was the presentation of the
Russian Ballet in Buenos Aires in 1907, and

3-738.7256

www.isite.com/showz

1940's-1970's
Furnishings

which was basically a floating exhibition of
the latest work by the most well-known
French Art Deco artists, who were involved
in the design and decoration of the ship's in-

teriors and furnishings.
The architects of that time period defined
the architecture of the city with a particular
approach - they were not orlhodox rationalists, and if they adopted the ltr'todern l\/ovement philosophy, a large part of their ideas
came from the physical and cultural media
that had a big influence on all their works.
lVlore rational than the rationalists, the
designers of the new construction kept the
building code rules regarding heights, setbacks, etc....As a result, the streets have a
homogenity which blends the new buildings
in without competing, keeping the same scale
and relationship with the public spaces, even
to the extent of the use of similar materials
and finishes on the new buildings as exists
on their surroundings, However, the departure from some of the composition criteria of
the traditional designs made an important
change in the urban fabric.
The Yacht Club [Photo 3], was designed
by Hernan & Crespi in 1935. Located in the
Puerto de/ Buceo (Buceo's Port), in the area
that is known as The Ramb/a fl-he Boardwalk) - which is a nicely landscaped, open
urban space for strolling - its site is one of
the most beautiful spots on the shore. The
building serves as an architectural landmark,
defining the space and the site with its form.

At first glance, the building in Photo

1

looks similar to a cruise boat with its terraces
on the east and west sides of the building
(recalling the "Nautical Deco" style of the
Albion in tViami Beach and the Sheraton in
Fort Lauderdale). Verticality is emphasized in
its main facade (the north), and also the south,
through a very strong vertical plane which
resembles a giant fin.

Photo 4 depicts a Police Stand bY an
unknown designer. lt is one of many similar

constructions which can be found along
5142 llorth Glark St.
Chicago' lL 60640
(31 2) 784-7936
Wednesday-Sunday 12:00 p.m' - 7:00 p.m.
90

Costanera Avenue, where The Ramb/a is located. lt is an excellent representation of the
Nrlodern and Art Deco lrrlovements in the,?zb
de /a P/ata, with its maritime connotation (note

the porthole window) which reinforces its
nautical image. ln Photo 7, the contrast of

the Rationalist type of Le Corbusier buildings
seen in the background, and the "Nautical
Deco" of another Police Stand example, pro-

vides a succinct view of the architectural
movements - from Cubism to Art Deco which were in vogue for many years among
r
the designers from this latitude.
- Enrique Atladia is an architect who has taught
and /ectured in many unrversities both /ocafu and
abroad, and has authored many artic/es on archi
tecture for bolh newspapers and magaznes.
The Breeze-Stewart Collection
(cont nued frcm page 531 One is a wooden desk
Stewart inherited from his mother. The other
is a 1970s painting by German artist Chris-

tian Boeder; the painting's film noir-type
scene enhances the decor.
It4any objects in the Breeze-Stewart
Collection were acquired from dealers or purchased at shows, however, the pair also ran

ads in newspapers. One of those ads,
Stewart says, led to the "great, cheap find"
every collector dreams about. A woman
called and offered them an Eames screen.
The price? $200.

The collection includes a total of five
Eames screens. One of the screens in the
living room had originally been given as a gift
in the 1950s, Stewart says. The recipient
didn't like it and never used it. Unused, still in
the original box, it ended up in the hands of a
Colorado dealer who contacted them.

Stewart's prized piece is the dining
room's Noguchi Chess table, acquired at the
N/odernism show one year. The acquisition
involved a lot of hand-wringing, he says; it
required a second mortgage to finance the
purchase. The top moves smoothly to reveal
the cast iron container underneath which
holds the chess pieces. The blond table top
is rare - they're usually dark - and consequently more valuable, Stewart notes.
Stewart stresses that they aimed not only
for comprehensiveness in their collection, but
also sought out rare or unusual objects. For
instance, designer Alexander Girard did many
fabrics for Herman tViller. In the dining room
is a rare painting by Girard, an abstract of a
group of figures.

Also rare is the bedroom's George
Nelson A,4arshma//ow sofa. The sofa has
purple fabric, with white paint on the metal
frame, a custom job for a Nelson client,
Stewart says. Nelson's array of disk cushions, which broke up the usual solid mass of
a sofa, created one of the most striking designs of the 1950s.
Several Eames chavs \LClrltS) grace the
den on the second floor. One lounge chair
has pony-skin fabric on the seat and back,
another is stained a rich red. Stewart points
out that the red stain usually bleaches out
from light exposure, but this one has kept its
deep color. The room also features an Alvar
Aalto screen, about five feet high, composed

of round wood dowels. From a distance,
looks like a grove of

bamboo.

it
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Sculptures by Frederic Weinberg are

I

scattered throughout the house. Some adorn
the walls - abstiact images of musicians and
athletes. Some of the larger pieces, such as
the nearly life-size figures of Greek soldiers,
are too heavy to hang on the plaster and lathe
walls, and must lean against them instead.
Stewart is proud that most of the col-

ilan. 81 & Feb. 1

March 14 -15

Santa Monica Civic Aud
]

I

I

1855 Main @ Pico

1OO+

maintained. Only a few pieces have required
refurbishing, mostly fabric work,
Like most collectors, Stewart has a story
of the one that got away. lt was a prototype
of a chair jointly designed by Charles Eames
and Eero Saarinen. The price was $2,000

]

aboard the Queen Mary,

Long Beach
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lection is in original condition. They consciously chose objects that had been well
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Stewart remembers his reaction: "l'm not
going to pay that for a chair!" Several years
later, a museum purchased it for $50,000.

'

He jokingly adds that Breeze "never forgave
me for that."
The term applied to many designs from
the 1950s is "biomorphic," referring to the
influence of natural forms on the designers
of that era. The style's origins are reflected in
a simple object that sits on a Noguchi dinette
table in the small side room on the second
floor. The heavy, dark stone object resembles

I:

l
I
I

I

an inflated arrowhead, it's form perfectly
complementing the curved table. When

161

91

295-+832 3795 Pork Blvd. S. D. CA 921 Og

asked who designed the sculpture, Stewarl
smiles. A friend gave this to them, he explains
- it was a rock she found on the beach,

Knox Street Antiques
5519 Knox St.

- Jrm Sweeney is a free/ance writer and editor
based in A/exandria, Vtrgnb.

Dallas, TX-75205

Decodence

DE(DO.DENCE

214/52 t-8888

The Modern Office 2

TX-75226
214/744.DECO

/cortr.l-ed'.cn oage o5 ln the office I needed
to keep clutter to a minimum, so the furnishings are minimal and neat. Curly maple
cabinets from lkea and an all-white desktop
keep the area feeling light and orderly.
The studio was another opportunity to
use a classic element -namely lhe Womb
chair - which was purchased new from Knoll.
ln the kitchen I used two Arne Jacobsen side
chairs (again from a ware-house sale) with
lkea cabinets and furnishings. Since they are
both Scandinavian, they blend well together.
The end result was a space which is a
smooth assemblage of many elements. lkea
is combined with tr/otr/A pedigree pieces,
technology is contrasted with warm comfortable materials, periods are mixed and redefined. I think the main point here is that a few
high-end, classic modern pieces in a space
can add character and definition to what otherwise would be just a collection ot inexpensive stock furnishings.
-

Martin Raffone /nterior Desrgn, / 0 East 7 6 Slreet,

No. /5, New York NY /0003. (2/2) 243-2027.
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CATALOG REPRINTS FOR SALE
1930-31 Frankart Catalogue
B2PP $ze'oo
,.:t

1950 Ashcraft by Heywood Wakefield

48PP $ts'oo

f{loel.

1937 Revere Chrome Catalogue
w/ designer attribution

6oPP $ts'oo
1937-1940s Kensington Furniture and Aluminum
$15.00

I

1937 Royalchrome Distinctive Furniture

47PP $ts
plus postage
Call for more information 2.13-667-1838
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Classic '50s Refuge! This modern home is.iust one
hour from downtown Chicago and is situated on four
acres, surrounded by an additional 300 acres of
unihabited land. Wildlife abounds in a refuge of trees,
ponds, and wetlands. Located two miles from downtown
Valparaiso, lN, this town (population 30,000) boasts as
being one of the top ten school districts in the nation
(USA Today). The 1,528 square foot home was built in
1955 by a US Congressman, and has recently completed extensive remodeling, retaining many of the
period features and enhancrng the Feng Shui. The home
is appropriately furnished with Herman Miller, Knoll, and
Noguchi which can be negotiated with the home. Asking
price: $237,000. For further information please contact
Scott at (508) 428-2324.
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For more information on the Wilson area,
please contact the Wilson Chamber of
Commerce at (919) 237-0165.
Square feet: 4,100. Lot Size: 15,840
square feet. Zoning: Business.
Contact: Preservation North Carolina,
PO Box 27644, Raleigh, NC 2761 1.
Phone: (91 9) 832- 1 651
.

Wilson Bus Station.

The Bus Station, built in .1938, is
one of the few examples of the Art
Deco style in Wilson. Rounded
corners, horizontal banding, and
geometric accents are exhibited
througout the stucco structure. A
projecting bay with latticed widows
is set off-center in the front facade.
The first floor of the building was a
waiting room, ticketing area, and
lunch counter, while office space
occupied the upper floor. The site
also includes an unusual circular taxi
stand and a two-bay garage. The
buildings, which require substatial
rehabilitation, would be suitable for a
number of adaptive reuse projects.
The property is located in the Wilson
Central Business National Begister
Historic District. lt is adjacent to the
Wilson Train Station, which is
currently undergoing major restoration, and is close to several other
recently renovated buildings. Wilson
is located in eastern North Carolina,
near I-95.
95
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Washington, DC. Residence of prominent 20th Century Architect.
Pre-turn-of-the-century home was given a dramatic contemporary
personality in 1954 with a renovation and addition by Charles
Goodman, Large, bright rooms with high ceilings. Itzlasterful details.
Numerous built-ins. lnterior spaces enhanced by abundant use of
wood on floors, walls, living room ceiling. Nearly 5,000 square feet
of living space includes glass-walled living room with flagstone floor
and stone fireplace, formal dining room, family room, study, 4
bedrooms, 3 baths. All rooms oriented to outdoors and tastefully
landscaped grounds. Flagstone terraces and rough stone walls
encircle this unique country house. This notable home has been
published and documented in national magazines. Just minutes
from downtown DC, close to National Airport, in the prestigious
Seminary neighborhood of Alexandria, Virginia. $1 ,500,000.00.
Call Jeffery lt/cGlothlin, (800) 549-9299 x269.
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